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Mayfield youth chosen
Easter Seal child 1986

MSU splits with APSU
to remain tied in OVC

See story on page 2 -

MCCH hosts UK intern;
Farris clinical manager

See story on page 14 -

See stories on page 2
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—News In Brief
Governor Collins named one of
national outstanding mothers
NEW YORK(AR) — Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne Collins, one
of nine women cited as mothers of the year, was quick to cite
those people who helped her capture the honor — her children.
"And without them, I couldn't have made it," the governor said
Thursday in an impromptu powder room interview before the
presentation of the award — a bronze figurine of a mother
shielding her children in the folds of her skirt.
Marla, the 21-year-old daughter of the Bluegrass state's first
woman governor, was nearly as proud as her mother over the
award and as quick to take the credit.
"It's not everyday your mother is named mother of the year,"
3he said. "But my brother and I have to take some of the credit
because without us, she wouldn't be a mother."
Incidentally, the governor's husband Bill, a dentist, credited
his wife's career with bringing him closer to his children, since
she was away much of the time, according to an interview in this
Sunday's Parade magazine.
Also cited by the non-profit group dedicated to raising the nation's consiousness of Mother's Day was another Kentuckian,
1982 mother of the year Phyllis George Brown, who was named
"Poster Mother of the Year."
Also receiving mother of the year awards for 1985 were: Anna
Fisher, a medical doctor and space shuttle astronaut; Louisa
Kennedy, whose husband was the ranking American official held
hostage in Iran for 444 days; Susan Lucci, star of the soap opera
"All My Children"; Sarah Palfrey, a former world class tennis
player; Madge Sinclair, a TV actress on "Trapper John M.D."
who was unable to attend the ceremony; Frederica Von Stade, a
member of the Metropolitan Opera; and Clara Hate, who runs a
Harlem home for children of drug addicted mothers.
Members of the Outstanding Mothers Advisory Committee
are: Joan Bennett; Polly Bergen; Bette Davis; Dorothy DeBolt;
Geraldine Ferraro; Arlene Francis; Margaret Heckler; Anne
Jackson; Sally John; Coretta King; Pai Lindstrom; Joatui
Lunden; Barbara Mandrell; Carol Martin; Julia Meade; Dr.
Alelaide Scanlon; Vivian Scaarangella; Patricia Schroeder;
Joanne Sheltock ; Cathy Cash Spellman; Ann Sweeney; Nancy
Thurmond; Judy Woodruff and Eugenia Zuckerman.
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Hurt: FLBA-PCA merger 'one-stop service'
Max Hurt, who is currently
serving on the board of directors
of the Federal Land Bank
Association, estimates that the
consolidation of the FLBA and
Production Credit Association
will be completed sometime in
1986
"Apparently, they (the
stockholders and organizers of
the consolidation) hope to have a
good deal of it done by the middle of next year," said Hurt in a
telephone interview Thursday.

Although Hurt is not directly
involved in the consolidation, as
a long-time board member he
did explain that it would take an
act of Congress to ultimately
combine the two loan insititulions. Once the merger is complete, Hurt said, "it will mean
one -stop service for
farmers,..short and long term
loans will be made all under one
roof."
FLBA stockholders held what
might have been their last an-

nual meeting as a separate
organization earlier this week in
Mayfield. FLBA president Dave
Hornback was reported as
stating that the consolidation
was ahead of schedule and that
several committees have
already been organized — a
chief executive officer committee, an operations committee
and committees to review a
location for the new organization and to decide on a new title.
The consolidation has been go-

ing oil tor about two years, said
Hurt.
Hornback is quoted as stating
that it is probable that the main
office of the consolidated
organization will be located in
Mayfield.
The new offices would serve
the 14 West Kentucky counties
included in Region One. The consolidation would affect the four
states — Kentucky, Indiana,
Tennessee and Ohio — included
in the Fourth Farm Credit
District.
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Elsewhere...
By The Assockaked Press

WASHINGTON — President Reagan,saying he will not cave inC,
and cancel a visit to a German cemetery where Nazi SS soldiers
are buried, is preparing to meet face to face with a Jewish leader
who says the president has brought "pain and shame" to
Americans.
WASHINGTON — Ronald Reagan, who always seems to be
able to make things go his way, has had a perfectly awful series
of gaffes, miscues and slip-ups in the last week that rekindle
memories of Jimmy Carter's bad luck and Jerry Ford's bad
balance.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — A black mob grabs two
white men on the fringe of a white neighborhood in riot-torn Cape
province and sets one of them on fire, police report The torched
victim was critically burned, but the other man apparently
escaped.
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Shiite and Druse militias flush out and
capture the last of their rivals in west Beirut, ending a savage
battle for control of the Moslem part of the capital. Prime
Minister Rashid Karami is in Syria, which reportedly is pressuring him to withdraw the resignation of his Cabinet.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — A newly declassified letter from J.
Robert Oppenheimer to Enrico Fermi written in 1943 discloses a
possible plan to poison 500,000 of the enemy with radioactive food
during World War II, according to a special report in a
Massachusetts Institute of Technology magazine.
CAPF CANAVERAL, Fla. — Discovery's astronauts, their
homecoming delayed 99 minutes by rain, glided safely back to
Earth today at the end of a bittersweet journey that astronautSen. Jake Garn hailed as proof that "man is needed in space."
Today in History
Today is Friday, April 19, the 109th day of 1985. There are 256
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On April 19, 1775, the American
Revolutionary War began with the Battles of Lexington and
Concord.
Today's birthdays: Actor Don Adams is 58. Actor Hugh
O'Brian is 55. Actor Dick Sargent is 52. Actor-comedian Dudley
Moore is 50. Actress Elinor Donahue is 48. Tennis player Sue
Barker is 29.
Thought for today: "Success is a journey, not a destination." —
Anonymous.

Made in the shade
Sammy Nanney took care of the mowing chores under the shade
trees at his South 16th Street house before moving to the sunlit
areas of the yard Friday morning. Temperatures in the mid-80's

brought several Murrayans outside, and the sunshine is expected
to continue through the weekend.

Poston says new regulation will have little
impact on the operations of local hospital
By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
A new federal regulation that
will take effect next month will
require hospitals to make
previously-undisclosed government evaluations available for
public review will have little impact on the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, hospital administrator Stuart Poston said.
The new regulations were
published Wednesday and will
take effect May 17. They state
that the public is entitled to see
hospitals report cards from

Medicare's Peer Review
MCCH occupancy is down an
Organizations (PRO).
average of 31.6 patients per day
from fiscal year 1984, but deaths
Poston fears the information
will confuse and mislead the • at the hospital have increased
public, but he adds that MCCH
four percent.
Hospital controller Danny
has nothing to hide.
Waiters said the hospital's mor"I basically don't think there
tality had climbed because paIs anything to it," Poston said.
tients were waiting too long
"I believe some bureaucrats are
before checking in. With
trying to find a way to identify
hospitals with poor care, but the
Medicare's deductible set at
statistics on the surface could be
$400, many patients are deterred
misleading."
from seeing their doctors.
Some of the statistics reported
Poston wishes this were not
at the hospital board meeting
the case.
Thursday evening noted that the
"With all the publicity of
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Tonight: Fair. Low around
60. Light south wind.
Saturday: Partly cloudy
with a slight chance of
thundershowers.

— LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.6
Barkley Lake
358.7

(Cont'd on page 2)

Radio call-in
to field wet-dry
questions here

'"CLOUDY

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Sunday through Tuesday
calls for an unseasonably
warm period with •a good
chance of showers and
thunderstorms by Tuesday.

changes in Medicare. many people fear that Medicare is not going to pay their expenses. We
tell people 'If you're sick, go see
the doctor.' If they can't pay, we
won't take their car and their
house."
The board tgreed to accept
the bid from Crouch Construc-tion Company to beging construction of a new intensive care
unitcoronary care unit, to be
lacated on the hospital's second
floor. The new units will be in

Speak
out

today's index
One Section — 2.0 Pages
Classifieds
18, 19
Comics
17, 18
Crosswords
18
Dear Abby
20
Horoscope
17
Murray Today
4, 5, 6
Obituaries
10
Perspective
3
Royko Says
3
Sports
14, 15

meat( abate by David Tuck

E ASLEV HONORED — Sid Easley is presented a plalu% by parks board chairman Mark Blankenship as Easley is leaving the parks board after serving on it for 15 years. The presentation of the plaque
was made during the,board's reitilarl) scheduled meeting Thursday. Also during the meeting.
Mike
Hudson was named as the pool manager for this summer and a proposal to replace the current four
foot
high fence at the oturch league field with a al* foot high fence was accepted, with the project to be
funded by the Church Softball League Association. The parks board also announced it would establish
negotiations with Dr. Steve14est and his son, 4,ho are planning to conduct an organised three week
baseball clinic this summer. In cooperation with the parks system.

Citizens who wish to comment on the local wet/dry
election Tuesday may do so
by participating in a public
forum to be aired Sunday
over WSJP-AM in Murray.
The one-hour call-in show.
-will begin at 5 p.m.
Moderator Greg Delaney will
host Marty Mattis and Ken
Wolf, representing the Committee for Legal Control Of
Alcohol in Murray, and
Wayne Williams , of the
Murray-Calloway County Dry
League. Other speakers may
appear.
•
Anyone wanting to express
opinions or ask questions
abotit issues involved in the
election may do so by calling
753-2400 during the broadcast.
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Judge: Stumbo didn't
willfully violate state
campaign laws in '83
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COMING OF AGE PARTY HELD — Second grade students at
Robertson Elementary Schciol'Were treated to a "coming of age
party" at the Calloway County Library Thursday afternoon. The
students are pictured above being given a formal tour of the
library's facilities by reference librarian Gerry Reed. Each of

Oos

the participating students, following the tour, were issued a
library card as they are now old enough to check out books from
the local library. Thursday's event was held in conjunction with
National Library Week, with this year's theme being "1985 — A
Nation of Reader's."

Mayfield youth chosen as National Easter
Seal Child for 1986; will also meet Reagan
MAYFIELD, K. (AP) —
Seven-year-old Jamie Brazzell
has been chosen as the National
Easter Seal Child for 1986, his
parents said.
The boy qualified to compete
"for the honor after winning the
state poster child contest in 1983.
The son of Jim and Denise
Brazzell. Jamie is confined to a

wheelchair because of a spinal
cord injury suffered at birth.
"Certainly we're excited for
him," Mrs. Brazzell said. "It
should be quite an experience
for him by meeting new people
and having new experiences,"
The Easter Seal Society has
said Jamie will have an inter-

view and photo session with
President Reagan and make
trips to Easter Seal events in
Los Angeles, New York and
Puerto Rico, Mrs. Brazzell said.
What does Jamie look forward
to most?
"I want to meet Mr. T," his
mother quoted him as saying.
Easter Seals spokeswoman

Karen Barry confirmed that
Jamie had been selected, but
said an official announcement
would not be made until the
lrganization's November convention in Puerto Rico.
Until then, the society would
not release photographs or
details of the selection, she said.

Court draws line for seizure of payments
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
parent who falls behind in making child-support payments has
a constitutional right to a hearing before the state seizes his
federal income-tax refund, the
Kentucky Court of Appeals ruled
today.
Although federal law gives
states that enforcement option,
the authority is not unbridled, a
three-judge panel said in siding
with a cancer patient against the
Cabinet for Human Resources.
"It, cannot be denied that the
constitutional concept of due
process is applicable to these
procedures, especially when an
individual is to be deprived of a
property interest," the judges
ruled.
Regulations by which Kentucky enforces its Child Support
Recovery Act "provide for no
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hearing whatsoever, which
means that the (cabinet) meets
few, if any, of the due process requirements when it seeks to intercept an individual's property
in the form of a refund of taxes
paid," the appellate opinion
said.
The cabinet last August said it
was stepping up child-support
collection efforts from delinquent payors.' Cabinet officials
vowed to take advantage of the
law allowing the state to place
liens against property, to
withhold tax refunds and to garnish a parent's wages.
But Oldham Circuit Judge
Dennis A. Fritz ordered the
cabinet to delete Robert Horn's
name from the Internal
Revenue Service's intercept list
and today's ruling upheld'that
order.

ROY'S

"Although suffering from
cancer; Robert Horn managed
to work at a job ... whereat he
earned a take home pay of $110
(per week)," the appeals court
said. "Out of this vast sum, he
paid $41 per pay period towards
current child support and accumulated arrearages.
"... In 1983, (Horn's) tax
return indicated that out of the
money he had earned and paid
in federal taxes he was due a refund of $295. There can be no
argument that this sum was his
property."
Horn and his wife, Rita, were
divorced in 1978 and the court
ordered him to pay $90 a week as
support for their six children,
the opinion said. When Rita
began receiving welfare
payments, the cabinet gained
the right to enforce payments.

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 753-2380
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Tobacco states
uniting against
proposed cuts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ten states are expected to send
representatives to a conference
on tobacco that is scheduled for
this weekend, the chairman of a
Kentucky legislative panel on
tobacco said today.
Rep. Ward "Butch" Burnette,
D-Fulton, said tobacco-growing
states are coming to realize that
they must work together or face
the consequences of losing the
tobacco price-support and allotment program.

Poston says...
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When Horn fell hopelessly
behind, a repayment schedule
was negotiated in July 1982. He
began paying $41 per week, of
which $1 was applied to the
$2,280 he owed his wife and $1 to
the $3,435 he owed the cabinet.
The cabinet was represented
in the negotiations and did not
object, the opinion noted. Nevertheless, in October 1983, Horn's
name was submitted to the IRS,
which eventually sent Horn's
$295 tax refund to the state.

$
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Curity
1st Aid Kit

(Cont'd from page 1)
the area currently occupied by
physical and respiratory
therapy, which will move to the
fourth floor.
The board also heard a report
from the hospital's new mobile
health-care unit, the Health
Express.
In its first month of operation,
the Health Express van saw 462
patients, 147 of which had high
blood pressure. Many did not
know they had an abnormality.
Board chairman George
Weaks said the response he had
heard around the courthouse
_had been very favorable.

Hildebrandt's
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Stumbo argued that the loans
were made to him personally
and backed by collateral that actually exceeded the value of the
loans. Because there is no limit
to the amount of money an individual can contribute to his
own political campaign, Stumbo
said there was no illegal intent.
The registry ruled that the
loans were actually an attempt
to circumvent the $3,000 limit on
campaign contributions by individuals and recommended
that Stumbo be prosecuted.
Graham's 11-page opinion
notes that the loans were hastily
made and did not include many
of the usual legal requirements
— deeds were not signed or
notarized and stock was never
properly pledged.
"These legal failings give the
transactions the 'aura' of 'contributions' as defined in the act
rather than legitimate arm'slength business negotiations of
personal loans to Stumbo,"
Graham said.
But Graham said there was no
"willful" intent to violate the
law.
"Quite the contrary, the
record shows that (Stumbo,
Norell and Reed) went to considerable lengths to make these
transactions 'legal' under the
act ... so that the loans would be
to Stumbo himself, rather than
to his campaign committee,"
Graham said.
He noted that the collateral for
the loans has been turned over to
Norrell and Reed,"at great personal expense to Stumbo."
Graham upheld the registry's

Free commodities

Qr
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order that Stumbo, Reed and
Norrell not take any further action similar to the 1983 loans.
He also prohibited the prosecution of any of the three, but
also said his order can be
appealed.

11.

Karin Farris

Farris named new
clinical manager
at MCCH facilities
Karin (Mrs. Dan) Farris has
been named clinical manager of
the Home Health Service at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.. She succeeds Susan
Smothers of Benton.
A native of Lisbon, Ohio, Mrs.
Farris holds an associate degree
in nursing from East Tennessee
State University at Johnson City.
Currently, she is pursuing an
undergraduate
in
degree
business administration on a
part-time basis.
Her husband, a native of the
Tr -City area of Graves County,
is a major in the U.S. Army and
is stationed at Murray State
University as an instructor in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps
( ROTC) program.
As the home health director at
MCCH, Mrs. Farris will direct a
staff of three — TwO registered
nurses and a nursing assistant
in providing nursing and other
health-related services in patients' homes under the direction
of attending physicians.
with
are
Working
her
registered nurses`Nancy Adams
and Pat Roscoe, while Pat Sons
is the nursing assistant.
At the present time, approximately 35 homebound patients
are being administered to by the
four. In order to receive the services, a Patient must be a resident of Calloway County and
under the care of a physician who
prescribes the home care and the
treatment procedures to be
followed.

Free government commodities will be distributed
Wednesday and Thursday, April
24-25 at the county road department on East Sycamore Street
between the hours of 9-3:30 p.m.
Anyone wishing to obtain
these item should present proper identification. If picking up
the items for another individual,
a signed note of authorization
must also be provided.
Residents are also urged to bring with them a bag or box for
carrying the items.

Almo woman held
A 23-year-old Almo woman is
currently being held in the
Calloway County Jail after being charged with receiving
stolen property over $100,
shoplifting over $100 possession
of prescription drugs not in their
proper container.
Tammy Hargrove, Route 1,
Almo, was arrested by the Murray City Police about 9 p.m.
Thursday at the K-Mart store in
Murray.
Murray police are also investigating an incident in the
Canterbury Subdivision involving the attempted abduction of a
local student. No details were
available as police are still searching for a man and woman
driving a car with red and white
license plates, believed to be
from Texas or Illinois.
The incident occurred
Wednesday evening, according
to a police official.

School hoard to meet

AT YOUR TACKLE STORE
RUM N

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Grady Stumbo may have
violated the law when he obtained a $300,000 loan from two
businessmen during his 1983
gubernatorial campaign, but it
was not a willful, criminal violation, according to Franklin Circuit Judge William L. Graham.
Graham's ruling prohibits the
attorney general's office from
prosecuting Stumbo, as had
been recommended by the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance.
A spokeswoman for Attorney
General David Armstrong said
the matter of an appeal would
have to be studied. The registry
could also appeal Graham's
order.
The ruling Thursday agreed
with the registry that the loan
was improper.
Stumbo received the money
from Frankfort businessman
Howard Norell and Floyd County businessman B.F. Reed in the
waning days of his unsuccessful
primary campaign for governor. He finished third behind
Gov. Martha Layne Collins and
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane.

The Murray Board of Education will meet in regular session
at 7 p.m. Monday, April 22 in the
Murray High School Library.
Items included on the agenda
are consideration of a proposed
salary schedule and the annual
director of pupil personnel's
report.

Susan Turner

Turner is intern
at local hospital
Susan Turner, 22, a senior
nutrition major at the University of Kentucky, is spending a sixweeks "clinical experience" in
dietetics at Murray.-Calloway
County Hospital.
A graduate of Breathitt County High School, she will be working under the supervision of the
hospital's two registered dietitians, Suzanne Seeley and Lori
Crouch.
One of four children of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil E. Turner of Canoe,
Ky., near Jackson, she will
receitve her UK degree on May 11.
A sister, Karen (Mrs. Bill
Caudill of Louisville, and a
brOther, Eddie, a civil engineer
with an Eastern Kentucky coal
company, are both graduates of
U.K. while a younger sister.
Golia, is a junior at the
university.
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PERSPECTIVE
Library Week theme
'Nation of Readers'
Despite the frightening
numbers of functionally illiterate, most of us can and do
read. This is National Library
Week. It is the perfect time to
recapture the power and
pleasure of reading. It's time to
reaffirm ourselves as "A Nation
of Readers."
As we savor the richness
reading has brought our lives, it
Is hard to believe that nearly 27
million Americans cannot even
read a street sign.
The American Library
Association estimated that there
are nearly 27 million functionally illiterate adults — people who
can't read and understand simple texts, signs and directions
well enough to function in everyday life. This problem cost our
nation more than $224 billion
every year in welfare payments,
crime, incompetent job performance, lost tax revenues and
remedial education. •
Fortunately, the American
Library Association has assumed a major leadership role in the
national effort to combat illiteracy. The organization has
formed 11 national groups to join
the fight. The Coalition for
Literacy, together with the
Advertising Council, Inc., has

looking back
Ten years ago
Kentucky Author and Poet
Jesse Stuart will be back on the
campus of Murray State University agin this summer to direct
the Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop, July 7-25.
The Murray Lions Club will
conduct its annual sale of
brooms and light bulbs in the city of Murray, April 21 and 22.
Dr. Bill Sherman, pastor of
the Woodmont Baptist Church,
Nashville, Tenn., will be the
speaker at the revival services
to be held April 20 to 25 at the
First Baptist Church.
Individual winners in the
Dinar or Dollar Bowling League
at Corvette Lanes were Jean
Bland, Mary Smith, Jeannette
Williams, Margaret Morton and Sondra Rice.
Hal Barrow and his son,
Ricky, are pictured with the two
large bass they caught while
fishing out of Cypress Creek.
Twenty years ago
The Murray State College
Debate Team tied for fifth place
in the Two-Team Division of the
National Speech Tournament of
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha, April 12-14, at Indiana
University. Team members are
Mike Smith, Mike Nims, Martin
Tracy and Vernon Gantt.
Over 500 children participated
in the Easter Egg Hunt yesterday by Murray Moose Lodge No.
2011 held at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
Miss Julia Ann Fitts, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward E.
Fitts, is valedictorian and Miss
Mary Diane Paschall, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Edwin
Paschall, is salutatorian of the
senior class of Puryear High
School.
Mr. and Mrs. C.J. Pi rce of
Kirksey celebrated th r 60th
wedding anniversary with a
family reunion at their home.
The anniversary will be May 17.
Elected as officers of the Murray Faculty Club were Prentice
Lassiter, W.P. Russell and Mrs.
Bill Barker.
Thirty years ago
PFC James Howard (Jimmy)
Boone is stationed at Fort Hood,
Texas.
Members of the cast of the
play, "A Feuding Over
Yonder," to be presented April
23 by Senior Class of Hazel High
School are Kay Story, Carolyn
Curd, Janie Charlton, Dan
Poyner, Billy Jones, Janice
Miller, Nancy Taylor, Mary
Outland, James Stewart,

Richard, James, Derrel Wilson,
John Simmons, June Gingles,
Jane Paschall, Alice Arnett and
Jane Russell.
Miss Patricia Gail Tucker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wyona
Tucker, and gobby Earl Boyd,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boyd,
were married April 16 at Corinth, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lassiter
and Mr. and Mrs. James Riley
Lassiter and son, all of
Louisville, have been the guests
of their parents and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Gardie
Lassiter of New Concord.
Prof. Eberhard Meygow, professor of German at Murray
State College, will speak at a
meeting of the First Methodist
Church,Men on Aprit1,24. Ho is a
former resident of Germany.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the wryer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typwriften
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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launched a three-year drive to
alert the public and recruit
volunteer literacy program
managers and tutors.
And you can do something,
too. Certainly you can support
the library's efforts in its national campaign, but you can do
more. This year you can
celebrate reading and libraries.
How? Make all your gifts
books. Read a poem aloud every
night before supper. Read the
newspaper every day. Subscribe
to a magazine you've always
wanted. Watch television one
hour less each day, and use the
time to read. Go to the library
twice i month and take out a
book on a subject that you know
nothing about — New Guinea,
dreams, plumbing, classical
guitar. Take the family with you
and share what you learn. Make
sure everyone in your family
has a library card. Make sure all
your friends do, too.•
,The Murray-Calloway County
Library has long been recogniZ:'
ed as one of the best in
Kentucky.
Margaret Trevathan,
librarian, and her staff invite
you to visit your public library
and see the exciting offerings
there.
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by mike royko

Can wrestlers mess up your minds?
There's always something
new to worry about, some grave
threat to our national wellbeing. And the latest menace
has been revealed to us by the
National Coalition on Television
Violence.
It's professional wrestling,
which has been booming in
popularity lately, and is now just
about the most popular sport on
cable TV.
The Non' says two scientific
studies have shown that wrestling makes people less sensitive
to the feelings of others.
Even worse, people who watch
it tend to become more hostile
than, say, those who have been
watching a sport such as swimming. One psychiatrist said:
"There is no doubt that the intense hatred and brutality of
professional wrestling matches
is a part of the wave of violent
entertainment that is slowly
pushing our society toward a
barbarian ethic of hatred and
revenge.
"...Professional wrestling
teaches a hatred of your opponent. Instead of trying to convert your enemy, it teaches to

torture him."
The group's study also shows
that illegal and violent tactics —
such as eye-gouging, facekicking, neck-elbowing, hairpulling, ear-biting and such, —
outnumber legal tactics by more
than three-to-one. And it recommends that for the good of the
nation's mental health, professignal wrestling be required to
follow college wrestling rules.
Well, I'm always concerned
about the nation's well being,
and I wouldn't want to see us
become,less sensitive. But there
are two things about this alarm
that bothers me.
One is that I remember when
this same organization sounded
a similar warning about the
Three Stooges. They said that
the old Three Stooges movies
were too violent, what with Curly, Larry and Moe doing all that
slapping and eye-poking. And
they feared that impressionable
children who saw the Three
Stooges on TV would start
treating each other the same
way.
But TV stations kept right on
showing the Three Stooges, and

there has been no evidence of
any increase in the number of
little kids becoming punchy or
wearing black eye patches.
The other thing that makes me
suspicious of the NCTV's findings is a phrase in their report.
They say that the studies show
that wrestling had "a harmful
effect on normal adult and
adolescent viewers."
The key word there is "normal." And that means that
there's nothing to worry about.
No normal person could take
wrestling seriously.
The typical match consists of
either two or four beer-bellied,
slack-jawed louts waddling
round a ring, pounding their
chests, howling incoherently
and pretending to- hurt each
other. They scream at each
other between matches and they
scream at each other when they
promote their upcoming shows.
Now how can any normal people be influenced in their
behavior by the sight of some fat
guy in his underwear screaming
at another fat guy in underwear.
I challenge the Nory to come
up with even one case of a nor-

mal person suddenly leaping up
from his living room chair,
grabbing his wife and whirling
her above his head, and slamming her into the floor. Normal.
poeple hon't take fat men, who
scream and pretend to fight, as
their role models.
If they're influenced to do
anything, it's to laugh or to turn
the knob on the TV set.
Sure, wrestling has be'come
more popular. But that's the
result of a clever hype. Every
time a wrestler is interviewed,
he either threatens or actually
attacks a TV reporter, and this
becomes a big news story. '
Well, if any group began attacking reporters, there would
be an increase in public interest.
Soccer players ought to wise up
and kick a few reporters up and
down the arena. Their ratings
would soar.
So, I don't think there is any
reason to worry about this threat
to "normal" people
If you can go to the wrestling
match and find anybody that
looks or sounds normal — in or
out of the ring — you can.gouge
my eye.

letters to the editor
To the Editor:.
A few weeks past, a letter
from Tony Schellingerhout,
Minister of the First
Presbyterian Church in Murray,
appeared in your paper. He
made- some assumptions as
facts which I do not believe, are
true to known facts.
He stated that the wine
Timothy was advised to drink
for his stomach and ailments;
the wine that was produced by a
miracle by our Lord at the marriage feast at Cana,and the wine
used by •our Lord and His
observiarg the
Passover mid the Lord's instituting the Lord's Supper was
intoxicating. He said that the
Jews or Ancients did not have.
any way-of perserving

The Ancients had four ways of
preserving sweet wine,
(unfermented wine). They
preserved sweet wine 4by:
( 1 )BOILING or INSPISSATING, (2) FILTRATION, (3) SUBSIDENCE, (4)
FUMIGATION. All of these
methods are attested to be Herman Boerhave, (b. 1668) in his
"Elements of Chemistry", Nott,
Lond. Ed. p 81; Liebig, Parkinson, Archbishop Potter, Aristotle, (b. 384 B.C.), Calumella,
Donovan, Plutarch,(b. A.D. 60),
Pliny, Count Dondato, Dr. Lee in
Dr. Lee's Works, Vol. 2, Anthon,
et al.

To the Editor:
It is clear that those favoring
legal prohibition and continued
illegal sale of alcohol in Murray
are heavily-financed. They have
so much money that they spent
some of it responding to points
which the other side hasn't even
made!
The Dry League ads are not
only numerous but also
misleading. They use scare tactics and incomplete information.
They stress, for example, DUIs
but ignore the decrease in accident rates in Morehead (clown
14% in 1983 and down 20% in
1984).
The attempt by the Dry
League to create a "bandwagon" effect with testimonials.

signatures, and loud ads will
continue during these final days.
Falsely believing that God is on
their side, they could hardly do
less.
Those of us favoring the legal
control and sale of alcohol in
Murray can only remind you
that your vote is secret. The
bandwagon cannot enter the
polling booth with you.
Independent thinking has
always been valued in this country, even by Christians. Jesus
preached love, not a divisive,
negative morality. The social,
economic, and political pressure
exerted by the Dry League is
great. Those of us favoring an
end to hypocrisy, bootlegging,
moral intimidation, and unequal

unfermented wine. These are all
assumptions. NO PROOF WAS
GIVEN.

The method of SUBSIDENCE
is the method of putting NEW
wine in NEW wine skins. The
gluten (necessary to fermentation) would adhere to the skins if
the temperature was kept below
45 degrees F., which was done
by submerging the sealed and
pitched (inside and out) bottles
in cool water. After a few weeks,
the wine (unfermented) was
poured off and would remain
sweet indefinitely. This was the
case because the gluten
(necessary to fermentation) had
been removed.
This sets forth the 'reason why
the Jews and Ancients did not
put NEW wine in OLD wine
skins. When the first wine was
poured off, the oxygen from the
air would cause the gluten left
law enforcement understand
this.
We ask only that all citizens
vote their conscience on Tuesday, April 23: Think for yourself.
Don't let the expectations of
others unduly influence you. If
we all do this we can find out
what the citizens of Murray really think about the control of
alcohol.
A Yes vote on April 23 will
allow all of us to begin to work
together in a spirit of integrity
and tolerance to build a better
community.
Sincerely,
Ken Wolf
1404 Vine Street
Murray, Ky.

Editor's note: The following week, swelling our voices and
Lact of 25,000 drunk driving
letter was sent to Jean Grose, volunteers around the nation;
deaths
hasn't gone away.
1610 W. Olive Street, Apt. 4,from
*More judges are beginning to
So much more must be done.
Candy Lightner, the leader of crack down on drunk drivers.
We have firm plans for 1985 and
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, Stricter state laws are being
they involve you.
a national organization. Jean passed. And the word
is out,
No one person can solve this
asked the letter be shared with "Drunk driving is a crime and
problem alone. Certainly not
our readers. Jean is a member will be punished according
ly."
me. Please let me know that
of the MADD group.
I just can't thank you enough.
you're still behind us.
If you and other friends hadn't
To the Editor.
joined me, MADD might have
Hoping to hear from you,
Dear Friend:
come to an end in 1984.
Candy Lightner
Many months ago, you told me
11 didn't happen, and it won't
MADD P.O. Box 81900
something I wish more people happen in 1985, because the fatal
Dallas. Texas
had the courage to say.
You stood up and said, "Yes,
I'm MADD about dry* drivers, (Editors Note — The line..,be
to you, just apply the same
too. I want them off our roads." controlled by increasing its
reasoning to those who claim
I know you feel this way availability many times over:'
that by making liquor 1049f, more
because you've been an active
Beer outlets would... was left out
available it would be easier to
supporter and member of of this letter yesterday. We are
control, and make the job of law
MADD.
reprinting the letter with the
enforcement easier and make
You can't imagine how glad I
dropped line added.
Murray and Calloway County a
was to hear from you. Because
safer, better place to live. If lifor four and a half years now —
To the Editor:
quor can't be controlled now, how
ever since my daughter Carl
I am interested in organizing a
could it be controlled by increaswas killed by a drunk driver —
committee for the Legal Control
ing its availability many times
I've been trying to shake
of Speeding in Murray and
over? Beer outlets would be
America by the shoulders and
Calloway County. Murray and
scream...
Calloway County are already
unlimited, restaurants could
"Hey, wake up! There's a terplaces were many people break
serve liquor by the drink, and
rible menace out there. Drunk
the posted speed limits, so the
with 25 bars or package outlets.
drivers are killing 25,000 innoquestion is how to .control speed
Murray would not be safe at any
cent people every year. SoIn the interests of the safety of
speed
meone you love could be their
pur vomiriunity. I have come to
next victim!"
Our present statutes provide
the 4conclusion that the fairest
You helped me spread that
us with the best control
way to make the job of the law
mesdage• everywhere someone
available. The rules are well
enforcement officers easier is to
would listen. And listen they, increase the limits by 100%
known
an already there to be
— 70.
did... •
mph in the city and 110 mph in ‘enforced. Most 'people are
*MADD spearheaded the efalready "educated" enough to
the county. These limits would
fort to persuade Congress to
know that an overwhelming
rarely be broken, so most people
pass the National Minimum
"NO" vote on April 23 will be the
would be within the law and no
Drinking Age Act of 1984...a law
best, gift we can give our
longer forced to conform to the
which encourages states4o pass
children and grandchildren.
morals of those who wotild im"21" drinking age laws;
Lilly Williams
pose their opinions that such
•Nearly one new MADD
307 N. 12th St.
speeding is'unsafe.
chaptes is being started every
Murray, Ky.
I.* this sounds rather strange
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inside the skin to set up fermentation, thus causing the NEW
wine, when poured into the QLD
wine skins., to ferment. This
fermentation would throw off
carbonic gas which would burst
the shins.
I deny the allegation that the.
Lord and his apostles used intoxicating wine in the Passover and
the Lord's instituting the Lord's
Supper. The Jews were NOT
ALLOWED leaven in the
Passover for the first seven days
(Ex. 12:19). This is enough to
refute the assumptions and
allegations that the wine was intoxicating. Fermented wine contains yeast spores. In a letter
dated Feb. 19, 1985, from the
Monarch Wine Co. of Atlanta,
Ga., the writer, winemaker
Eberhard Veit states, "The
percentage of alcohol necessary
to guarantee that all yeast iA
killed would be about 30% by
volume. Through natural
fermentation a lethal alcohol
concentration for yeast cannot
be reached."
Let us also note the following:
(1) Sin is transgression of law
(lawlessness). (I John 3:14) (2)
Christ never sinned. (Heb. 7:26;
4:15) (3) Therefore, Christ did
not transgress the O.T. law,
under which he was born (Gal.
4:4) lived, and died and to which
He was amendable. ( 1 ).But the
O.T. law forbade one to look
upon wine when it was red and
sparkled in the cut. (Prov.
23:31). ( 2).Jesus did not
trangress the O.T. law. (Conc.
from above argument)
(3).Therefore, Jesus did not look
upon wine when it was red and
sparkled in the cup. (1).Jesus
and His apostles used wine in the
Passover sapper and the Lord
used the same wine in instituting
the Lord's Supper. (Matt. 26)
(2).Jesus did not look upon wine
when it was red and sparkled in
the cup. (Conc. from above
argument)(3).Therefore, Jesus
did not use intoxicating wine in
the Passover and in instituting
the Lord's Supper.
This same logical reasoning
applys to the wine at the marriage feast in Cana. The allegation that the wine on these occasions was intoxicating wine is
absurd and preposterous.
Look at the statement that
was made: "People criticized
Jesus for not abstaining from
drinking like John the Baptist
did, and called his derisively an
''oinos" (wine HR.) bibber.
Would that mean a grape juice
drinker? Certainly not! (Matt.
11:18-19)" If Jesus were a wine
bibber, (drank intoxicating
wine) because the people accused Him of so doing,,would it not
follow that by the same use of illogical reasoning one can say
that Jesus was a gluttoneous
man and cast out demons by the
prince of demons, Beelzebub?.
Does one want to ccept this
logical conclusion? Was John
the Baptist possessed of a
demon because the people salt
that he was?? (Matt. 11:18).
Stay with the TRUTH and vote
NO April 23.
Henry Hargis, Min.
Union Grove
Charc,b,of Christ
306 S. 12th.
Murray. Ky.
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Shaw-Keel wedding vows
are saki at Tivoli Terrace

.fteer

Miss Marilyn Marie
Shaw and Dr. Keys
Stephen Keel were married on Saturday. March
23.
The double ring
ceremony was said at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel
at Tivoli Terrace,
Laguna Canyon Road,
Laguna Beach, Calif.
The • bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Mercy
Muller of Laguna
Beach. Calif.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Keys
Keel of Murray. He is
the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Hutchens
and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Keel, all of
Murray.
The bride wore an
ivory tea length gown
and matching hat. She
carried a bouquet of
pink and white
rosebuds. She was
escorted to the altar by
Robert Eldrege, a
friend of the family.
The groom wore a
long tail tuxedo with an
ivory shirt. His bouton-

niere was an ivory rose
bud.
Mrs. Sharon Jaquith
of New York, N.Y., ‘4ras
the maid of honor. The
bridesmaid was Dr.
Janice Haymond.
Jack Sklana was the
best man.
.The bride's mother
wore a formal gown of
dusty rose. The groom's
mother wore a light blue
gown. Both had orchid
corsages.
Following the
ceremony the wedding
guests were invited to a
sit-down brunch in the
Terrace Garden.
The bride, a graduate
of Hamilton High
School, Los Angeles,
Calif., received her B.S.
degree at the University
of California at Irvine.
She will receive her
M.A. degree in Public
Health in June at the
University of California
at Los Angeles. She
graduated Magna Cum
Laude and was a
member of Phi Beta
Kappa.

Ramsey's will be speakers
The Rev. and Mrs. Darrel Ramsey of Murray
will be the guest speakers at the meetiw of the
Marshall County Ladies Full Gospel Fellowship
to be held Tuesday, April 23, at 10:30 a.m. at KenBar Inn, U.S. Highway 641 near Kentucky Dam.
Rev. Ramsey is pastor of the First Assembly of
God, Murray. The meeting will be in one of the
upstairs meeting rooms with a luncheon to follow
at 1 p.m. in the dining room. A nursery will be
provided for small children.

The groom, a
graduate of Murray
High School, graduated
Magna Cum Laude from
the University of
California at Irvine in
June 1980 where he was
a member of Phi Beta
Kappa. He graduated in
June 1984 from the College of Medicine at tiC
at Irvine. He will complete• his internship at
Veterans Administration Hospital, Long
Beach, Calif., in June.
Dr. and Mrs. Keel
took a short wedding
trip to Yosemite National Park. They now
are residing at 157 Wave
St., Laguna Beach,
Calif.
Out-of-town guests included Mr. and Mrs.
Keys Keel of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Henning of Los Angeles, and
Mrs. Sharon Jacquith of
New York, N.Y.
The groom's parents
hosted a rehearsal dinner for the wedding party. Gifts were presented
by the bridal couple.

Seminar will be Thurqsday
A seminar for legal secretaries titled
"Anatomy of a Lawsuit: Initial Interview to Appeal" will be conducted on Thursday. April 25,
from 1 to 4:15 p.m. in the Barkley Lecture Room,
Curris Center, Murray State University. It is being planned by the Center for Continuing Education on the campus in cooperation with the
Calloway County Legal Secretaries Association.
Joseph R. Huddleston, a partner in a Bowling
Green law firm, will conduct the session with
topics to include document drafting, trial
preparation, time limitatons, inventories, recent
civil rule changes and recent federal rule
changes. A $20 per person registration fee covers
tutition, materials and refreshments. Anyone interested in registration for the seminar may visit
or call the Office of Conferences,and Workshops
in the Center for Continuing Education, Sparks
Hall, Murray State, phone 762-2716.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Dr. and Mrs. Keys Stephen Keel

Eastern Star
Chapter 433
has meeting

Bargain
Matinees
Sat. 8, Sun.
Ito •tt'RitAt THIAIRI
All Seats $2.00

ROSGNNA ARQUETTE
AIDAN QUINN
17777=19771

a

rceme art
Central Center
3rd GREAT WEEK
They told 16 year old
Rocky Dennis he could never
be like everyone else.'
So he was determined
• to be better.

BIRTHDAY EVENT. — Mrs. Gertrude
Sprague, right, a resident of Fern Terrace
Lodge, was surprised by a group of friends from
St. Leo's Catholic Church on the occasion of her
98th birthday on March 20. In attendance was the
pastor of St. Leo's, the Rev. Louis Piskula, left,
and others from the church — Helen Shroat,
Billie Hall, Marcella Wheeler, June Yurcus,
Helene Janusz, Marge Garland, Priscilla
Rohwedder, Catherine Cappock, Mary Gertzen
and Millie Nall. Joining the group in the celebration were Winnie O'Leary,Cathy Turner and Les
Mattingly. The birthday cake was baked by
Billie Hall.
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SEEKING SUSAN
AN ORION
PICTURES RELEASE
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A MAGICAL FUN-FILLED
ADVENTURE
UNUKE ANY YOU HAVE
EVER SEEN.
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The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will
meet Monday, April 22, at T p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. The book, Mourning'
Becomes Electra. by Eugene O'Neill will be*
discussed by the group. All persons who have
read the book Are invited to take part in the
discussion.

Sorority reunion Sunday
The Sigma Omicron Sigma Sorority of
Mayfield High School will have a 40-year reunion
on Sunday, April 21, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Mayfield Golf and Country Club. Because of the
lack of addresses, not all invitations could be
sent. All alumni are invited to attend, a sorority
spokesman said.

The Carol and Chapel Choirs of the First
United Methodist Church will present the
musical, "Barbecue for Ben," on Sunday, April
21, at 6:30 p.m. in the Gleaners classroom at the
end of the social hall in the Education Building.
Ronnie Peck and the Girls Ensemble perform.
Mrs. Susan Howe is director for the musical.
Prior to the musical the Senior High UMYF will
serve a barbecue dinner at 5:30 p.m. in the social
hall. Tickets are $3 for adults and $2 for children,
under 12. Proceeds from this dinner will help
send the Senior High Youth to the Youth in Mission Conference at Lake Junaluska this summer.
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Ladies day events at the Murray Country Club
will be on Wednesday, April 24. Bridge with
Mary Watson as hostess and golf with Diane
Villanova as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m. A luncheon with Susan Hart,and Laura Miller as cochairmen will be serve'd at noon. Other hostesses
will be Faye Austin, Blanche Titswortli, Vicki
Jones, Kathleen Morris, Ann Doran, Jeanette
Williams, Robbie Weatherly, Cathy Young, Jan
Rayburn and Leisa Faughn. Reservations for the
luncheon should be made by Monday._
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247-2552

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
Charbroiled 8 Oz. Ribeye
Choice of Potato,
Tossed Salad
Or
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Sandi Holland from the Bluegrass Hair
Fashion Commission will be the guest artist of
Murray Affiliate No. 10 of the local hairdressers
for the workshop on Monday, April 22, starting at
9 a.m. at the Murray Beauty Salon. All members
of the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologist
Association will be admitted free of charge. Any
non-member may attend for a fee of $5. Miss
Holland owns and works in a salon in
Elizabethtoivn.

1

I

Pan.. Road

Hairdressers plan event

Club plans ladies' events

RENTAL4SALES

200E Moto

1:30, 3:15, 7:65, 8:55

Books Group will meet

Choirs will give program

3 Days For The Price Of One!!
1100 Movie Titles
To Choose From

What The Creators Of "Police Academy"
Did For Law Enforcement Is Nothing Compared
To What They're Doing To Traffic School!

•

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Monday,
April 22, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. "Interior.
Decorating" will be the lesson and a trip to Thurman Furniture Co. is scheduled. Hostesses will
be Rose Marie Bryan, Gail Baust, Lillie Wrather
and Venela Sexton.

(C)ont'd on page 6)

Movie Rentals $3.00 Each
for Non-Members or
$2.50 For Our Movie
Club-Members
Pick-Up Fri.-Bring Back Mon.

AT 1:30 & 7:15 ONLY

r ri

Group plans meeting

No Limit
Weekend Special

L41144Awiqe..
1 : 30, 3:40, :00. 9:15

Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star met on
Tuesday, April 9, at the
Masonic Hall.
Dorothy Bazzell, worthy matron protem, and
Roy Clark, worthy
patron protem, presided
at the meeting.
Other officers serving
were as follows:
Charlotte Wilson,
associate matron protern; Paul Wilson,
associate patron protern; Frances Churchill,
secretary; Nell Robbins, treasurer protem;
Iuta Hutson, conductress; Alma McNeely,
associate conductress
protem; Howard
McNeely, chaplain:Hardin Alderdice, marshall; Louise Short,
organist;
Robbie Wilson, Adatt
protem; Lola McClain,

The Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, April 23,
at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
Edith Moore will present the lesson on "Cutting
and Piecing the Starburst Quilt." She will show
the fast method for cutting 3,000 diamonds that
make up the starburst pattern.' She relso will
demonstrate the method of strip sewing the diamond shape to assemble the starburst quilt in a
short amount of time. Also at the meeting will be
a demonstration for applying a quilt sleeve to a
quilt in order to display the quilt. The public is invited to attend. -

'
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Cole Slaw,.
French Bread

$395

Friday & Saturday Evening Only
April 19th & 20th
a

1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

Simmons-Wallace wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Simmons
of Buchanan, Tenn., announce
the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Beverly Ann to David Houston
Wallace, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. David H. Wallace, Sr., of
Wills, Texas.
The bride-to-be is a 1979
graduate of Henry County High
School, Paris, Tenn. She is
employed in the payroll department of Lone Star Life Insurance Co., Dallas, Texas.
The groom-elect graduated in
1979 from Wills Point High
School, Wills, Texas. He is selfemployed in Dallas.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, April 27, at 7 p.m. at
the Buchanan Baptist Church,
Buchanan, Tenn.
All Iriends and relatives are
invited to attehd.

Beverly Ann Simmons and David Houston Wallace, Jr:

Murray Middle Band Members selected to the All District
Band are front, from left, front row, John
Kind, Beth Culek, Dawn Greer, Misti Holcomb, Scott Wells,
Lance Allison, Bill Mills, Carl Mowery,
back row, Kelly McDonald, Maylene Chu, Renae Rogers,
Laura Greer, Chad Hendren,Chris Edwards,
Heath Ryan and David Gish. Not pictured is Kaci Bolls.
l'hoto by Allison Photograph
y

Community events listed
Friday, April 19
Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have a
campout at Kentucky
Dam Village State
Park. A potluck supper
will be served at 5:30
p.m. on Saturday.
— ———
The Single Connection
will bowl from 7 to 9
p.m. at Murray State
University Lanes at
Curris Center.
——— —
Rally will be at 8 p.m.
at Lake-Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury
Circle, Murray.
————
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will be
games at 8 p.m. and
lounge entertainment
by Craig Hargrove from
8 p.m. to midnight.
——— —
Square and round
dancing with music by
Ken -Tenn Country
Sound will be from 7:30
toll p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
——— —
"Rodeo" will be
presented by Murray
State University Dance
Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Johnson Theatre, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
————
Awards presentation
and gala opening for
1985 Student Art Show
will be at 7 p.m. in Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
————
Paintings and works
in other media by Mike
Hewitt will be on exhibit
today through April 28
In Curris Center
Gallery, Murray State
University.
Reservations for
retirement dinner for
Dr. Pete Ryan on April
26 at Calloway County
High School should be
made by today with Dr.
Donald E. Jones or call
762-2185.
——— —
Friday Night Social is
scheduled at Murray
Country Club.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. in J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
—— ——

Friday, April 19

Saturday, April 20
Saturday, April 20
Events in Land BetDance featuring ExCountry Hirm
ween the Lakes will in- pressway will be from 8 Breakfast
is scheduled
clude Outdoor Enrich- p.m. to midnight at at
Murray Masonic
ment Series on Forestry Murray Moose Lodge.
Lodge.
at 8 p.m. at Camp
—— — —
— ———
Energy.
Murray State UniverKentucky League
——— —
sity Horsemen's Club baseball
tryouts will be
Yard sale by South will sponsor an open conduct
ed for all new
Pleasant Grove United horse show and calf ropplayers from 9 a.m. to
Methodist Church ing at 5 p.m. in noon at
the Kentucky
Women will be at Bel- Livestock and ExposiLeague field at the old
Air Shopping Center.
tion Center.
city park.
——— —
— —— —
Saturd-ay, April 20
Second annual
Murray Shrine Club
Spring Dance by Jackson Purchase Open
will have a potluck dinThurman School of Chess Tournament will
ner at 6:30 p.m. at the
Dance will be from 8 start with registration
p.m. to midnight in at 8:30 a.m. in Curris Emerine Barn,
Highway 121 North near
Hospitality Room, Center, Murray State
John's Saving Center.
University Branch of University.
— — —
Bank of Murray. This is
— —— —
Sunday, April 21
open to the public.
Couples Bridge with
Gospel singing will be
—— ——
Max and Hazel Beale as at 1:30 p.m. at Russell'
s
Dedication service at hosts will be at 7:30 p.m.
Chapel United
Lake-Land Apostolic at Oaks Country Club.
Methodist Church.
Church, 402 Sunbury
— — ——
— —— —
Circle, Murray, will be
AA and Al-Anon will
Mr. and Mrs. Bob
at 10 a.m.
meet at 8 p.m. at Parrish will be
honored
—— ——
American. Legion at a reception
in
Chapter M of P.E.O. Building, South Sixth
celebration of 25th wedSisterhood will meet at and Maple Streets.
ding anniversary from 2
12:30 p.m. at the home
— — — —
to 5 p.m. in Community
of Mrs. James M.
Events in Land Bet- Roorn, North Branch,
Lassiter.
ween the Lakes will in- Peoples
Bank.
— -- —
clude Outdoor Enrich— — ——
Breakfast by MYF of ment Series: Forrestry
Events in Land BetPalestine United at Camp Energy; Plan- ween
the Lakes will inMethodist Church will ning the Garden at 1
clude Archery Tournabe from 7 to 10 a.m. at p.m. at Empire Farm;
ment at 10 a.m. at Field
the church.
Learning to Look, Look- Archery
Range;
————
ing to See at 1 p.m. at Preparing Garden
Soil
Murray Branch of Woodlands Nature
from 1 to 3 p.m. at EmAAUVV will meet at 8:30 Center; Boys' Farm
pire Farm; The Name
a.m. for breakfast and Workshop from 1:30 to 4
Game at 2 p.m. at
auction at Holiday Inn.
p.m. at The Woodlands Nature
————
Homeplace-1850.
Center.
MSU Women's Socie— ———
ty will have a luncheon
Student Council
AA will have a closed
and style show from 11 Beach Dance will be
meeting at 4 p.m. at
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Holiday from 8 p.m. to midnight
American Legion
Inn.
at Murray High School.
(Cont'd on page 8)
—— ——
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GRANNY'S PORCH

We are now open on
Sundays at 7 a.m. until 8:30 p.m.

to.

Catfish Steaks or Fiddlers
Choiceof Potato, coleslaw
& hushpuppies

fie

Order

*Serving Plate Lunches also 53

11.

to

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 5 a.m.-10 p.m.
306 N. 16th

l•

Wright,-Shannon Wells,
Brian Fish, Jenny Ham mat and Kelly Bolls. •
Members of the Murray Middle School Band
selected for All District
honors were as follows:
John Kind, Beth
Culek, Dawn Greer,
Mist1 Holccimb, Scott
Wells, Lance Allison,

•• •

Spring
Housecleaning Sale!

50% to 757 off

Bill Mills, Carl Mowery,
Kelly McDonald,
Maylene Chu, Renae
Rogers, Laura Greer,
Chad Hendren, Chris
Murray High School All State Band and
Edwards, Heath Ryan,
OrDavid Gish and Kaci chestra Members pictured are,from left, Robert
La Mastus, Becky Wolf and Brian Fish.
Bolls.
Photo by Curter Studio
The All District Senior
High and Middle School
Bands will rehearse on
Friday and Saturday,
April 19 and 20, and will
conclude with a concert
at 7 p.m. on Saturday at
the Paducah Tilghman
High School
Auditorium.
Paul Davis, band
director at Meade County High School, will be
the guest conductor for
the Senior High All
A Program for the
District Band. There
Academ
ically Talented
will be an admission
charge for the concert
June 16 through June 22
which features the All
OPEN
TO STUDENTS IN GRADES 8-12
District Middle School
Study in one of the following areas:
and Senior High Bands.
'Dinosaurs: Fact, Fantasty
and Extinction
'Digital Electronics
•Mysteries of Human Behavior
•Adventures in the Performing Arts
'Technological Literacy
'Thinking and Writing About
• The Cinema

*Close-Out on Discontinuedes
Beginning at $50.00 for 20 Piece Set
*Sale Patterns of Crystal
,
Beginning at $2.00 a Stem
*Stainless Flatware Sets!
Specially Reduced!!

Murray State University
Presents

1985

SUMMER CHALLENGE
SERIES

All Placemats
and Napkins
In Stock

75347118
9-5 Mon thru Sat.

COST:
With room and meals
Tuition Only

(Prom and Pageant Gowns Included)

VISA/MC
Welcome
All Sales
Cash and
Final

he
howcase

.•

Open
Mon.-Sat.
10 to 5:30

121 Bypass, Murray

•

•

••
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Off

other's Day.'"

All Formals in stock
at 20% Off regular price

'199.00
'114.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION
OR APPLICATION WRITE:
SUMMER CHALLENGE SERIES
ROOM 339, WELLS HALL
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
MURRAY, KY. 47071 3305
OR CALL:
OR. BILL MCI
(502)762-1509

50

"Great for pleasing Mom on

Treasure
House
of Gifts

Shop with us for
that special gift as
an expression of love
Free layaway
and charge.

.41,rec
-=- C.aas:1435kk,

v4zil
•

Band members
receive honors

Southside
Shopping
-Center
Don't Forget
May 12th
Mother's Day

759-4448

I•
ktt4s.11
:
79
.4it
4e;4411/6"welt-

Photo by ('arter Studio

Thirty-three
members of the Murray
High and Murray Middle School Bands were
recently selected to the
Region I, All District
Bands. Also three Murray High members
received All State Band
honors.
Becky Wolf, Brian
Fish and Robert
LaMastus were selected
to the Kentucky All
State Band and Orchestra which recently
performed in Louisville.
Wolf, a sophomore
clarinetist, said "It was
a thrilling experience to
perform with the All
State Orchestra and one
I will always
remember."
The students were
selected from band
members across the
state following district
and state auditions.
Sixteen members of
the Murray High Band
selected for All District
honors were as follows:
Gail Johnson, Debbie
Roos, Laura Greer,
Crissy Wolf, Lisa
Shoemaker, Kelly
Cathey, Becky Wolf,
Robert Lyons, Joe Mansker, Robert LaMastus,
Ken Mikulcik, Rusty

^

t.*_*.%_*.A.ItAAAA:t.ik.t.*.*ANAAAA.A.*AA.ie

4:cc
13 v-t'._-z;4)_
‘,9

)37 617

$350

Full Order $450
Friday Night & Sunday Night Only (April 19th & 21st)
2

rrir;or,)341-1„.
Murray High Band Members selected to Region I All
District Band are, from left, front row: Gail
Johnson, Debbie Roos, Laura Greer, Crissy Wolf, Lisa Shoemak
er, Kelly Cathey, back row: Robert
Lyons, Joe Mansker, Robert LaMastus, Ken Mikulcik
, Rusty Wright, Shannon Wells, Brian Fish, Jenny
Hammitt and Kelly Bolls. Not pictured is Becky
Wolf.

•••
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ommunity... ((Wird from page 5)
Sunday, April 21

Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0081, 782-3399 or
753-7764.
— — ——
Murray State University Symphonic Band
and Ensemble, Gerald
L. Welker, director, will
present a free concert at
2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
——
Collection of original
prints donated by Clara
Eagle to Murray State

Sunday, April 21
University Permanent
Collection will be on exhibit today through May
8 in lobby of Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center.
— —— —
Advanced scheduling
for 1985 summer session
and fall semester at
Murray State University will be from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. on upper level
of Curris Center.
—— ——
Alonzo Turner, square
dancer and caller from

Sunday, April 21
Eastern Kentucky, will
speak and give some
demonstrations at 2
p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
— — — —
Concert by the Singing Varner Family will
be at 6 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church.
——— —
Carol and Chapel
Choirs of First United
Methodist Church will
present the musical,
"Barbecue for Ben" at
6:30 p.m. in Gleaners

Don't sit
on your vote
Your vote can
make the difference!
In April 1982, Morehead approved the legal sale of
alcoholic beverages by 67 votes. The same margin of
67 votes in Murray would average only 6 votes per
precinct — almost too close to call!
Because of a technicality, the Morehead election was
declared illegal and a second election was held in
September. This time; those who didn't bother to vote
the first time got the message, turned out and voted for
legal control by 538 votes!

Don't sit on your vote.

VOTE YES!
Paid for the The Committee For The Legal Control of Alcohol In Murray

Sunday, April 21
Classroom near Social
Hall of Education
Building. A barbeette
dinner by the Senior
High UMYF will be
served at 5:30 p.m. with
tickets $3 and $2.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Murray State University
will be open from 2 to 4
p.m. There is no
admission.
Sigma Omicron
Sigma Sorority will
have a 40-year reunion
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Mayfield Golf and Country Club.
————
Monday, April 22
Daughters of the Nile
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Hazel Dunn,
Benton.
— ———
Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
— ———
Reservations for
ladies luncheon on
Wednesday at the Murray Country Club should
be made by today with
Susan Hart or Ll3.uia.
Miller.
— — — —
Registration for
kindergarten and first
graders who did not attend kindergarten will
be at 9 a.m. at North
Calloway Elementary
School.
————
District 17 Unit I of
Licensed Practical
Nurses Association will
meet at 7 p.m. in private
dining room of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
————
•
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
——— —
Girl Scout Leaders
will be honored today on
Leaders' Day.
—— — —

.
:. Buy A Quasar VHS Recorder .
.
.

-

Before Thursday, April 26th
and receive:

FREE

Life Time Membership ($49.95 Value)

.

FREE

6-Hour Blank Tape ($6 Value)

:

FREE

5 Movie Rentals ($15 Value)

:

.
Recorder includes a 14-function wireless remote
control, 14-day 2-event clock/timer, 107-channel
:
•
electronic TV tuning, high speed picture search, slow
.
•
motion
frame advance and One-Touch Recording up
.
to 4 hours.
.
.
.
.
:
*Use your tax refund, Mastercard, Visa or our
: 90-day same as cash (with approved credit).
:

.
.
:
.

.
:
•
.
.
.
•

Over 2,000 Movies To Choose From
Saturday Special
VCR &
5 Movies

Today is deadlige to
submit applications for
the 1985 Summer
Math/Science Incentive
Loan Program in Kentucky by graduate
students at Murray
State University. For informtion call 762-2509.
————
Five-Day Plan to Stop
Smoking will start at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
—— — —
Observance of Earth
Day at Murray State
University will feature
many activities during
the day and evening.
— ———
Dorothy Ridings,
president of the League
of Women Voters, will
deliver the Harry Lee
Waterfield Distinguished Lecture at 8 p.m. in
auditorium of Wrather
West Kentucky
Museum, Murray State
University.
—— ——
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at First
Christian Church, Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
— ———
Bazaar Workshop will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
—— ——
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.

Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the city
and count.), schools for
the week of April 22 to 26
have been released by
Glinda Jeffrey and
Joanna Adams, food
service directors for the
city and county schools
respectively.
The menus are subject to occasional
change because of the
availability of food and
other special events,
Menus are as follows:
—— ——
MURRAY CITY
— —— —
Murray High
Monday — buenitoes,
sandwich bar, mexican
salad; Tuesday —
lasagna and rolls, pasta
bar; Wednesday — beef
w/peppers on rice,
sandwich bar, mexican
salad; Thursday —
chicken fried steak,
pasta bar; Friday —
bacon, lettuce and
tomato sandwich, sandwich bar, mexican
salad. Hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, piaa,
soup and salad bar,
potato bar and a variety
of fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — buenitoes,
hamburger basket;
Tuesday — sloppy Joe,
ham and cheese basket;
Wednesday — chicken
patties, cheeseburger
basket; Thursday —
spaghetti and rolls, ham
Murray
- Hairdressers and cheese basket; Friwill have a workshop at day — hamburger
9 a.m. at Murray Beau- basket, fish sandwich.
ty Salon. This is free to Pizza, salad bar and a
all members of National variety of fruits,
Hairdressers and $5 to vegetables and drinks
are available daily.
any non-member.
Robertson
— —— —
and Carter
and Headstart
Monday — ravioli,
hamburger, lima beans,
(Cont'd from page 4) 'macaroni and cheese,
applesauce, mixed
Ruth; Dolly Clark,
fruit; Tuesday — tacos
Esther protem; Betty
and salad, pizza, mexDodd, Martha; Elsie
'lean beans, broccoli,
Williams, Electa procasserole, peaches,
tern; Lora Arnold,
pears; Wednesday —
warder; Rickey Alexbeefaroni and rolls,
ander, sentinel protem.
chicken patties, green
The next meeting will
peas, creamed potatoes,
be Tuesday, May 14, at
gelatin salad, tossed
7:30 p.m. at the Masonic
salad; Thursday — slopHall.

5.96

5.96

each
Cassette or LP

each
Cassette or LP

John Fogerty
Centertield
Warner Brothers

Love

Kenny ogers
is What We Make It
Capitol

Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6

Sun.-Sat.

The Firm
Atlantic

George Strait
Greatest Hits
MCA

Sade
Diamond Lite
Portrait

Santana
Beyond Appearances
Columbia

a re
kin,

Cassette or LP

Kids. Incorporated
Ktel

Alabama
40 Hour Week
RCA

Autograph
Sign In Please
RCA

each
Cassette or LP-

Dotty Parton
Reel Love
RCA

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

00000000000000000000000000000000000

-0111061wkseakeatesktetteksetewearteeweimellereeeke
upinsillr'-

Al
full
mu
phy
teac

Willie Neson
Me and Paul
Columbia

6each

Bryan Adams
Reckless
AILM

Dixieland
Center •
•
•

XIC

SOTY FINALIST — Jeanie Morgan is one of
the 1985 semi-finalists for the Secretary of the
Year award to be presented by Murray Chapter
of Professional Secretaries International. She is
employed as secretary to Jim Carter, coordinator of Student Activities at Murray State
t.niversity. Mrs. Morgan has been a member of
the Murray Chapter for four years and presently
serves as the chapter vice president. She Is a
member of the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ and enjoys golf and reading in her spare
time. She is married to Mike Morgan and they
have one daughter, Shelby.

$1 595

I•
*0/1"
, SALES
N x & RENTAL 4

: 753-7670
.
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Calloway High
Monday — fish sandwich, tacos, roast beef
and gravy; Tuesday —
hot ham and cheese,
super soft shell burrito,
fried chicken; Wednesday — corn dog, enchiladaes/chili,
lasagna; Thursday —
turkey club sandwich,
taco salad, sliced turkey
and gravy; Friday —
roast beef sandwich,
super nacho, steak nuggets. Pizza, salad bar,
hamburgers and a
variety of fruits,
vegetables and drinks
are available daily.

Calloway Middle
Monday — steak nuggets, nacho dog; Tuesday — ,barbecue
chicken, roast beef
sandwich; Wednesday
— burritoes/chill,
cheeseburger; Thursday — spaghetti/meat
balls, barbecue sandwich; Friday — chicken
fried steak, sloppy Joe
sandwich. Pizza, salad
bar and a variety of
fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — sack lunch
— peanut butter/jelly
sandwich,
bologna/cheese sandwich; Tuesday — pizza,
turkey club sandwich;
Wednesday — chicken
pattie/gravy, sloppy Joe
sandwich; Thursday —
lasagna, hot dog; Friday — barbecue
chicken, cheeseburger.
A variety of fruits,
vegetables and drinks
are available daily.

Sound Savings

: *Special Prices & Discounts For Club Members.*
. .

.
..
.

CALLOWAY COUNTY

.41,Eirli4=MThe Mr—ir
Saving Place

2 Day Package
VCR &
3 Movies

No Membership
No Deposit
Movies Only $3

py Joe, cheeseburger,
whole kernal corn, baked beans, banana and
peanut butter salad,
fruit cocktail; Friday —
sack lunches — ham and
cheese sandwich, fresh
fruit, relishes, ice
cream. Fruit juice and
milk are available
daily.

Eastern...

1 Day Package
VCR &
2 Movies
$1 095

$1 995

• Monday, April 22

Murray, Calloway County' Schools
release lunchroom menus for week

a.
"4-

•
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Calloway County's Kindergaiiiiitiiii461; iii...
A Success Story
iss,, "IA

.f";
4400,,e

Curriculum

Learning
activity
centers are arranged in
the classroom for all areas
of learning and designed
for individualization.

A full three hour instructional program.
Gross Motor Development

Housekeeping -Social Center

Fine Motor
Development

nf"

A Model KIK (Kentucky Individualized
Kindergarten) Program...one of eight state
funded models.

Listening Center
Academics are stressed!!_

Parent Involvement
Parent involvement,
parent conferences, parent
volunteers,
parent
workshops.
Each
kindergarten has a parent
resource center where
parents can check out learning activities, games and
books. Home visits are
encouraged.
Parent Volunteers getting
into the "full swing of activities."
All teachers are Ky. State Certified for
Kindergarten teaching.

"Volunteering" is fun.

Community Involvement

Field trips are an important
part of the kindergarten
program.

All programs have
full time certified
music,
library,
physical education
teachers.

Environmental and career
education are integrated into the
field trips.

Full time support services
are
available
to
all
kindergarten students.

Guidance
.*Special Education
•Speech Therapist
•Health Services (Nurse)
*Computer Education Labs

Program Areas:
Assessment

Each child is screened to
determine his strengths and,
weaknesses.

Join The Success Story...
Preregister Your Child For The
Calloway County Kindergarten
Program On The Following Dates:
Monday, April 22 at North Elementary
9:01ra:rn.
Tuesday, April 23 at Southwest Elementary
9:00 a.m.
Wednesday, April 24 at East Elementary
9:00 a.m.
.A.:41$0,10.1100/06.............410411110000110.1110.1•11..11.101.14.,
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Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory Is Sponsored By The Firms Listed On This Page
By James H.Cain,
Pastor, Lake-Land
Apostolic Church

Contemporary religious thoughts
Mark 4:35; 41-V. 35 —
And the same day, when
the even was come, he
saith unto them, let us
cs over unto the other

side
This very interesting
passage of scripture and
events that followed are
so noteworthy that three

WATER
PADuCAH ,,,ATIUN _.A.L
RI I 1114, no V• 4%0,
.
,4

mufiRA4 LOCATION CALL
SHOPPING CENTE •

,q STNUT 40LL5

444-9003 759-4522
• BEDROOM SL • t •
• LAY AWAY A EINAN,NG
• LARGE SHOWROOMS
iiceaE7SE
RvC DANEDFCCESSORIEs

:

• WE MOVE BEDS

.
•,a00CFrafteit._

mu TOEUSA it4c,
FOR

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
753 5742

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

MLA MURRAY DATSUN
IHRISIER
CHRYSLER-DODGE
Dodge

604 S. 12th

St.

753-7114

Plymouth ,

of the four Gospel
writers wrote of this
miracle.
In this lesson we will
also be considering the
scene from Matthew's
perspective (Matthew
8:18-271 and from Dr.
Luke's viewpoint (Luke
22-25) with each, in their
own individual way, giving his account of what
took place.
Mark leads into the
story by telling us
Jesus' position on

parables. Putting
Mark's information in
verses 30-34 along with
points by Matthew,
Luke and John, we
understand very clearly
as to how and why Jesus
used parables.
As Mark points out,
Jesus had been teaching
the multitude, as well as
the disciples in
parables. The day was
drawing to a close and
Jesus made the request,
"I.,et us pass over unto

the other side." It's important to note, this was
not really an unusual request. Mark 1:38: He
said "Let us go into the
next town," and it was
common practice to
cross the lake or sea in a
ship. What was unusual
was the things that happened while crossing.
When Jesus had sent
the multitude away, he
went into the ship,
followed by his
disciples. Being a man,

he was no doubt tired
and weary from the day
of teaching, and went to
a hinder part of the ship,
and was asleep on a
pillow. A great storm
arose! That, in itself,
again was not too
unusual, the disciples
were used to the suddenness of storms arising.
What lessons can we
learn from this? It was
not unusual for Jesus to
teach in parables, to get
tired and need sleep, or

INDEPENDENT

NAZARENE

CATHOLIC

CHRISTIAN
•
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10 30 a m
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKumey Road. Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
II 00 a m

LCX_TST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 (Earn
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Vioratup
10 45• m
Evening Worship
6 00 a m
Wednesda Worshi
6 30 m

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

NEST OE vOiJOI irEE

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Kentilek4 Mal Ckigk"
Jack Marshall Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753:7101

FORD 1

Parker
ratoce/a,vav- Ford Inc.
701 Main - 753-5273

THOROBRED
COMPUTER
AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA •MURRAY• 753.7733

81116011. STOCKADE
.
Home Owned 8 Operated By Ron 8 Joyce Scullin
Featuring Daily Lunch 8 Dinner Specials

Bel Air Shopping Center

753-0440

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove

435-4415
CO.

Buck's Body Shop
Aut
.
() Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

HILLMARK 01ST.
MUMMY
VON

CATALOG SHOWROOM
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

1.1

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsorua Hwy Symsoma
Sunday School
S 4.5 a m
!doming Worship
II 00am
Wed Eyening
7 an p

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN

Worship Services

10 45 a In
k 6 00 p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9 30 a m
Evening Sersice
600pm

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

arr.

Hours: Tues.& Thurs. 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

And the Word
- was God

10 00 a m
IIMam
600pm
10 50 a m
600pm
10 50 a m
600pm
10 00 a m
11 00 a in
10 00 a m
10 410 in
6 00 p m
7 30 p m

10 00 a m
10 50 a m
600pm
700pm

HICKORY GROVE
CHLITCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Morning Worship
10 50 am
Evening Worship
7pm
'Sunday k Wednesdays

MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 On a rn
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10 Main
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
II 00 am
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
11:11111Vin
OAK GROVE
II am
and 6hi p ni

OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 Mom
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening Worship
6 30 pm
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 Warn
veningy Worship
7 15 p m
SCOITS GROVE
Worship Service
11 00 a rot
Evening Worship
600 p m
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00* In
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m
Training Union
6.00 p.m
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
945 am
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11'00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

11 Warn
6 00 p m
7 00 p m

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a
Morning Worship
IO 50 a
Evening Worship
6 00 p
Wed Evening Ser
7 CIO p

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening 'Worship
600pm
SEVENTH k POPLAR
Worship Service
8 30 a in
Bible Study
9 45 a In
Worship Service
10 40 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
Wed Bible Study
7 30 p m
Winter
7 00 pm Summer
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
UNIVERSITY
First Worship
8 30 am
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Second Worship
10 30 a in
Evening Worship
600pm
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 Ma m
Wed Eve Bible Study
7 00 p on

753 2540

Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
*PIZZA HUTS
Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 5. 3rd.

753-2411

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

1

PENTECOSTAL
BETI-IEL UtitPEL '
Sunday School
10 Warn
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 Warn
Morning Worship
11 (Earn
Evening Worship
6 30 pm
Wed Service
7 30 p.m
114E CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST - Almo Heights
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship Service 11 00 a m k 7 00 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun Ser
10-11 am .7 00pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10-00 a m.
Morning Worship
11.00 11.m,
Sunday Evening
700p.m.
Wed Night
7 00 p.m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7'00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10 30 am
Sunda!, Evening
600pm
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
18th at Calloway
Church School
10 Ma.m
Worship
11 CIO a m
Sunday Evening
6 30 p m

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks S. Reedy Mix Concrete

East Main Street

1

''''"ie4k4"'"

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Communion
El 00 a in
Cluistlan Education
9 15 a m
Holy Communion
10 30

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

NoivPP+

p Fresh-fruits
(
Vegetables
9fillbilly Barn

JCPenney
,"„ Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Everyday Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron Forbus, Pharmacist
Glendale At WhitucIL iBehimi Big John's,
753415

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

)

Industrial Road 7-1423 or 753-0182

JEHO1 AH S WITNESS
Watchtower
Ii 30 a rn
Bible Lecture
• y a in

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Salt 15 a m
Worth!.
Sat 11 00 a m

Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
719 South 12th
753-3822

Open All Year

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave A 17th St. Murray
Sunday
11 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m:
2nd Wed
7 30 p m
RR 2nd Wed
1.2 00-3 00 . In

753-3540

GOLDEN
CORRAL

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 Ma m.
%Oren° Serv.
11.00am400pm.
Wed Service
7 00 p m
LAKELAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
1000 am
6 00 p.m.

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center

7512706

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass
Auto Paint Material

753-2380

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
,71

•Pizzo*Posto•Sondwichos
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

411114'

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

7

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
1417 Main
753-25931
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Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

Compliments of

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759 9555

Complete Milling Focilities
Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Shirohip

Chevron

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
S 45 a In
Bible Class
10 00 a m
Worship

LUTHERAN

ALM()
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Widiship
Evening Worbritli
DEXTER
Morning Worship
Evening WorshIp
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Vionstup
Mid-Week Worship

CHURCH OF JE:stS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sunday Schoo4
11 00 a m
Sacrament Meet
11 500 In

le Mcheadret, Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza

Pt I Murray

If:6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Ward. & Fri. 1 p.m. 0o4 p.m.

HEATING • AiR CONDITIONING •SHEET METAL

753-8181.

5 00 p m
9 00 a m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses
6 00 p m Sat
8 00 am. Sunday
11 00 a m Sunday

even to make request to
Questioning the Lord,
cross the lake. But just (V. 38), Master, carest
look at the humanity of thou not that we perish?
his disciples, just like
we today.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Everyday. Low Price Prescription Service

Mar-Lane Ceramics Certified Teacher
*Custom Orders
& Gift Shop
•Supplies

RANDY THORNTON
F02 CHESTNUT

HAZEL BAPTIST
9 45 a In
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a rn
Church Training
5 00 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
700pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 013 a In
Worship Service
11 Ma m
Evening Service
slOpm
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 Mom
Evening Worship
730 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Preaching
II00am & 600 pm
Wednesday Night
7 00 pm
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 CO am
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p In
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Winship
11 Ma m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 Warn
Evening Worship
700pm
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School ,
10 00 a m
Preaching Serv
11 Mum
Nightly Servo.
Olonnm

Well 8. Floor Covering
South side Shopping Center
753-3321
-

HEATING 8. AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

GRACE BAPTIST
9 45 a In
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
600pm
Singing Eye Worship

PrwviltiNif
TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

71.3 7111

d,figattr

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9 30 a m
worship Service
10 45 Itm
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
II 00am
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Viorship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 pm.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Worship Service
11.00am,
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 CO • m
Worship Service 11 00 a m & 7 00 p m

LYNN GROVE
9 ssam
.Worship Service
BETHEL UNITED
10 45 be
Church School
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 am
Sunday School
' 9 30 a m
10 30 a m
Worship Service
2nd k 4th Sun*Night
10 Ma m
6 00 p m
Sunday School
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
UNITED
CHAPEL
AlASON'S
Sunday School
10 03 a m
10 00 A m
Worship
Morning Worship
11 00 am
11 00 am
Sunday School
lst It 3rd Sun Night
MT CARMEL
7 00 p m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday
Worship Service 11 00 ist k 2nd Sunday.
11.011a m Ith Sunday Sunday School 10 CS
i0 Mam 3rd k 4111. Sunday School 1030
am 101 3rd.4111 Sunday, 11 am 2ru
am 1s1 812nd Sunday 11 00a m 3rd k 401
Sunday
MT HEBRON
COLE S. CAMPGROUND
Worship Service10 00 am 151 Sunday k
Worship Service
9 00 11 00 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 00
Sunday School
940 am 1st Sunday — 10 00 a m 2nd. 3rd k
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
4th Sunday
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m . 6 00 p m
10 00 a m
Sunday School
FIRST METHODIST
II 00 a m
Worship
Worship
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
8 45 & 10 50 a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
945 am
Worship
Worship Service
Sunday Sctoo-1l00 am
11 00 am
Sunday School
10 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
Church School
16 450 In
10 00 a m
6
00 p m
Worship Service
Evening
II Ma m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Evening Ser %or
6 30 pm
10 CO a m
Sunday School
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
11 (Earn
Morning Worship
10 0Q a m
UNITED
TEMPLE
Sunday School
HILL
11 00 a m
10 00 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Morning Worship
Sunday School
11 (Au m
Sunday School
tO 00 a m
Morning Worship
WAYMEN CHAPEL
11301 in
KIP:KSEY UNITED
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Sunday School
10 CO a m
Morning Service
Morning Worship
II 000 in
11 00 a m
William
Pastor
Evening Worship
Pratt
J.
790.30

• BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
It 00 a m
Evening 14 ors/up
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
11 Mum
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 Ma m
Morning Worship
11 00 am
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
:1 00 am
Evening Services
6 00 pin
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Services
11 00 a in
Evening Services
6 00 p in
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
"6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Sunday Night
00 El in
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 Ma m
Morning Worship
11 00 am
8:vening Worship
6 OU pm
Wednesday Evening
700pm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 -00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 Ma m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 (Earn
Evening Worship
600pm
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 43 a In .6700pm
Church Training
6 CO p In
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 (Earn
Evening Worship
6 45 pm

Saturday
Sunday

PRESBYTERIAN

METHODIST

BAPTIST

Va
the c:
anno
Sund
folio

Joe Todd
Motor Sales
Joe Todd S. lorry Nolo
507 S. 12th

753-2814

Storey's
Food Giant

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 o.m..11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat,
a.m.-Midnight

H. 12th St.
Attend Church
Regularly

Break test Served
6 a.m.-10:30 a.

South 1lith *roof
Southaldhe Confer

753.8971

" ;

408 N.
4th

7531779

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
Jobbers of filioll Oil Proilocts
Calloway, *roves sod Corlislo Coineflos

641 Super Shell
Open 6:30 e.m.-Clese 11:00 p.m.
Seedey Open 11:00 e...-C1ese 10.
:00
South 1296 -Phew* 753-1131

Bel Air Shop*,Center

—^•

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
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Area churches list Sunday services Contemporary...
Various churches in
the city and county have
announced services for
Sunday, April 21, as
follows:
First Christian
Mrs. Helen Hodges
will be the speaker at
the 10:45 a.m. service at
the First Christian
Church. Margaret
Boone will direct the
music with Emily Davis
as organist. Assisting
will be Don Mccord, Del
Fleming, Eugehe Scott,
Bob Anderson, Paul
Austin, Tom Seymour,
Bryan Warner, Jo C.
Williams, Doug Vander
Molen and Corinne
McNutt.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Don
Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at the
Goshen United
Methodist Church. He
will be assisted by Joe
Lawrence. Nikki
Faulkner will give the
children's devotion.
Charles Proffitt will
direct the song service
with Pat Brunn and
Susanne Coleman as
accompanists.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about "Peter
Reinstated" with scripture from John 21:17 at
the 10:45 a.m. service at

the Eirst Presbyterian
Chunh. The Choir,
directed by Daniel
Craig, will sing the anthem, "Sanctus," with
Cynthia Scribner as
organist.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak about
"What Shall We Do With
Christ?" at 10:50 a.m.
service and about "The
Early Church Planned
Miracles" at 5:30 p.m.
service at the Grace
Baptist Church. The ordinance of baptism will
be observed at the evening hour. Leland Peeler
will direct the Church
Choir as members sing
"How Long Has It
Been" at the morning
hour. Dwane Jons and
Susan Jones will be
accompanists.
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Losing Prejudice and Finding Jesus" with scripture from' John 1:45-51
at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. service and about
"Guess Who's Coming
to Dinner?" with scripture from Luke 14:15-24
at the 6 p.m. service at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry
Bolls, James L. Harmon, Greg Roberts,
Jamie Potts, Charles

Reed, Danny Cleaver,
Jon Burkeen, Edgar
Rowland, Mark Manners, Johnny Bohanno,n,
Don Spiceland, Gene
McDougal, Richard
Duke, Gene Roberts,
Max Walker, Emmanuel Manners,
Junior Duke, Garry
Evans, Dan Grimes,
Rodney Lowe and Garry
Evans.
South Pleasant
The Rev. Paul
McAdoo, pastor, will
speak from Psalm 4 at
the 10:45 a.m. service at
the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. His children's
sermon will be from
John 10. The Choir,
directed by Dr. Truman
Whitfield, will sing "At
Calvary" with Kathy
Erwin as organist and
Tommy Gaines as
pianist. Assisting will be
Emily Mahan, Valery
Shelton, Darrel Clark,
Phil Liddle, Larry McClain, Ladd Kelley,
Mildre Guthrie, Ruth
Hill and Holmes Dunn.
Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young, pastor, will
speak about "Faith
Causes Healing and the
Dead To Rise" 'with
scripture from Luke
7:1-17 at the 11 a.m. service and about "The
Harvest of Earth" with

scripture from Revelation .14:14-20 at the 7
p.m. service at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. The Choir,
directed by Max McGinnis with Sharon Furches
as pianist and Laura
Paschall as organist,
will sing "Lord Send A
Revival." W.P. Hurt
will serve as deacon of
the week.

(Cont'd from page 11)
Had they forgot that he
said "Let us pass over
unto the other side."
Should they not, like we,
have remembered that
the Master's plans
would be followed
through. Let the storm
arise, the winds blow,
the waves rage, the
rains come, Jesus was
going to the other side

(Cont'd on page 10)

The disciples then,
like we today, wondered

if he cared. Let me
assure you he does! As
long as they stayed in
the ship with him, there
was no way they would
be lost. The same goes
for us! No one knows but
you and the Lord how
the rains may be
descending or the storm
raging, just stay in the
ship. He cares! You will
get to the other side.
For a more personal
application of this, as
pastor and founder of

the new Lake-Land
Apostolic Church, we
feel perfectly in the
Master's will. While it
was not easy, without
building or congregation to start with, we are
going to the other side.
We are not naive
enough to promise

ourselves or anyone
else, that storms will not
arise or winds will not
blow, but we will stay in
the ship with him and
remember that he
cares. John 17:12 says
"Those that thou gayest
me I have kept, and
none of them is lost."
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Our 4.97-5.97 Each. IrresIstibisi fashions
In popular surninor colors. Cotton seersucker crop tops with cross-back styling
Pull-on shorts with updated waist treatments, cotton and other carefree fabrics.
Both in sizes S, M. L.

NOW OPEN

Sale Price. KMC• portable color TV features
automatic color tuning.
memory fine tuning,
quick-start tube

189

White

Our 196.Queen Size
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T :
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Sale Price. Liquid
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Dr. Fuller will be evangelist for Baptist revival
Revival services at
the First Baptist Church
will start Sunday, April
21,and continue through
Wednesday, April 24.
Services will be at 10:45
a.m. and 7 p.m. on Sunday and at 12 noon and 7
p.m., Monday through
Wednesday.
Dr. Charles G. Fuller,
pastor of First Baptist

Doyal Spence
Church, Roanoke, Va.,
since October 1961, will
be the evangelist. He
has also served aspastor of Pine Street
Baptist Church, Rich-

from the University of
Richmond and Campbell University.
Dr. Fuller is married
to the former Pat Huff,
and they have three
eons, Mark, David and
Michael. He played football in high school and
college and plays racquetball regularly.
Doyal Spence,
minister of music at
First Baptist Church,
Roanoke, Va., since
1965, will direct the
Dr.Charles G.Fuller
mond, Va., 1967-61.
The evangelist has
served as chairman of
several committees of
the Southern Baptist
Convention and served
as preacher for
Overseas Crusades of
SBC and at Pastor's
Conference, SBC, at
Ridgecrest, N.C., and
Glorieta, N.M.
A graduate of Fork
Union Military
Academy, University of
Richmon'd and
Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
he has been granted
honorary D.D. degrees

The Gospel Aired
also other Groups.
Date: Sunday, 21, 1985
Time: 12:30 p.m.
Place: Wayman Chapel
Methodist Church
on Mulberry Street.
Everyone is welcome to come.

music for the revival
service;
Spence has served
churches in Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Kentucky
and Virginia. He is a
graduate of Oklahoma

Halley, niinister of
music of Murray First
Baptist, is also a
member. He is past
president of Virginia
Baptist Music Conference and a former
s•stiw+
1:11,
es •••el
trustee of Southern BapSouthern Baptist tist Theological
Theological Seminary.
Seminary.
The guest music
Dr. Greg Earwood,
director is a member of pastor, invites the
"The Centurymen," public to attend the
Southern Baptist's revival services. A
100-Voice Male Singing nursery will be
Group of which Wayne provided.

the pastoral ministry
and as a U.S. Navy
Chaplain. He is married
to the former Doris
Louise Mayse and they
have three children.
Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music.
Special music will be
featured each night and
the public is invited to
attend, according to the
pastor, the Rev. James
Garland.
Rev.Clifford
B.Coleman
ment by the southern
Baptist Convention
Home Mission Board's
Church Extension
Department.
He also has served in

Check church page
for Sunday services

Services for Mrs.
Dona Hale Pace are today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev.
Gregory Waldrop is
officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Briensburg
Final rites for
Cemetery.
Thomas B. Nance are
Mrs. Pace, 94, died today at 2 p.m. in the
Thursday at the Car- chapel of the Max Churdinal Health Care chill Funeral Home.
Dr. David Roos and
Center, Possum Trot.
the Rev. William D. Cox
She is survived by two are officiating. Mrs.
daughters, Mrs. Willa Oneida White is organist
Locker and Mrs. Mary and soloist.
McCallon; two sons,
Active pallbearers
Hershell H. Pace and are J.W. Majors, John
Homer H. Pace; one Cayce,Ed Radford,Dan
brother,011ie Hale; nine Cayce, Herman Lovins
grandchildren; 18 great- and Frank
grandchildren: one Montgomery.
great-great-grandchild.
Honorary pallbearers

Memorial Baptist
The Rev. H.C. Zachry,
Interim pastor, will
speak at 10:50 a.m. and
7 p.m. services at the
Memorial Baptist
Church. He will be
assisted by Lester
Garland, deacon of the
week, and Fred Stalls.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton
Gresham with Margaret

Yes No
1. Will the consumption of alcohol in Murray, decline if
alcohol is sold openly on the streets of Murray 18 or more
hours per day? (According to state law, a city cannot prevent the sale of beer between the hours of 6 a.m. and midnight on weekdays.)
2. If people drink more alcohol will their behavior improve?
3. Do you have any control over how much alcohol Murray's citizens or visitors drink or how they act when they
drink?
4. Will the number of people drinking alcohol in Murray
on an average night decrease when the taverns, bars, and
restaurants get their licenses to sell alcohol?
5. Will Murray be as safe or peaceful if more people in the
city limits are inebriated?
6. Will the streets of Murray be safer if, like Morehead,
twice as many people are driving "under the influence"?
7. Would you like for the number of people who are publicly intoxicated to increase by 71% here as it did in
Morehead?
8. With the presence of more intoxicated people (and the
associated rise in DUIs, PIs, and crime), would Murray
be as desirable a place to live and raise a family?

and Michael Wilkins as
accompanists, will sing
"I Need Thee Every
Hour" at the morning
hour. Eva Hale will sing
a solo at the evening
hour.

The Gidden-Griffith
Funeral, Jacksonville
Beach, Fla., is in charge
of the arrangements.‘

are Paul Montgomery,
Charles Montgomery,
John D. Lovins, Rainey
Lovins, James Patterson and Clif Cayce.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Nance, 89, died
Tuesday at Lourdes
Hospital, Padubah.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. John
Hunt Jordan, and one
sister, Mrs. John J.
Livesay.

If you answered "NO" to any of the above
questions, then how can you, as a
responsible cit4en, vote "yes"?
As one who cares about the
PEACE and SAFETY of MURRAY

VOTE "NO"
on TUESDAY
Paid for by the Dry League of Murray

vices at the First United
Methodist Church. B.J.
McGivney will sing a
solo, "Lord Jesus, I
Love Thee," at the early
service. The Chancel
Choir will sing the anthem, "This I Believe,"
at the later service.
Paul Shahan will direct
Bea Farr
te
he
ll m
asuo
sircgw
aL
th
stB
.
Spring Creek
The Rev. Joe
'Johnston, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6:45 p.m. services at the
Spring Creek Baptist

Church. Sunday School
will
urbe at 10
initm.
g aand
d
8
Church
p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
Fr. David Robinson,
vicar, will conduct Holy
Eucharist services at 8
and 10:30 a.m. at St.
John's Episcopal

Westslde Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, interim pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m.
be Missy
y
ssisGtbelo
gr g
wi
ell,
service at the Westside
Krystel
Mowery, Fred
Baptist Church. The
Mahfoud, Carol Julian,
Choir, directed by TomClaudia Moore, Glenda
my Scott, will sing
Mansker, Allison Sickel,
"There's A Reason"
Anisa Mahfoud and
with Susie Scott as
Louise Sickel.
pianist and Patsy Neale
as organist. Darrell GibRev. Holmes speaker, Methodists
son will sing a solo. The
Varner Family will pre-' GREENSBORO, N.C. Theology in Dallas, said
sent a concert at 6 p.m. (AP) — "It is only when the "black churches
we are the most authen- that are growing and apservice.
tically black that we pealing to the masses
First Methodist
make our best contribu- are those that have gone
Dr. Ben Boone, direc- tion to Methodism," the ,back to their roots ...
tor of the Wesley Foun- Rev. Zan W. Holmes they know how to hit the
dation, Murray State told a meeting of the blue note when they
University, will speak United Methqdist stne" .deployment"
of
about "Faith Seeking Church's black caucus. missiles. The Soviet
has
Faith" ii.rith scripture
Holmes, professor of said it would do so ubtll
.from John 3:1-17 at the lreaching at the next Nov. 1 to
see if the
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. ser- Perkins School of West would do likewise.

TUCK'S PANELING
Paneling
100 Patterns

$3.75

CEDAR LATTICE
4h,$14.95
;044 N.,4,1
4
.4 *
*N

00-17.-VOISSEIF
Edward
v
D. Jones
AA & Ca.
••••••••• Ilmr•••••• 1•••••••• ••••••••(

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

Financial Focus Series
Everyone wants to
save on taxes, and, the
purpose of legitimate tax
shelters is to provide a
reasonably sound investment as well as tax
benefits acceptable to
the IRS. Their purpose is
not, as some people
would have you believe,
to enable you to write
off $4 for every $1 you invest or triple your investment in a few years."
Obviously, these are exaggerated claims, and,
with so many individuals
and institutions now offering tax-advantaged
investments, it's wise to
know what to INA for
when considering this investment alternative.
First of all, you should
read the prospectus.
Every public offering
must be accompanied by
a prospectus, and a copy
.of this prospectus must
ire given to you. If the
tax-advantaged investment you choose is, for
-extmPie, a limited Oaknership, the prospectus
tells what the partner
ship hopes to accomplish

7:30-5:30 MON..FRI.
SAT. 7:30 AM-3:00 PM

PLY WOOD•PAINT
BUILDING MATERIALS
KITCHEN CABINETS
BATHROOM VANITIES
ROOFING MATERIALS
EXTERIOR SIDING
DOOR UNITS

up

By Randy Saladin

24,

and John McIvor and
wife, Dorothy, and three
grandchildren, all of
Atlantic Beach.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
First Baptist Church,
Jacksonville Beach,

Churches list... (..frompage9)

WHAT'S YOUR ANSWER?

_

William G. Nash, vice
president of academic
affairs and dean of the
faculty of Murray State
University for 30 years,
died Thursday at 1 p.m.
His death occurred at
a hospital in Atlantic
Beach, Fla.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Martha
Nash, 159 llth St., Atlantic Beach; two sons, Dr.
William G. Nash, Jr.,

Mrs. Pace's
funeral will
be at Benton

Nance funeral rites today

Revival will be at church
The Hazel Baptist
Church will conduct
revival services starting Sunday, April 21,
and continuing through
Thursday, April 25.
The Rev. Clifford B.
Coleman of Jackson,
Ohio, director of missions for Scioto Valley
Baptist Association in
Southern Ohio, will be
the speaker for the services at 11 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. on Sunday and at
10 a.m. and 7 p.m., Monday through Friday.
A native of Shelbyanna, Ky., Rev. Coleman
Is a graduate of
Georgetown College and
Southern Baptist
Seminary. Prior to his
present position, he
served under appoint-

W.G. Nash dies Thursday

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN

901/587-3000
registered with the
Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). An
offering registered with
the SEC is available nationwide as long as it is
"blue skied" or approved for sale in the states
which it's offered.
Likewise, the representative and the firm offering the partnership must
be registered in all'states
where they sell it.
Although
an
SEC
registration
doesn't
guarantee
anything
about the offering—this
is
stated
in
the
prospectus—it does give
you some assurance the
facts presented in the
prospectus are true and
the offering has been
scrutinized by the SEC.
Finally, you shoulcl
know if you fit th*
suitability requirements.
Due to the degree of risk
in any tax shelter,
suitability requirements
are established and
printed in the prospectus. These requirements
vary, but generally a
gross annual income
limit and/or minimum
net worth is specified.
Usually the higher the
risk, the stricter the
suitability requirements.4
There are, of course,
other questions you
should ask before you invest. But, close and
careful examination of
these considerations
should, at least, put you
on the right track and
save you..,much of the
disappointment of Iliadvised and hastily-entered

and how. It also provides
information about the
general partner( s ) who
will manage the limited
partnership—his or her
financial condition, experience and record of
success or failure—plus
a host of additional facts.
It may not be interesting
reading, but it could prove to be some of the most
profitable reading you
do. And, what you don't
understand, investigate.
Secondly, you should
know your investment
representative. Who
does he or she represent,
and what is that firm's
reputation nationally?
Although
even
an
outstanding financial advisor cannot guarantee
you investment success,
you can be assured one
who is reputable has performed
the
due
diligence—since his or
Her integrity and reputation are at stake, a good
financial
advisor
carefully examines the
general partner(s) and
the particular product
being offered..
You also should know
If the offering is investing.

'
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IT HAPPENED IN MOREHEAD...
TUESDAY MORNING,DECESSINEN 6, 111S3

Manslaughter Charged
Following Death
Of 8-year-old
A 25-year-old Cnrter County
man has been charged with second degree manslaughter and
dr,vin while intoxicated after
his pickup [rut* allegedly
struck and killed an ayear-old
Ocrsan County boy who had
just gotten Al a school bus
The victim
Brian Lee
Fraley. of Route I, Morehead.
had iust exited from his school
bus last Thursday' about 355
p m when the accident occur

red Brian was an only child of
Vaughn and Rita Oliver Fraley
The Rowan County shenff's
office charged Ronald W Lewis
of General Denvery. Olive Hill,
with driving under the influence and having no driver's
license State police also charged him with having no insurance The manslaughter
charge was added Friday
State police said that Lewis
pissed five cars, parked behind
the unloading school bus,
before he hit the youngster
Lewis. and • passenger in his
ties Chevrolet truck. Larry
Porter, 25, of Olive Hill. were
not injured
According to two eyewitnesses. Linen was just about two
steps an front of a group of three
other students who had also
just exited front the bus, and
were walking in the same direct= as the victim when the accident happened

Seim Lee Fraley. His testier
said al Use youngster's deoUs,
"We talked about It as a class'ad
discussed it. We decided It was
OK to be sad because we last •
Friend."

The Facts
1. On Dec. 4, 1982, the first beer was legally sold in
Morehead, Ky., the county seat of "dry" Rowan County.
2. On Dec. 1, 1983, Ronald Lewis had been drinking heavily in Morehead. (His blood alcohol was near .20.)
3. Lewis left Morehead to return to his home in adjacent
"dry" Carter County, DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE.
4. On U.S. 60, 7.2 miles east of Morehead, Lewis illegally
passed five vehicles stopped behind a school bus from
which several children were exiting.
5. Ronald Lewis allegedly struck and KILLED 8-year-old
Brian Fraley as he was exiting the bus in front of his
home.
6. Lewis was charged with DUI and Manslaughter.

...IT COULD HAPPEN IN MUR
Rowan` County is surrounded by 7
"dry" counties.

Calloway Co. is surrounded by 3"dry"
Ky. counties and 2 Tn. counties where
only beer can be sold.
(The city of Paris has package liquor stores but no liquor by the drink.)

Lewis
84
Carter
N/A

Fleming
20

Rowan
Elliott
31

151*
Bath
29
Menifee
10

Morgan
30

Numbers indicate DUI arre4ts in 1983,
the first year of alcohol sales in
Morehead.
*In 1984, DUIs increased to 253.
(State Police Post 8 Statistics)

Nobody knows how many people from
surrounding counties will be driving
under the influence on Calloway Co.'s
highways if Murray goes "wet."

•

Do we want to attract drinkers from surrounding counties
who would become DUI statistics on our highways?

•

DON'T LET IT HAPPEN HERE!
VOTE "NO"
• 'on TUESDAY!
Paid for by the Dry League of Murray
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Kentucky News In Brief

NEED A LI 07

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs S.: Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
Forum Group
GA.F.
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
I.B.M.

Stock Market
Jerrico
-1.10 Johnson
A: Johnson

48/
1
2 unc
22/
1
2 .3/
1
4
213
/
4 +/
28/
1
2 .%
363.4 unc
241
/
4
1
4
56 •/
43 -%
1r/s
311
/
2 uric
70/
1
2 •%
46% UDC
3034
1/0
26% 'Vs
127% .1/6

18/
1
2 unc
411
/
2 -1
/
2
4'. • I/8
11 1 8 unc
une
35 une
42/
1
2 +/
1
2
321
/
4 unc
38/
1
2 + 1/4
54% 38% +/
1
4
47 -%
161
/
2 unc
12/
1
2 +
8.24

Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS -- MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

•Wal-Mort Sells for Less •Wal Mart Sells for Less •Wol-Mort

f•r•li• 4e..

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) — Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., urged his colleagues to mount a
Call 759-956
,unifted effort against South Africa's continuing
011161111At I•010811 C0.1•011•IION
practices of apartheid.
after 4 p.m.
McConnell, in a floor speech, said the fight to
•
r
end apartheid is non-partisan and that the Senate
o.
.6104016101.14.1
should approve legislation to encourage South
Africa to eliminate racial separation'.
His comments were included in a news released issued by his Wash4ngton office Thursday.
He said the South African government recently
announced it would seek to repeal the mixed
0" we
marriages act, which bans marriages between
whites and non-whites.
•••••
"I am struck by the fact that reforms have had
AAA STUMP REMOVAL
no clear cut effect on the daily lives of the maCon II•TOVI. st,rnps L,p
jority of South Africans," he said in the news
to 24 below Ow ground
1983 Chevrolet caprice
release from his Louisville office.
035 41343 0, 035 11319
4 door, 5Iue, lots of eqirtpmart
"The majority of South Africans — the approxz We Now Haul Pot Grovel
imately 21 million blacks who make up almost 70
percent of the population — make no choices at
all," he said.
GRAVEL
— — ——
We Haul
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — The trial of two
Coldwater
men accused of killing two Trinity High School
Pit Gravel
753-2617
641 S. Murray
students was scheduled for next Tuesday, but
435-4343
evidently will be delayed indefinitely.
Defense attorneys told Jefferson Circuit Judge
435-4319
William McAnulty on Thursday that they plan to
Solis for Less .Wal-Mart Sells for Less •Wal-Mart
file more than 30 motions, which would delay the
Sells for Less •Woll. Mort Sells for
case.
McAnulty 'said he will consider the firs/ of
those motions next Thursday.
•
George Wade -and Victor Taylor are each
•
• charged with two counts of murder, kidnapping
and robbery, plus one count of sodomy.
Taylor, 25, and Wade, 23, were arrested Oct. 4,
four days after the bodies of'Scott Christopher
6/1
Nelson and Richard David Stephenson, both 17,
were found in a vacant lot near the dowritown
area.
McAnulty ruled Wednesday that the trial of the
•Wide choice
two men would be held in Louisville, but with
of color and form
jurors from Fayette County.

' GM QUALffY
SERVICE PARTS
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•Reg. up to 7.96
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,i8:00 a.m. Saturday Morning
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—— — —
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP ) — Sen. Wendell Ford,
D-Ky., introduced a bill to discourage corporations from importing foreign coa' into this
country.
The legislation would prohibit any corporation
that produces and imports' foreign coal from
receiving a competitive coal lease.
Ford said Thursday his bill is a response to the
"disturbing balance of trade situatiOn" in which
U.S. firms are increasingly importing coal, while
not developing federal coal held under lease.
"In my opinion, if U.S. firms can ship foreign
coal into our country, they don't need to be leasing — and not developing — coal owned by the
taxpayers," Ford said in a statement released
by his Louisville office.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) — A northern Kentucky manufacturing company has been ordered
to pay $77,644 in back wages to 12 women who
alleged the company practiced sex
discrimination.
The 12 women complained to the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights that Wadsworth
Electric Manufacturing Co. Inc. of Covington
discriminated against them by cutting back on
their work hours and forcing them into layoffs
while retaining men-with less seniority.
The women also claimed they were paid less
per hour than men who did the same type of
work, the commission said.
The civil-rights agency upheld the women's
allegations in 1976 and ordered payment of back
wages. The case went to court, was appealed and
sent back to Kenton Circuit Court, where a final
order upholding the commission's findings was
issued last November.
When the parties failed to agree on the amount
of back wages due, the case was returned to the
commission. The agency set the amounts of payment, ranging from $989 to $16,814, in an order
entered Tuesday.

EVANSVILLE, Ind. i API — The American
Cancer Society is planning to capitalize on the
generally friendly rivalry between Indiana and
Kentucky with a tug-of-war across the Ohio
River.
Cancer society chapters on both sides of the
river hope to raise $10,000 apiece from the July 13
event, said Rhoda Baum of the southwest Indiana chapter.
"Maybe we'll settle once and for all who owns
that river," Mrs. Baum said, referring ,to the
200-year-old dispute over what point on the river
marks the states' boundary.
The 30 members of each state's team will be
selected from sponsors and contributors to the
event, which will be conducted as part of
Evansville's Thunder on the Ohio hydroplane
race events, she said.
The tug-of-war will require a special rope 2,500
feet long weighing about 500 popads, she said.
Helium-filled balloons probably will be used to
keep the rope suspended abeve the river, she
said.
—— — —
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API— It will cost at least
an additional $40,000 for the administration of
Gov. Martha Layne Collins to defend the budget
passed by the 1984 General Assembly from a
legal challenge filed by Attorney General David
Armstrong.
According to information released by the
Finance Cabinet on Thursday, the governor's office has increased the personal service contract
with the Louisville law firm of Wyatt. Tarrant &
Combs from $12,500 to $52,500.
The law firm is paid at the rate of $75 per hour
for work on the lawsuit, which will is scheduled
to be argued before the Kentucky Supreme Court
on May 15.
A Franklin Circuit Court judge has already
ruled in favor of the governor's office on most of
the Matters in contention.
— —— —
CUMBERLAND, Ky.(API— Cumberland has
drawn Up an ordinance prohibiting the sale of
sexually explicit movies and magazines to
minors.
Mayor Gene Mastin said the ordinance stemnied from complaints that such materials were
available where children could get them..
Mastin said the proposal would rOquire
businesses to keep adult materials out of viewing
distance of people younger than 18.
The ordinance. Which -would become effective
if approved by the city council at a second
reading, carries penalties of $100 to-Si 000 and up
to a year in

•
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Chain interrupted
SEATTLE (AP) — An
interruption 'In the food
chain in Patagonia, the
southernmost region of
Argentina, led to the
deaths of some half
million young penguins.
a University of
Washington scientist
reported recently.
Unusually cold
weather during the summer season touched off
the chain reaction, he
said. The weather
prevented the usual
upswelling of water that
brings nutrients to the
surface, thus there were
no zooplank ton for small
fish and squid to feed on.
Penguins usually feed
on these small fish and
-squid, but the failure in
the food chain meant
fewer fish and squid in
coastal waters and
longer foraging trips for
adult penguins. This, in
turn, meant that
penguin chicks were left
unprotected fOr longer
periods.

STUDENTS EXERCISE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS — Calloway County' Middle School Teacher
Peter O'Rourke,far left, talks to students about constitutional rights in relation to having an opinion in
the upcoming wet-dry election. Although the eighth grade students have no voting priv ileges, they are
currently expressing their opinion by posting published material on the subject on the wall behind
O'Rourke. O'Rourke's classes are currently studying the civil war and are using the wet-dry election as
an analogy with each of the articles and advertisements representing a battle, skirmish or campaign.
"I'm really impressed with the involvement of the people in the community flexing their constitutional
rights by voicing an opinion," said O'Rourke."Involvement is the cornerstone of democracy." The tally, as of Thursday, was 94-blue (dry), 15-gray (wet) and 11-red (nuetral).
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Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association
One of the perennial
dangers to man and
beast is rabies.
Each year, more than
50,000 Americans are exposed to the disease and
there are occasional
reports of Kentuckians
who have been bitten by
rabid animals.
Most of those -who are
bitten and contract
rabies were attacked by
infected
domestic
animals and in some
cases simple inoculation
of the animal would have
broken the chain of the
disease's transmission.
Rabies is a Simple
disease to understand,
almost impossible to
treat in humans or
animals once the symptoms have begun to show
themselves, and really
could be effectively
restricted to rare instances with the cooperation of the owners of
animals.
The disease is caused
by a virus transmitted by
the saliva of the infected
mammal. It is transmitted by direct contact,
usually a bite and rarely
by saliva coming into
contact with an open
wound. Once the disease
is established in the body
(usually the nervous
system) there is -little
hope of checking it,
'either in animal or man.
Prompt medical treatment is essential for
both.
In animals, the disease
seems to manifest itself
in two forms — paralytic
and furious. Paralytic is
characterized by early
paralysis of the throat,
causing an inability to
swallow and making the
animal drool saliva.
Animals with this type
seldom attempt or are
able to bite.
In the furious form the
legendary "mad dog"
syndrome is seen, with
the animal literally
biting anything that
moves. Infected animals
often swallow unexpected foreign objects —
sticks, stone, pieces of
wire.
Animals appear extremely alert and keyed
up. Rabid cattle will
literally butt anything
that -moves in front of
them.
Authorities feel that
the disease usually
originates in epidemics
among wild life, then is
transmitted to domestic
animals. If the domestic
animals have been inoculated, the virus is
neutralized and the
disease
does
not
incubate.
If the animal has not
been inoculated, treatment may or may not
save the animal, depending on how much time
has elapsed between the
bite and the start of
treatment and
the
severity of ti* bite.
First aid is essentially
tile same for man and
animal. Wash the wound
with soap and wafer or
.an antiseptic solution, or
both.
Encourage
bleeding to wash out any
remaining saliva. Get

medical help quickly.
Observe the animal
and capture it if possible,
for observation. Notify
police or health department
officials.
A
veterinarian can advise
you on how to best capture the. suspected
'
Be aware of the
behavior of all animals
you see. Any animals acting strangely should be
suspected. One of the
major signals of rabies is
departure from normal
habits — either becoming unusually withdrawn
or unusually affectionate.
Nocturnal
animals will be seen during the day. Animals
may wander aimlessly.
Remember
that
animals confined by a
'leash or fence to a yard
may still be bitten by
squirrels, skunks, foxes,
cats or other dogs coming into the yard. Even
animals confined to the
house may get out.
Several suggestions
seem practical to protect
you and your pet from
rabies and yourself from
possible lawsuits.
They are:
el-lave your animal
vaccinated
against
rabies and keep the vaccination current. The
risks of rabies are high,
the risks of vaccination
none. Your veterinarian
can create an inoculation
schedule for your pet,
depending on the type of
vaccine used and the
animal itself, which is
effective.
•13e sure your pet is
identified by a license
tag and a rabies inoculation tag. If he strays and
Is picked up, this will
assure his return as well
as that he will not be
needlessly impounded
for observation.
*Obey leash and licensing laws in your
community.
*Report stray dogs and
cats to the police or to the
animal control officials
in your community.
Report those which are
acting strangely immediately, with as accurate a description as
you can give and the
location at which the
animal was last seen.
'Take all animal bites
seriously. If you, a
member of your family
or your pet are bitten,
contact the proper
medical personnel immediately, then the
health department and
the police.
Disease
control
centers throughout the
United States are usually on top of epidemics
rather quickly, notifying
residents of the affected
area in time to limit the
spread of the disease.
Remember, however,
you may be unfortunate
enough to
the first
person
tv-cted —
absence of an epidemic
alert is no assurance at
alt against the possibility of the disease..
Inoculation of your
animals-is the best possible
preventative
measure.
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We believe the real issue is the legal control of the sale of
alcoholic beverages in Murray — not whether alcoholic beverages
will be sold and consumed
Prohibition in Murray and Calloway County is no more effective
than was national prohibition which resulted in Widespread
bootlegging and the growth of organized crime Prohibition in
Calljway County also has lead to bootlegging and very probably
Other crime as well When a person decides to go into bootlegging, it doesn't bother him to break other. laws because he is
already a criminal It doesn't matter to him if his customer is a
minor
Probably no one knows how many bootleggers are operating in
Calloway County We have heard there are 70 but we doubt there
are that many. We do know there are enough of them so that
someone who wants to buy liquor can do so without much
difficulty.
If you vote "no- on April 23. you will be voting to continue prohibition in Murray According to the County Attorney, it can be enforced if someone files a formal complaint against a bootlegger
Do you truly believe that a bootlegger's customer will file a complaint and cut off his own source'?
If you vote "yes" on April 23, you wilt be voting for the legal
control of alcoholic beverages When a person receives a license
he consents to the search of his premises for anything illegal A
law enforcement officer can arrest the holder of the license if he
sees any law — city, state or federal — being broken The person
with the license will carefully check the ID's of suspected minors. because if he sells to a minor he can be punished, even to the
point of losing his license for repeated offenses
The "wets" and "drys" can hurl statistics at each other, but
what do they really mean'? The number of citations for DUI
depends primarily upon enforcement efforts But remember. when
DUI's are up, frequently accidents are down Other factors can
also influence those numbers. Revenues from the sale of alcoholic
beverages can cover the additional costs of alcoholic beverage sales. Of course, if you start using the revenue for purchases of
garbage trucks and other heavy equipment. the revenues may not
be sufficient. Circumstances differ from city to city and variations
in statistics must be expected.
The wets" have been accbsed of being evil. Are they evil
because they are trying to control a problem through legal means
rather than sweeping the problem under the rug?
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We know of no one working for a "yes" vote on April 23 who
turns his back on alcohol abuse. Certainly we would all like to see
every drunken driver off the roads. We support the objectives of ,
M.A.D.D. and hope their efforts reduce the carnage on the
highways caused by alcohol abuse. We believe it can best be
done by legalizing -alcohol and by tough enforcement of the laws
regulating those sales.
No one — wet -or dry
can predict what Murray will be like if
The legal sale of alcoholic beverages is approved on April 23
Some people in other -cities have been pleasantly surprised when
their communities voted for legal control Circuit Judge Fuqua of
Russellville. in his letter which follows, eloquently expresses his
feeling about the effect in Russellville of the legalization of
alcoholic beverages:
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You have inquired about my personal opinion regarding the
situation in-Russellville since the legalization of the sale of
alcoholic beverages as contrasted to the situation before the
legalization of such sales. I would first state to you that I have
always voted "dry" in the elections which have been held in this
community. I believe that I took this position primarily due to the
fact that I was raising 3 children in the community who are now
grown and live some distance ,from here; and in cities which are
"wet"
I must candidly state that in reflecting upon the past years I
sincerely feel that the situation concerning the sale of alcoholic
beverages in our community is better at this time than it was when
such sales were illegal, It appears to me that the legal control of
the sale of alcoholic beverages in our community has resulted in
the virtual elimination of "boot-iegging- together with its'associated
vices of drugs and prostitution.
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Of course. I do not mean to imply that the illegal sale- of
alcoholic beverages has been completely eliminated, but, in my
personal opinion, it is confined to such a minimum that it makes •
extremely difficult for the illegal operations to survive profitab.y I
also have the feeling that the entire moral climate of the commun[ty has been improved as the community haS moved from an uncontrollable illegal business with its associated vices to a controlled legal business BAed upon the comments of my Other friends
and associates in the community. I do not hesitate to express my
personal opinion that the legalization of the sale of alcoholic
beverages has resulted in giving a very favorable iMpression to a
majority of our citizens
Yours very truly

William

CAB...
LE
visi....N

Bel Air
Shopping Center

I would like to' emphasize that the favorabie impression that I
have received in observing the legalized sale of alcoholic
beverages in our community is due in large part to the strong control and enforcement measures which our mayor and city councii
have taken in enforcing the legalized sale of alcoholic beverages I
am particularly impressed with their strong stand on the virtual
elmination of unsightly advertising of alcoholic products Also tne,.'
'have employed a very capable and efficient ABC administrator
charged with the responsibility of enforcing the law pertainng
all matters surrounding the sale of alcoholic beverages

Call
753-5005-
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When you go into the voting booth on April 23, there will be
no one telling you how to vote. Only you will know!
We urge you to end the unworkable prohibition in Murray
and vote-"YES" for legal control dn April 23.
Paid for to
the Committee for the Legal Control of
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MSU split with Austin Peay leaves Goys,'Breds tied for first
Shortstop Tom
Gargiulo saved a game
and a tie for the
Southern Division lead
as he drove in the winning run in Murray
State's victory over
visiting Austin Peay
Thursday at Reagan
Field.
Gargiulo stroked a
two-out single in the bottom of the seventh inning to drive in the gamewinner in a 9-8 victory.
The win salvaged a split
In the Ohio Valley Conference showdown between the two division
leaders, sending both
away with 4-2 conference marks.
The Thoroughbreds

lost the opener, Thursday, 9-3 as the Governors backed the pitching
of Michael 0. 'Moe'
Tharpe with four home
runs.
Jim Lambert's record
fell to 2-3 with the loss.
Tharpe, a native of
Paris, Tenn., improved
to 3-3.
Clay Boone rapped his
eighth home run of the
year for MSU, providing
the only fireworks for
the '13reds' fans in the
opener.
. .
The second game
started off as a pitchers'
struggle until Austin
Peay scored all eight of
its runs in the fourth inning. Trailing 8-1, the

'Breds collected solo
runs in the fourth and
fifth innings, then added
three runs in hoth the
sixth and seventh
frames to accomplish a
successful comeback
In the bottom of the
seventh, leadoff atter
Chris Barber sla med
his second home sri of
the year and Mike
Gargiulo followed with a
double.
Steve Grohen was hit
by a pitch and the
'Breds had runners on
the corners when Russ
Burger stroked a pinchhit single. Burger was
forced at second by Jay
Connell's fielder's
choice then Tom
Gargiulo drilled an 0-1
fastball off loser Rob
Beckman that rattled
off the right-centerfield
fence to bring home the
winning run and end the
game.
Gargiulo's single emphasized one of the
'Breds'strengths during
the past five games.
During that time the
MSU hitters have a .395
team batting averageand have fashioned a 4-1
record.

Junior Dave Johnson
relieved in the fourth inning and earned his
third win without a loss.
He also moved into second place on the alltime MSU record list
with his* 14th appearance in one season.
Murray State, now
12-17, visits Middle Tennessee in Murfreesboro
on Saturday. Austin
Peay, 11-19, travels to
Tennessee Tech in
Cookeville. Both games
are Southern Division
matchups. The top two
teams in both the
Southern and Northern
divisions qualify for the
OVC post -season
tournament.
at Meagan Field
First Game
AUSTIN PEAT
120120 3-9 10 1
MURRAY STATE 021 0000- 3 10 1
Michael Tharpe and Bob Allen,
Jim Lambert. Kevin Sell (7) and
Todd Hale 2B - (II Dave Butts.
Jay Connell HR - ( API Kerry
Whitehouse, Bob Allen, Monte
minium, Corky Owen. ( I Clay
Boone.
WP - Tharpe (3-3) LP Lambert (2-3).
Secusid Game
AUSTIN PEAY
000 8000- 8 84
MURRAY STATE 010 113 3-9 14 1
Stacy Sims, Rob Beckman 171 and
Scott Erby.
, Steve Van Waes, Dave
Johnson (4 1. and Greg Doss 2B (M ) Clay Boone. Mike Gargiulo 2
HR -(H)Chris Barber.
WP - Jamul (3-0) LP Beckman (3-1).

IN }
mourn
Tigers

FOLLOW THROUGH — Murray State third baseman David Butts sends this pitch for a ride as he
strokes a double in the first game of Thursday's doubleheader against Austin Peay. Butts and his
MSU"
teammates have combined for a .395 team batting average in the last five games.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

MHS Tigers extend winning streak to seven with 13-4 victory

B(1I ND FOR FIRST — Shortstop Tom
Gargiulo fires this shot to first base to gun down
an Austin Peay baserunner Thursday. Gargiulo
had the game-winning RBI single in the seventh
inning of the nightcap. Staff photo by Jim Rector

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
To continue its winning streak to seven
games the Murray High
baseball team produced
another substantial victory by pounding
Mayfield 13-4 at home
Thursday night, boosted
Its record to 13-2.
Rusty Wright went the
distance for the Tigers
as he picked up his third

win of the season
against one loss. Wright
said that although he
came out on top against
the Cardinals it was just
one of those nights when
he could not get the ball
across the plate.

inning contest was
about the highest he
could ever remember
pitching in one game.
Mayfield pounded 11
hits off the Tiger ace to
Murray's eight against
two Cardinal hurlers.
Murray fell behind in
"It was all I could do the top of the fourth innto throw a strike," ing when the Cards got
Wright said. Adding three runs on a basesthat the 108 pitches he loaded walk and a twothrew during the seven out, two RBI single from

Doug Hunter which
gave Mayfield a 4-3
lead.
However, when the
going got tough Murray
got even tougher. The
hosts rallied for five
runs in the last of the
fourth and five more in
the fifth on a total of six
hits to put the contest
out of reach for the fluttering Redbirds.
Offensively for Mur-

ray, Todd Ross collected two hits, a single
and a double, on four
trips to the box and
drove in three runs,
while Shawn McClure
picked up a pair of RBIs
on two hits. Mark West
also dropped in a pair of
hits on the evening and
drove in one run.
Murray will take its
winning streak into a
double-header aeainst

Camden, Tenn., today
at Ty Holland Stadium
with action beginning at
4:30 p.m. Saturday the
Tigers host Henderson
County in a 1 p.m.
doubleheader at Murray
State's Reagan Field.
At Ty Holisaid Stadium
HAYFIELD
001 3000- 4 11 7
MURRAY
111560 x - 13 83
WP - Wright,(3.1 ) LP - Steve
Stinson, I 1.2 I 213 - Stinson ( Ma)
Todd Ross (Mu).

Valenzuela takes matters into own hands; handles Padres, 5-0
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After a lack of hitting
support last year, Fernando Valenzuela
seems to be taking matters into his own hands
this season.
Looking as good as he
did in his rookie season
m 1981, when he won the
Cy Young Award, the
Los Angeles Dodger pitcher hurled a, 5-0, twohit beauty over the San
Diego Padres Thursday.
The shutout was the
second straight for the
left-hander, who stopped the San Francisco
Giants 1-0 on five hits
last Saturday and hasn't
allowed an earned run
in 25 innings this season.
"There's, no trend,"
said Dodger catcher
Mike Scioscia. "He's going out there and pitching the same way he

always has. He pitched
about as well as a guy
can pitch today. He used
all of his pitches and
they were all working
today."
In other National
League action, Montreal routed St. Louis 7-1
and Cincinnati edged
San Francisco 4-3 in 10
Innings.
Last year, Valenzuela
had a 12-17 record, and
rarely got any runs
from the weak-hitting
Dodgers, who averaged
only 3.12 runs per game,
fourth lowest in the National League.
On Thursday,
however, he got four
runs in the first off
Padres left-hander
Mark Thurmond, 0-1, on
an RBI single by Mike
Marshall, a two-run
dbuble by Candy
Maldonado and a

sacrifice fly by
Scioscia.The Dodgers
got their final run in the
eighth on Marshall's
RBI single.
Valenzuela, 2-1, allowed only a first-inning
single by Tony Gwynn,
last year's National
League batting champion, and an eighthinning single by pinchhitter Kurt Bevacqua. It
was the 20th shutout of
his career and his third
two-hitter.
Valenzuela walked
three and struck out
eight, fanning six of the
seven Padres he faced
during one stretch.
Expos 7, Cards 1
Mike Fitzgerald's
two-run double keyed a
four-run uprising in the
fourth inning, helping
Montreal roll past St.
Louis behind Steve
Rogers' five-hitter.

Vote
for
Peter F. O'Rourke II
Magistrate
in
District 3
My name is Peter F. O'Rourke II and I am a candidate for nomination in the May Democratic
Primary for Magistrate in District 3, Calloway
County.
At present time I am employed by the Calloway
County School System as teacher of History and
Government at Calloway County Middle School.
My wife is the former Marion Belote, daughter of
Beth and Jack Belote and we have two sons, Peter
and Andrew and one daughter, Bethany. We reside
at 2200 Gatesborough Circle.
The people of Calloway County are the finest people in the world and I believe that I can contribute
to the-fine quality of life that we have here by using my 'capabilities and energy in serving on the
Fiscal Court.
I earnestly ask for your vote and support on May
28th.
Sincerely,
.
Peter F. O'Rourke II
beid 4e4 by the brod441•444:

Rogers, battling back
from an injury-plagued
1984 season, walked four
and struck out four. A
15-hit attack, Montreal's
biggest in eight games,
insured the 35-year-old
right-hander his first
triumph in three

decisions.
Reds 4, Giants 3
Cesar Cedeno's basesloaded single drove in
two runs in the bottom
ot the 10th to give Cincinnati a comeback victory over San Francisco. The Giants twice

failed to hold one-run
leads, in the ninth and
10th innings, when they
wept ahead 3-2 on Chris
Brown's FtBI single.
After Tony Perez led
off the Cincinnati 10th
with a single off Greg
Minton, 0-1, and was

forced at second by Eric
Davis, Pete Rose drew a
walk and a double steal
put both runners in scoring position. Gary
Redus drew an intentional walk to set up
Cedeno's single, which
gave reliever Carl

Willis, 1-0, his first
major-league victory.
Rose had a single in
four at-bats, leaving
him just 85 hits away
from breaking Ty
Cobb's record of 4,191
hits.
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American League

Indians battle back
to scalp Orioles, 11-5
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Cleveland Indians
had it, lost it, and had it
again. They finally kept
it at the end — because
Joe Carter had it all the
way.
Breaking out of a
3-for-24 slump with a
vengeance, Carter hit a
single, double and home
run and drove in two
runs to lead the Indians
to an 11-5 victory over
the Baltimore Orioles
Thursday.
The Indians had to
battle for this one,
squandering a 5-0 lead
after three innings.
Orioles starter Storm
Davis, who admitted,"I
stink now," allowed the
-Indians to get away to a
5-0 lead after three
innings.
In other AL action,
New York tripped
Chicago 3-2; California
edged Minnesota 9-8;
Toronto stopped Texas
4-2, and Boston nipped
Kansas City 4-3 in 14
Innings.
Yankees 3, White Sox 2
Ken Griffey made a
strong defensive play in
the sixth inning that
saved two runs and
drove in the go-ahead
tally with a single in the
seventh to lead New
York over Chicago.
The Yankees' winning
rally came against
White Sox left-hander
Floyd Bannister, 0-2,
who had won his
previous eight decisions
over New York dating
back to 1982. The winner
was Ricli Bordi, 1-0, who
relieved Dennis

Rasmussen in the sixth.
Dave Righetti worked
the last 1 2-3 innings for
his third save, getting
out of a two-on, none-out
jam in the ninth.
With runners at first
and second and one out
in the White Sox sixth,
Griffey snared a drive
into the left-field corner
by Carlton Fisk, slammed into the wall in foul
territory, then spun and
rifled the ball to the infield. Second baseman
Willie Randolph's relay
to first doubled off Tom
Pa,yiorek.
Angels 9,Twins8
Doug DeCinces hit a
three-run homer and
Rod Carew drove in two
runs with two singles
and a suicide-squeeze
bunt, leading California
over Minnesota.
The sweep of the
three-game set gave the
Angels their first series
sweep at Minnesota in
the 25-year history of
the two clubs. It was
California's fifth
straight victory and the
Twins' seventh straight
loss.
Jays 4, Rangers'2
Lloyd Moseby hit a
two-run homer in the
third inning and
Damaso Garcia smashed three doubles as
Toronto beat Texas,
handing the Rangers
their seventh lose in
eight games.Dave Stieb, 1-1, was
the winner, pitching 8
1-3 innings, giving up
two runs on six hits
while walking five and
striking out two. Bill
Caudill, the third Toron-
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LOSE SOMETHING? — New York Yankees third baseman Dale Berra
(left) loses not only the ball but his glove too in this collision with
Cleveland's Joe Carter during a recent game in the series between the two
teams.
AP Laserphoto
to pitcher, earned his
first save.
Red Sox 4, Royals 3
Jim Rice's long home
run off Mike Jones in the
14th inning powered
Boston over Kansas
City.
Rice's blast,
estimated at 440 feet,
gave the victory to Bob
Ojeda, 1-0, who entered

It's official:
Tulane drops
hoop program

the game in the 12th.
Jones, 0-1, the fourth
Kansas City pitcher,
started the 13th.
The Royals tied it at
3-3 in the eighth after
the Red Sox had scored
two unearned runs to
take the lead in the top
of the inning.
"In situations like
this, you've just got to

grino a out," Boston
Manager John
McNamara said, referring to two previous
Boston losses at Royals
Stadium in which the
Red Sox scored only one
run. "We stuck with it
and won a big game — a
real big . game that
broke a four-game losing streak."

NEW ORLEANS
"(AP) — Tula& University's Board of Administrators voted
unanimously to end the
72-year old basketball
program that this year
caused the school its
worst embarrassment
over because of charges

Involving fixed games,
drugs and illicit
payments to players.
Players and other
students are alleged to
have been involved in a
point-shaving gambling
scheme to rig two
games last February.
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Murray sweeps Reidland
in softball doubleheader
Murray High cranked
up the scoring machine
Thursday and spit out 44
runs to sweep a girls
softball doubleheader
from Reidland.
The action at the citycounty park complex
was fast as well as
furious as the Lady
Tigers crushed the Lady
Greyhounds. 22-3, in

four and a half innings,
then they turned the
Lady 'Hounds back 22-16
to win the nightcap
Ginger Stalls pitched
the first win and Melissa
Maddox and Sheri Swift
combined for the winning mound appearance
in the second game.
Gaye Latimer slugged
two home runs and MHS

teammate Diana Ridley
collected five hits, including a home run.
Swift had four hits during the twinbill and
Michelle Westerfield hit
one triple
Today the Murray
girls, 6-4, travel to
Paducah St.Mary for
two games.

SCOREBOARD
Shae
- Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck partsmsave 10-50%
uto

Major League Baseball Standings
IN RELIEF — Murray High pitcher Sheri Swift (32) took the
mound in the fifth inning of Thursday's nightcap as the Lady
Tigers went on to post two wins over Reidland, 22-3 and 22-16.

The Lady Tigers are now 6-4 on the Season and visit Paducah
St.Mary for a doubleheader today.
Photo by Peggy Shoemaker

Shutout: Taylor blanks Reidland, 5-0,
In a game moved from Reidland to
Calloway County at the last moment,
Thursday, the Laker baseball team
prevailed in a 7-0 shutout.
Sam Taylor fanned five of the first
six batters he faced and went on to
record a nine-strikeout, two-hitter for
his third win of the season.
Joel Conoley launched a three-run
homer and Taylor drove in three runs
with a double in the one-sided contest.
Taylor gave up Greyhound singles,in
the third and seventh innings to spoil a
perfect game.

The Lakers were playing without the
services of regular centerfielder John
Mark Potts who was sidelined with a
knee injury.
According to CCHS assistant coach
Stan Waller, the shuffled lineup without
Potts "pulled together and dedicated
themselves to winning the game."
"It was probably one of the best
games we've played this year," Waller
said. "We had one error, but it didn't
cost us and Taylor pitched his best
game in a long time."

The victory helped Calloway remain
undefeated at home this season with a
4-0 record.
The team is off until Monday when
they 'travel to Ballard Memorial, then
it's back to Murray to play host Murray•
High in a Fourth District showdown
starting at 4 p.m. at Ty Holland
Stadium.
si lie elid city part
REIDLAND
0000000 -02 2
CALLOWAY
010330x - 7 9 1
Williams and SwLft, Sarn Taylor and Wayne Pond 25 Taylor HR - Conoley WP - Taylor I 3-1) LP - WIlilama

Loa Angeles at San Diego. In)
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Montreal
New York at Philadelphia
Houston at Atlanta
San Francisco at Cincinnati
Pittsburgh at St Louie
Los Angeles at San Diego

Smith, Jones sign letters-of-intent with Lady Racers
Murray State picked
up two more women's
basketball signees th.ls
week bringing the total
to five for Bud Childers'
Lady Racer program.
Sheila Smith, a 5-11
forward from Hamilton
High School in Memphis, Tenn., and
Elizabeth 'Duchess'
Jones, a 6-0 forward

from Manual High
School in Louisville,
signed a_ national
letters-of-intent to play
for MSU next season.
Smith averaged 22.8
points, 10.1 rebounds
and led her team in
assists and steals last
season. An AAU Junior
Olympic All-American,
Smith was two-time All-

Memphis and Class 3A
All-State during her
prep career at
Hamilton.
She shot 54 percent
from the field and 79
percent from the line
her senior season.
Smith chose Murray
State over such schools
as Memphis State,
Florida, Oral Roberts,

Alabama and Alabama- school's history with
Birmingham.
more than 1,200 points,
Jones was an Jones chose MSU over
honorable mention All- Indiana State, Southern
State player this season Illinois-Carbondale and
with 18 points and 10.3 Illinois State.
rebounds per game. In
Smith and Jones give
addition, Jones was first Childers five new inside
team all region and all- players to work with
District 25.
while the lone perimeter
As the second-leading addition being Marshall
scorer in her high County guard Rona Poe.

Spring Sports Roundup
CCHS Tennis Results
Calloway County High
split a pair of tennis
matches against
visiting Reidland Thursday. The Lakers lost,
6-3, while the Lady
Lakers breezed to a 9-0
victory.

CCHS successes of the
day.
In girls action, the
Reidland players won
only nine games in nine
matches in the Calloway
landslide.
The Calloway girls
improved to 4-1 while
Scott Adams and the Lakers dropped to
Chris Lamb won both 2-3 overall. Monday both
their singles matches, CCHS teams travel to
then teamed to win at University Heights
No.3 doubles for the only Academy.

MHS Tennis Results
MAYFIELD — Murray High posted a pair
of 8-1 victories over host
Mayfield High in prep
tennis action Thursday.
Mike Wilkins, playing
at No.1 singles, lost an
8 - 6 decision to
Mayfield's Bart
Whitnell in one of the
closest matches of the
day. The No.2 doubles
team of John Mark HallPhil Billington defeated

Mayfield's John
Olsofka-Scott Libby, 8-6,
In another tough event.
The Lady Tigers lost
only at No.1 doubles as
Robin Williams-Mel
Jackson fell to Gil
Stratton-Ginger Smith
8-6. The Murray girls
retaliated with an 8-5
victory by Ellen Hogancamp at No.1 singles
and Williams edged
Stratton, 9-8, with a 7-3
tiebreaker.

CCHS Golf Restilts
Calloway's girls golf
team remained
undefeated, 5-0, by
beating Caldwell County
High, 190-227, Thursday
afternoon. The Laker
boys also won, 168-208,
1,p even their record at
4-4.
Sherri Lamb shot 43
and was backed by
sister Terri Lamb's 47
as tti Lady Lakers cruised to their fifth victory.
Joanna Gibbs shot 48
and Shelby Morgan 52 to
round out the team
44

scores.
In boys competition,
Mark Waldrop took
medalist honors with his
37, followed by Phil
Bryan's 40, John
Hassell's 43 and a 48 by
Alan Cothran.
Earlier this week the
Lakers lost to both
University Heights
Academy, 171-173, and
Mayfield 160-177. . The
Lady Lakers defeated
Mayfield, 1 89.227.
behind Gibbs' medaliit
round of 45.

Calloway Middle ^School Track
Three school records the 400 and 800 meter
were broken and relays.
another tied as the
Greg Workman and
Calloway Middle School Darren McCuistion both
track teams remained set school records
in
undefeated by beating running events
while
both North and South McCuiston tied the high
Marshall in a tri-meet jump mark at 6-feet.
Thursday.
Workman won the 800
meter run in 2:17 and
P.J. Chadwick threw
McCuiston won the 100
the shot 28-7 to place
meter hurdles in 14:64
first and set a new
— both CCMS records.
CCMS mark in that
Workman also won the
event.
mile run.
Mark Hatcher won
The Lady Lakers
placed first and second
In seven of the 13 events.
Winners included Erica
Kentucky League
Muskgrow in two events
— long jump and 200 baseball tryouts will be
meter run — Lisa conducted for all new
Sanders in the 100 players on Saturday
meters, Cynthia from 9 a.m. until noon at
Garland in the 400 the Kentucky League
meters, Amy Ferguson field at the old city park.
In two events — the 800
Any players who
meters and mile run —
Christy Starks in the 200 played last year but
meter hurdles, and both have not yet signed up

three events — long
jump, 100 and 200 meter
dashes — to pace the
Lakers. Jody Hart won
the shot, Johnny White
won the discus, Harv
Newton won the 400
meter run and three
CCMS relay teams
recorded victories in the
400, 800 and mile.
Tuesday both CCMS
teams travel to East
Prairie, Mo., to compete
in a 10-team invitational
meet.

Kentucky League tryout

SPECIAL!

MASTER
MUFFLER
ML154 f

This Week Only

litlatinerien.

15% Off
On All
Exhaust Work

(Customer must bring in
Ad for Discount!)

Credit Available
Open Saturdays
Open 7:30-3:00 M-F. tel noon Sat

MASTER MUFFLER
639 South 4th

Murray

733-9868

Mato/ League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
At A Glance
East Division
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W
1..
Pct
GB
East Division
Detroit
6
1
857 W
L
Pct
GB
Milwaukee
5
2
714
1
Chicago
7
1
875 Baltimore
5 '3
625
Ili
New York
7
1
875 New York
1
3
571
Montreal
2
1
4
500
3
Boston
5
4
Pittsburgh
556
2
3 5
375
4
Toronto
5 4
566
2
St Louts
2 8
250
5
Cleveland
2 8
250
44
Philadelphia
I
7
125 6
West Division
West Division
Seattle
6
3
887 Los Angeles
(5
4
800 California
5
4
558
1
Cincinnati
5 4
656
Oakland
4
5
1
556
1
Atlanta
1
4
500
1
Chicago
3 1
420
2
San Diego
1
500
1
Kansa.City
3 5
375
24
Houston
1
5
444
Pre
Minnesota
2
7
222
1
San Francisco
3
5
376 2
Texas
1
7
125
414
Thursday's Games
Thursday's Games
Montreal 7. St Louis 1
New York 3. Chicago 2
Los Angeles 5. San Diego 0
CaliforrUa 9, Minnesota 8
Cincinnati 4, San Francisco 3, 10 Innings
Cleveland 11, Baltimore 5
Only games scheduled
Toronto 1. Texas 2
Friday's Games
Boston 4. Kansas City 3. 14 Innings
Chicago (Sutcliffe 2-00 at Montreal CB Smith 1-01
Pittsburgh (Rhoden 0-21 at St Louis I Andujar 1-01.
Friday's Games
n
Boston (Trujillo 0-0.0 at Chicago (Burns 1-0,
San Francisco ILaskey 0-01 at Cincinnati I Stuper
Texas
(
Ftozema
0-2
I at Milwaukee I Vuckovich 0-00
1-01. In,
In)
Houston Ryan 2-01 at Atlanta !Mahler 2-01. (n1
.
Kansas City I Saberhagen 0-11 at Detrolt ;Petry 2-00,
New York (Gooden 1-00 at Philadelphia 0Canton
In)
0-21. in)
Baltimore I Boddicker 1.1i at Toronto (Alexander
Los Angeles (Reuse 1.11 at San Diego 0Hoyt 0-10.
.in
1-00, In )
Saturday's Games
Cleveland I Heaton 0-01 at New York I Guidry 1-01
New York at Philadelphia
fl)
Chicago at Montreal
/Seattle (Moore 2-01 at California i Romartick
San Francisco at Cincinnati
1-00,
In)
Houston at Atlanta. 0n0
Minnesota
(Viola
1.10 at Oakland 0Codlroll 1-1, in0
Pittsburgh at St Louis, in

may do so during Saturday's tryout.
The Kentucky League
is for players 9-10 years
old and the registration
fee is $22.

Saturday's Games
Kansas City at Detroit
Boston at Chicago
Baltimore at Toronto
Cleveland at New York
Texa.s at Milwaukee
,..Seatlle at California '
Minnesota at Oakland

Major League Baseball Leaders
TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 20 at bats0 - Franco.
Cleveland, 556. Molitor.
Milwaukee, 481. Griffin, Oakland,
467; Bochte, Oakland, 455: Gadman, Boston, .419
RUNS - M.Davis. Oakland, 12.
Cowens, Seattle, 11. Murphy,
Oakland. 10: Rice. Boston. 10:
Franco, Cleveland, 9.
RBI - M,Davia, Oakland, 14:
Presley. Seattle, 13. P.Bradley,
Seattle, t2, Rice. Boston
it;
G Thomas. Seattle, 10
HITS - Franco. Cleveland, 15.
Collins, Oakland. 14; Cowens, Seattle, 14. Griffin, Oakland. 14, Hatcher. Minnesota. 14
DOUBLES - Franco. Cleveland,
4. Mattingly, New York. 4. Orta,
Kansas City. 4, 9 are lied with 3
TRIPLES - P.I3radley. Seattle,
2. Wilson, Kansas City, 2: 23 are
tied with I
HOME RUNS - Presley, Seattle,
6; G Thomas. Seattle, 4. M Davis.
Oakland, 4, 5 are tied with 3,
STOLEN BASES - Collins,
Oakland. 7. Pettis. California. 4:

Griffin, Oakland, 3. 7 are tied with

Houston. 12, M Wilson. New York,
12. Cabell, Houston. 11: Cerone.
PITCHING (2 decisions) Atlanta, 11.
B.Gibson, Milwaukee, 2-0. 1.000,
DOUBLES - C.Washington,
000. Boyd. Boston. 2-0. 1.000, 2 71,
Atlanta. 4, Wallach. Montreal. 4.
M.Moore, Seattle, 2-0. 1.000, 246,
Cabell, Houston. 3, Gladden, San
Petry, Detroit, 2-0. 1.000, 044: SutFrancisco, 1, M.Wilson, New York
ton, Oakland. 2-0, 1 000. 405
3. Mumphrey. Houston. 3. Murphy.
STRIKEOUTS - Morris, Detroit,
Atlanta.
22; Boyd. Boston. 14, Butcher. MinTRIPLES - McGee. St Louis, 2.
nesota, 12. Clemens. Boston, 12.
Stone, Philadelphia. 2, 13 are tied
Melva, New York, 12
with 1
SAVES - J.Howell, Oakland. 3:
HOME RUNS - Murphy. Atian.
Nunez. Seattle. 3. Righettl. New
ta. 5, Carter. New York, 3, 11 are
York. 3: 5 are tied with 2.
tied with 2,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
STOLEN BASES - M Wilson,
BATTING, 030 at bats - MurNew York, 5, Dernier. Chicago,. 4.
phy, Atlanta, 484, Cerone. Atlanta,
E Davis. Cincinnati, 4,
423; Puhl, Houston. 361, C Brown,
Strawberry. New York. 4: Wynne.
San Francisco. MO. Moreland.
Pittsburgh. 1
Chicago. .380.
PITCHING 12 decisions I - 9 are
RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta. 11:
tied with 1 000
Marshall. Los Angeles. 8. Cruz.
STRIKEOUTS - J DeLeon, PittHouston. 7, Duncan, Los Angeles. '
burgh, 23. Valenzuela, Los
7, Kornmtrutk, Atlanta.
Angeles, 17, Gooden. New York. 16:
RBI - Murphy. Atlanta. 11,
Eckersley, Chicago, 15. Soto. CinJ Clark. St.Louis, 8, Hernandez.
cinnati, 15.
New York, 7, Moreland. Chicago.
SAVES - LeSmith. Chicago, 3.
7. 1 are tied with 6
Candelaria. Pittsburgh. 2. Howell.
HITS - Murphy. Atlanta, 15,
Los Angeles. 2, Sutter,-Atlanta, 2.
Marshall. Less Angeles, 13. Cruz.
10 are tied with I

\BA Playoffs,

NHL Playoffs

NBA Playoffs
Detroit leads series 1-0
At A Glance
Sunday. April 21
First Round
New Jersey at Detroit
(Best-of-Five)
WESTERN CONFERENCE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
L.A. Lakers(l)vs Phoenix (8)
Boston(1) vs Cleveland (8)
Thursday, Apri) 18
Thursday Apnl 18
LA Lateens 142. Phoenix 114, Los
Boston 126, Cleveland 123 Boston Angeles leads series 1-0
leads series 1-0
Saturday. April 20
Saturday. Apnl 20
Phoenix at L A Lakers
Cleveland at Boston
Denver(2) vs San Antonio(7)
Milwaukee(2) vs Chicago(7)
Thursday, April 18
Friday. April 19
Denver 141. San Antonio 111.
Chicago at Milwaukee
Denver leads series 1-0
Philadelphia(3)vs Washington(6)
Saturday. April 20
Wednesday. April 17
San Antonio at Denver
Philadelphia 104 Washington 97.
Houston(3) vs. Utah(6)
Philadelphia leads series 1.0
Friday April 19
Sunday. April 21
Utah at Houston
Washington at Philadelphia
Deltas(4( vs. Portiere}(3)
Detroit(4) vs Nemderser(5)
Thursday April 18
Thursday, April 18
Dallas 139. Portland 131, 20T,
Detroit 125. New Jersey 106. Dallas leads aeries 1-0.

Natrona) Hockey League
Stanley Cup Playoff Glance
Derision Finaks
(Best-M-Seven)
SERIES
Thursday, April 18
Quebec 2. Montreal 1 OT 4.,luebec
leads series 1-0
SERIES I
Thursday. April 18
Philadelphia 3 N Y Islanders 0
Philadelphia leads series 1-0
SERIES K •
Thursday. April 18
Minnesota 8. Chicago 5. Minnesota leads series 1-0

South 12th Street

SERIES I.
Thursday. April 18
Edmonton 4. Winnipeg 2 Edmon
ton leads series 1-0
Saturday. April 20
Winnipeg at Edmonton

753-8971

Southside Centel

st R75
eR71775

/

76eir4,-Scateeari fifra 6-2/
More than 60 exhibitors!

KENTUCKY OAKS MALL

WEEKDAYS 10 9 30
SUNDAY 12 30- 5 30
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State department warns about eating fish from contaminated creek

V_

FRANKFORT, Ky. West Fork of 'Drakes
(AP) — The Cabinet for Creek, Drakes Creek
Natural Resources and and the Barren River.
Environmental ProtecThe advisory recommends that women of
tion is warning some
people not to eat fish child-bearing age and
preschool children not
from three streams in
Simpson and Warren consume any fish in the
counties because of affected portions.
possible contamination.
Consumption by
A fish consumption others should be "infreadvisory was issued quent," according to a
because of possible con- cabinet release.
PCBs can cause liver
tamination by PCB, or
polychlorinated damage and have causbiphenyls, a toxic ed cancer in laboratory
chemical. Levels of the animals.
chemical found in fish
The Division of Water
tested in March in the began examining fish
West Fork -of Drakes from Drakes Creek soon
Creek exceed the accep- after it was discovered
table levels established that PCBs were being
by the federal govern- discharged by the
ment, according to a PoOken plant, operated
news release from the by the Kendall Co., in
cabinet.
Franklin.
The advisory was
The area covered by
issued Wednesday and the health advisory
affects 47 miles of the begins four miles south

of the plant and continues north to where
the main branch of
Drakes Creek empties
Into the Barren River.

The state has alleged
that the company
discharged wastewater
from the plant through a
nearby sinkhole, which

HIALEAH, Fla. (AP)
— When the flamingos
at Hialeah Park stopped
mating, the management didn:t just bet that
the dwindling flock
would get back into the
swing of things on its
own.
Someone had to stick
his neck out and act
where nature had failed.
The flamingos,
descendants of a flock
Imported from Cuba 50
years ago, live on an
island in the horse
track's infield and have

become a symbol of
Florida and a
trademark of the track.
So when the track's
colony mysteriously
stopped laying eggs in
1971, there was more at
stake than the loss of a
lawn decoration. During
the next eight years, the
population fell from
close to 500 to less than
350.
Operations manager
Angelo Testa contacted
zoos and bird experts
across the country looking for a way to start the

/sr
44k
4
1.

are scattered all over
the lake and their
feeding has been early
and late but sporatic.
I hope everything
comes together at the
same time so we can
have the best spawn
possible. The large fish
have moved from the
shallow since last week
but they should be coming back soon.
Eddie Rollins and
Jamie Morganti have
been doing well with the
bass this week. They
fished some in the rain
and caught 40, 12 of
them being keepers.
Some of their bass went
over 5 pounds. Steve
Pember found enough
legal bass to win his
club tournament last
Sunday and pick up a
few points.
Steve is a top notch
bass'n man and really
thinks ahead. Re has
lost alot of fish which
would have helped to
win a lot more tourney's
but he just blames
himself and works even
harder the next time.
Bob Strode called to
give the first and 2nd
place standings in the

1st All American Poor
Boy Tournament held
this past weekend out of
Kenlake Marina. The
first place team was
Charlie Ingram from
Columbia, Tennessee
and Bill Huntley from
Athens, Alabama.
Their two day total of
twelve fish weighed '52
pounds 7 ounces! Wow!
The second place
team was BW Snow and
Keith Fryburger with a
total of 37 pounds 9
ounces.
Strode said there was
78 bass weighed and 77
of them were released
alive.
Their next scheduled
tournament will be on
May 5th and out of
Green Turtle Bay if you
would like to fish a
round or two.
Two weeks ago I fished with Ann, Annette
and Bernadette
Pietruszka, Linn and
Patrick Barras for two
days and I have to say
they were the finest
group of people I have
met in a long time.
Linn and Patrick have
fished with me for
several years- and we

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Hwy. 641 S.

I 4,

Codric,
Jo, Inc
°^4
Jo" tins"

have caught a lot of fish
together but the
Pietruszka's are a trio
of super fishing
females!
They don't,need any
instructions about how
to use a rod and reel or
how to play or net a fish,
just get them to the
water, they can do the
rest!
We caught 52 slabs
while they were here
and had more fun than a
3 ring circus could provide. I hope they can
return before long, they
are good company!
A quick run-down of
what and where tells us
that crappie are being
taken on jigs and minnows over dropoffs with
structure and in some
shallow brush 3-4 feet
deep.
Black bass are taking
spinnerbaits,
crankbaits and plastic
worms along most of the
shorelines with cover.
Most of the lake is
clear but some of the
feeder creeks. offer
some dingy water in the
shallow bays. Let's go!
Happy Fishing!

East Side Gulf

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Your Fishing
Headquarters
*Crappiethon Tickets
Sold Here

Hydrolic Tractor Fluid
$18.50 (5 gals.)
105 Amp Deep Cycle Battery
$57.50

k

*30 Month Warranty
(No Exchange)

Rods, Reels,
Tackle and
everything else
you need
502-753-1342

Owner: Gary Crass
Manager: Jerry Maupin
119 E. Main
753-6266

V.

EA.E.E.E.

flamingos breeding
again. None could help.
"But one day in 1979 I
was up in the press box,
and the whole thing
dawned on-me," Testa
said.
He hung sprinklers
from the royal palm
trees to imitate early
spring rains. He molded

imitation mud nests. At
The first batch conlaying time, he put tained 60 eggs, and last
plaster eggs in the year the graceful birds
nests._
laid- 128 eggs, boosting
their population back to
He continued the 470.
regimen the next year
Even though the birds
and was rewarded in are mating again, the
1981 when the birds laid regimen continues.
eggs for the first time in
"The dirt is too hard
a decade.
for the birds to make the

nests by themselves,"
said groundskeeper
Jose Rodriguez, who
builds the nests each
year.
"But each bird puts on
the finishing touches —
a few pebbles, a little
sculpting with their
beaks."

McCormick named commissioner
Don McCormick has
been appointed commissioner of the Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Fish and
Wildlife Commission
Chairman Dr. Robert C.
Webb, Grayson, announced today. McCormick replaces Carl E.
Kays, who retired from
the commissioner's post
effective March 31 of this
year.
A
native
of
Russellville, Kentucky,
McCormick, 43, has
served as Deputy Commissioner of the fish and
wildlife- department
since 1978. Prior to coming to fish and wildlife,

he had 18 years experience
in
state
government.
The
selection
of
McCormick was made
from among the 24 applicant8 for the position,
which was advertized
nation-wide, after what
Dr. Webb described as a
"very extensive" interview by the ninemember
Fish
and
Wildlife Commission.
"Don's seven years of
fish and wildlife administrative experience,
coupled with his proposed plans for the department, made him the
logical choice," Webb
said. "He outlined to the

commission a series of
programs and proposals
which will move Kentucky's fish and wildlife
management in new and
exciting directions and
open new horizons for the,
state's sportsmen and
women. All of us on the
commission are confident that Don will make
Kentucky's fish and
wildlife agency among
the best in the country."
McCormick says that
he is both "pleased and
excited" by_the appointment and the opportunity to lead and direct the
department.
"My
association with this
department goes back to

my childhood days, when
I attended one of the fish
and wildlife conservation
camps, and I feel that
my
management
philosophy, coupled with
my desire to listen to and
serve the sportsmen of
the commonwealth will
assure the continued
growth and success of
our programs," McCormick says.
Along with his wife, Jo,
McCormick lives in rural
Anderson County about
five'
miles
from
Frankfort. They have
one son, Jeff, 23 and one
grandchild, Kara, one
year old this month

"V%.1):11X1‘
We have turkey decoys, Rocky
Boots and a wide selection of
turkey calls by Ben Lee, Knight &
Hale, Penn's Woods & Perfection.
We also carry live bait & black
powder.
733-0703
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We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 5125. 12th
to

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
ond Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
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On Beautiful Kentucky.Lake

The plant reopened
April 8 after the company made changes that
it said would eliminate
the PCB discharge.

Flamingo population thriving again at Hialeah Park

*e
)
l

Fishing conditions
certainly have improved this week as the lake
elevation continues to
climb closer to summer
pool.
The warm days have
helped to bring the
water temperatures up
to 62 degrees — 64
degrees which is really
an ideal temperature
for most of our gamefish
to become active and
that's what we are waitng for!
I think I have seen
more fishermen already
this spring than I did all
of last year! People are
really taking to the
watiragain and a lot of
them are catching some
good fish.
To most fishermen a
good fish is one that
weighs several pounds
or is a strong fighter,
but to Mike and Diana
Ruccio, it means a tagged fish! They have
caught two of the crappie which were tagged
in as many trips.
We seems to be at the
unstable time period
when the crappie are
getting ready to make a
spawning move. They

flows into a stream that the state in June. When
The resulting injuncfeeds into the creek one the state found PCBs tion, issued March 29,
mile away.
again in March, it
sought a court order to closed the plant and put
The plant was cited by stop the pollution.
340 people out of work.

410 N.4th
753-8346-753-6779
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Bass Hawk Boots
*Authorized Evinrude
Soles & Service

•J.C. Pontoons

Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

SAI I S
St FIVIC1

EE.

41 Super She!
Where "Service Is Our Business"

Your U-Haul Neadquarlers
Hwy.641 South

DR.LAMB

753-9131

Exercis more
to lose weight
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am 59 and
had a hysterectomy almost two years
ago. About two .moths ago, my
clothes began to feel uncomfortable
around my waist and stomach. and I
found that I had gained five pounds.
My.stomach is almost flat wben I
get up, but it seems to enlarge later I
eat very few sweets or bread, do
bending and stretching exercises•every day and walk two Aides* every
morning. With this much activity. I
can't understand why rily abdomen
has Rotten lareer and why I haven't

been able to lose weight.

monly used to firm up the waist in
The Health Letter 17-12, Winning the
Battle of the Bulge, which I am sending you. Other who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long.
stamped. self-addressed envelope for
it to me in care of this newspaper.
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019,
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am going to
a diet center to lose weight and am
required to drink eight 8-ounce glasses .of water each day. I was not a
water drinker before, and so much
water makes me go to the bathroom
quite often. Can a person wear out the
"waterworks" system by urinating so
often? I know the kidneys are made
for this purpose, but that's an awful
lot of water. and I was told that I
must drink this much water for the
rest of my life_
DEAR READER — You may wear
out the rug, to the bathroom, but it
won't hurt your kidneys. In fact, it. is
believed that dilute urine, caused by
passing a great deal of, water,
improves kidney function-and helps to
prevent kidney stones. Despite. the
disagreement About how to treat kidney stones, it is agreed that drinking a
lot of water and passing a lot of urine

My doctor just says I should
exercise more.
DEAR READER — You gained
five pounds because you consumed
more calories than your body used,
regardless of the exercise you did. To
lose that weight, you must consume
fewer Calories than you use, so
increasing your exercise would help.
The body's metabolism changes as
one gets older, which is related to
ehanges in the body thermostat and
heat production. Therefore, nothing
drastic happened, but the script for
your body metabolism has changed
and you will have more trouble staying lean.
The expansion that you describe
suggests that you may have distention
with gas, which iS one cause of
increased girth.
Your exercises may not do much to
strengthen your abdomen I highly
recommend walking, but it does not
.use the abdominal muscles. Neither
do bending and stretching You need
to work those abdominal muscles to
strengthen them. which means doing
situps and modified leg lifts. Do these
with the knees bent.
I have discussed the exercises corn- are•important.
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Doctors, dentists default on loans
By WILLIAM KRONHOLM
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — More than 1,800 doctors
and dentists have defaulted on some $61.3
million in government medical school loans,
but many nevertheless are collecting millions of dollars in Medicare and Medicaid
payments, the Health and Human Services
Department says.
HHS Inspector General Richard P. Kusserow has proposed that the loans be collected
by deducting payments from checks the
doctors receive for treating Medicare and
Medicaid patients.
Where that does not work, he said, doctors
should be excluded from the Medicare program.
"We strongly believe offset arrangements
.as well as exclusion authority should be put
in place to eliminate the illogical situation of
the department providing large sums to
practitioners who are in default on medical
education assistance from the department,"
he said in an internal report released Tuesday.
"Any practitioner participating in the Medicare and Medicaid programs should not owe
the department for the financial aid they
received for their medical educations," Kusserow said.
The report concerns the National Health
Service Corps scholarship program, under
which the government pays tuition and a
stipend to medical students in exchange for a
minimum of two years of service after
graduation on an Indian reservation or in
deprived areas that cannot attract a doctor.
Students who breach their contract by

0

refusing to serve their time are liable for up
to triple the amount of their scholarship,
depending on the law in effect at the time,
plus interest and late charges.
Citing Public Health Service data, Kusserow said 1,813 people had breached their
service obligation and defaulted on debts of
$61.3 million as of December 1983. Most are
still in the repayment period, but 724 are.
supposed to have completely paid off debts of
$19.5 million and have not.
Of those 724, 298 are making payments
under negotiated agreements. The remaining
426 are not.
Kusserow said his office examined a sampling of those doctors. Eighty doctors who
owe the government $2.3 million received
about $3.5 million in Medicaid and Medicare
reimbursements in one 27-month oeriod, he
said. Payments to individual doctors ranged
from about $1,100 to about $309,000.
Eleven of the 80 received checks for more
than $100,000, Kusserow said. One doctor,
who owes $50,324.
0 the government because
she refused to honor her contract and work
in a deprived area, received payments of
about $152,000, Kusserow said.
Kusserow said some in the department
fear that attaching Medicare payments will
end up hurting old people irt need of medical
care. by encouraging the doctors to demand
full payment from the patients directly, an
option that now legally is available to them.
The inspector general recommended in
response that medical students entering the
program should be required to agree in
advance to accept payment from the government for Medicare patients.

Henry and
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earn top
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Toby vs. Godzilla

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What

kind

of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
.
FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 1985

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Though the financial picture
brightens for you, there's still the
possibility of a disagreement with a
close tie about money.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You're better off enjoying the day
alone than to subject yourself to
another's recriminations. Accent individuality.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Use leisure time constructively on
this low-key day when you should
attend to neglected tasks. Confide in
a friend tonight.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Though a date's temperament may
be something you'll have to put up
with, you still will enjoy today's social
opportunities.
LEO
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
Things are humming for you
careerwise and you're right to spend
extra .time pursuing your goals. A
family member may be difficult.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Whether through travel or study,
you'll explore new horizons today.
Others aren't easily convinced now.
Don't even try.
LIBRA
is
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Do your best to reach a financial
accord with a mate or close tie. In
this instance, you may be the one
who is acting selfishly.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
It's best to let others call the shots
today. Go along and you'll be led to
exciting times. The accent is on
togetherness.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Physical fitness may be on your
agenda today. Those who want to
lose weight have the perfect 'day to
begin getting into shape.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Plans for leisure activities don't
take shape till mid-day, but you can
be sure that you'll have your share of
romance and relaxation.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 tO Feb. 18)
Don't let other concerns keep you
from having a hetet-to-heart:talk with

tek

a family member. You have a lot of
catching up to do.
PISCES •
•
Mar
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Be sure to take advantage of
department store sales. Check local
ads. Good news comes from a friend.
Avoid ideological disputes.
YOU BORN TODAY are creative.
YoU work well in partnership and are
sympathetic to the problems of
others. Your charm is an asset to you
in business and'you're smart enough
to get by on your wits. Innately
diplomatic, you'll also succeed in
politics and service to the community. Counseling, psychology and
teaching are professions likely to
appeal to you. Birthday of: Lionel
Hampton, jazz great; Harold Lloyd,
actor; and .loan Miro, artist.

Robert Henry and Lisa
Heussner, members of the Murray State University Forensics
Union, earned high honors at the
American Forensics Association
NationaJ Tournament held April
13-15 at Towson University in
Baltimore, MID.
Henry, a Paris, en.,
sophomore, won fourth place in
the nation in the final rounds of
prose interpretation. He performed a selection from "Nigger," by Dick Gregory.
Heussner, a Pekin, Ill., junior,
teamed with Henry to win sixth
place in dramatic duo interpretation. They rendered a cut
version of "The Loveliest Afternoon of the Year," by John
Guare.
About 160 schools in the tournament, competing in
categories such as extemporaneous and impromptu
speaking, prose, poetry and
dramatic interpretation, and
rhetorical criticism.
"We're extremely pleased
with the successes of Robert and
Lisa," said Lee Wright, director
of forensics at Murray State.
"These wins are the best we've
ever had at what many consider
to be the most prestigious and
difficult tournament in the
nation."
To be eligible for the tournament, speakers must place
highly enough at three different
qualifying tournaments to meet
the AFA standards.
Bradley University in Peoria,
Ill., won first place as a team at
the contest.
The Murray State team
travels to Huntingdon, W. Va.,
on its final trip of the year, to
compete in the National Forensics tournament held at Marshall University April 24-29.
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=Begley Drugs
has the

LOWEST
Prescription
Prices

If you pay less for your prescription than
what you paid for it at Begley's. we will
refund the difference.*
Centro! Center S C 753-4025

WILLE

IS ONE
TOO MANY.
Jodi Ann Southard
Age 8
Killed by a drunk driver with
3 previous DWI offenses
•
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
r.Legal

1.Lega

2

Civil Action File No. 85-C1.029
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Calloway'
Circuit Court Reda Overby and Rachel
Rodgers as Co-Administrators of Plaintiff.
Estate of Nonie Brandon versus Joe Brandon.
Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
April! Term thereof 1985, in the above cause.
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of
Murray, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 22nd day of April. 1985.
at 1:00 o'clock p.m.. or thereabout, upon a
Credit of 30 days, the following described property. to-wit:
Approximately 1 44 acres out of a 30 acre
tract- conveyed to Reed Brandon by James
Preston Brandon on the 31st day of August,
1942. a More complete description of which is
recited in Deed Book 73. at Page 550 and being further described as 1 44 acres located in
the Southeast portion of the 30 acre tract and
being more particularly described as beginning at a stake in the West edge of the right
of way- of State Hwy-. No. 1023 (formerly a
WPA Highway I and at a point where the Old
Concord and Boydsville public road intersects
and said State Highway No. 1023: thence West
33 rods to i rock: thence South 13 rods to a red
oak tree on the North property line of Raymond Story: thence East to the Old Concord
.and Boydsville Road; thence continuing in a
Northeasterly direction with Old Concord and
Boydsville Road to the point of beginning.
Title to the above described property was
obtained by inheritance from their mother.
Nonie Brandon, See. Affidavit of Descent in
Deed Book 166-Card 1850 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court. Nonie
Brandon obtained title to said property by surviving her husband, Reed Brandon and by
deed from Reed Brandon, dated February 26,
1959 and of record in Deed Book 107, Page 33
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
p.iid. and having the force and effect of a judgment. bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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DA LY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS
Quality software
at discount prices
for

your

Notice

Apple,

C-64 or IBM PC.
753-2320

CARPETS. dirty? Rent
Host Dry carpet cleaner
at Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-0839.

Located inside
John's
Saving Center
Open
3-7 PM, Mon.-Fri.
1-5 PM Sat.

WE TAKE
THE CAKE

gal Aluminum Mobile
Home Coating. $24 95
Mid -South Wholesale,
342 E. Washington,
Paris, Tn 901-642-2552

Balloon Bouquets, Fruit
Baskets, Gorilla-OTams,
Rent-a-Clown, Cakes.
Catering, Free Delivery
753 9280

Please Vote

Notice

Jim Suiter, Jerry
Henry & Tom
Sowards will be
in our showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

FC

County Attorney

1 At a distance
5 Female deer
8 Platform
12 Learning
13 Goal
14 Sea eagle
15 Vessel
16 Hawaiian
wreath
17 Evaluate
18 Conflict
20 Clothesmaker
22 Soak as flax
23 Ancient
24 Mild wind
27 Close-fitting
jacket
31 Hearing cav ty
32 Native meta
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DOWN

range
Si 2,000-$1 5,000
based on qualification. Send resume
to:

Caldwell's
Office
Outfitters Inc.
P.O. Box 99
Union City,
Tn. 38261

Found

LOST in Campus area.
Siamese with blue collar,
answers to the name
Ithan. Reward. Call after
1pm weekdays. 762-4004.
REDDISH female Fox
Terrier, no tail, had
collar & white flea
collar. Possibly lost
east of Dexter along
Hwy. 1346. $25 Reward.
Call 753-2825 or 753-8074.

SECRETARY Good job
for exceptional individual. Basic skills
including bookkeeping a
must. Insurance
knowledge helpful.
Reply confidentially
with resume and salary
expectations to P.O.
Box 521 Murray.
TEACHERS. Local
marketing organization
6. Help Wanted
needs several teachers
DRIVER needed for Ice for part-time/full-time
Cream truck afternoons positions in manageand or evenings. Must ment and marketing.
have good driving re- Start this summer and
cord and be over 18 continue part-time
years old. Apply in throughout the school
person at Faye's Mon- year. Flexible hours/
ograms Apparell,on high earnings. For interview consideration
Court,Square.
EASY- ASSEMBLY send brief personal
WORK! $600.00 per 100. description to: R.S.
Guaranteed payment. P.O. Box 2412 Murray,
No experience/no Ky.
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped en- 9. Situation Wanted
velope; Elan Vital- 332
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. COLLEGE Junior
majoring in elementary
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
/MMEDIXIE
per=
1gs ed. requires summer
for Part-time LPN's. 3-11. nanny position. Call
11-7 shiftt. Apply at Cindy 762-6316 after
RiVerfront Terrace, 501 N 3..m.
3rd, Paducah Ky EOE. 'USE cleaning. SenKENTUCKY Central ior citizens reduced
InSurance Co, has an rates. Hazel & surexcellent opportunity rounding area. Reliafor the right self - ble. Call 492-8373.
motivated individual RELIABLE lady
looking for better than available for health
average income & ben- care in your home.
efits. For more in- Inquire between 9a.m.
formation send resume 8z 9p.m. at 304-C N. 4th
to: Dr. Tom L. Hopkins, St. Murray, 759-1755.
P.O. Box 659. Murray, WILL break & disk garKy. 42071-0659.
dens. Call 753-5463 or 753NEED a job? Call 0144.
753-3033, 12-4p.m. WILL break & order
QuIlipcations: Must be gardens. Call 753-7457.
between ages 18-21, WILL do babysitting in
drop out of school at my home day 8z night.
least 9 months, without Call 753-6043.
GED.
do housekeeping.
NURSERY worker Have references Call
needed for ages 2 & 753-9344 mornings or
under at Westside Bap- after 6p.m.
tist Church. Call 753- WILL mow and rake
8240 or 753-9551.
yards. Call 753-7284 ask
PART-time instructor & for Jerry.
assistant to program WILL mow, trim lawns,
director of medical and paint. Dependable
laboratory technician- and inexpensive. Call
AD program. Duties 753-4857.
include: instruction & WOULD
like to mow
advising, masters de- lawn,
do trim work,
gree preferred. light
trucking, cleaning
Minimum out
attics & basements.
qualifications: medical After
5p.m. 759-1961.
technologist certification, B.S., & 3 yrs. 10. Business Opportunity
laboratory experience,
including 1 yr. of teaching. Position to be filled
by August 1985. Application deadline May
Men-Women 26
1. Send resume updated
years or older.
C.V. & 3 reference
letters to: Dr. Charles
Help enuretic
Kupchella, Professor &
children.
Chairman Dept. of
Biological Sciences,
Unlimited leads,
Murray State University, Murray. Ky. 42071.
travel.
Work
Equal Opportunity Afhard
and
make
firmative Action
Employer.
$35,000-$50,0

wru.,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
33 Diminutive
People
37 Crowned
40 Moray
41 Simian
42 Commemora'Me march
45 Mine
excavations
49 Dregs
50 Consume
52 Game played on
horseback
53 River in Italy
54 Prefix before
55 Conduct
56 Midday
57 Mournful
58 Sicilian volcano

Press
Operator with 2-4
years experience,
capable of taking a
print job from start
to finish. Salary

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5.
manicure $3.50.
753-0658. Closed Wed.
Lost and

Wanted

Printing
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1 Priest's
vestments
2 Pedal extremity
3 Sandarac tree
4 Retreat
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5 Strike Out
6 Dollar bill
7 Newspaper
executive
8 Mock
9 Sea in Asia
10 Toward and
within
11 Prophet
19 Persian cap
21 Saloon stock
24 Article of
furniture
25 Uncooked
26 Period of time
28 Dude
29 Before
36 Crimson
34 Cause
35 Gave food to
36 Slumbers
37 Experienced
38 Choose
39 Individuals
42 Scheme
43 Danish isfaod
44 City in Nevada
46 Bard
47 Verve
•
48 Soft drink
51 Macaw
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,16. Home Furnishings
PIECE Dying room
suite- couch & chair,
excellent condition.
$125. Call 474-2384.
FOR sale: (owner
moving) Living room
hide a bed couch, mat
ching chair. Three table
lamps. Console stereo
radio, record player,
rain lamp, dining room
table, 6 chairs, china
cabinet. Singer sewing
machine in walnut
cabinet, Early
American dinette and
hutch (maple). Recli
ner rocker, large Sofa.
Desk & chair. Phone
753-9036.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections. Only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
19. Farm

Equipment

COPELAND Knuckle
boom loader, 453 Detroit engine, 4 outriggers, mounted on
1970 International Tandom truck. Excellent
condition. Call 522-3491
or 522-3257.
JOHN Deere tractor
20/20, 4 row John
Deere corn planter. Call
489-2642
TRACTOR, AllisChalmers-B with blade,
cultivator, plow, and
disc. $1,350. 753-4160.
20. Sports Equipment
WORK-out bench with leg
machine, lat-bar &
weights. Like new. Call
759-9926.
2 2. Musical
RIMBEL pianos &
organs. Shop and compare for the lowest
prices at Thurman
Furniture, 208 Main St.,
Murray, 753-4834.
PIANO Baldwin used
Spinet. Beautiful refinished Baby Grand.
Used home organs.
Used church organ.
Lonardo Piano Co. next
to J.C. Penney, Paris,
Tenn.
24. Miscellaneous
02- 12"x18' MASONTTE
siding, $3.75. Mid-South
Wholesale, 342 E.
Washington, Paris, To.,
901-542-2552.
2 MOTORCYCLE
helmets, 1 VW tire on
rim, 2 dune buggy
bucket seats. Call 7530235 after 6p.m.
48 CU ff cooler with
duble sliding glass
doors, $700. Call
753-3488.
4 FANCY wheels, size
15. See at 811 N. 16th,
garage apt.
BEAUTY shop equipment: two dryers with
chairs, one hydraulic
chair, one shampoo
bowl & dresser. Solid
oak dinning table, 6
chairs with hutch. All in
good condition. Phone
753-6520.
CARPETING & new air
conditioner. Call 7539318 or 762-2351.

24

Miscellaneous

Bank
Repossession

12x50 MOBILE home,
gas heat, dishwasher.
Call 753-6636 or 753-0369.
12x54 ENVOY. 2 BR, nice
condition, 2 concrete
steps & underpinning.
Call 492-8562 after 5p.m.
1968 STANFORD trailer
55x12. good condition,
furnished, washer dryer, 2 air conditioners, good location,
$4700. Call 759-9590,
762-6748.
1979 14.x60 mobile home. 2
BR, partly furnished,
excellent condition. Call
753-1362 after 5p.m. 7530918.
2 BEDROOM trailer.
Call 753-6156.
BR Hollypark trailer,
room addition, garage
with lake access. Call
753-5246 or'362-4696.
BR trailer. partially
furnished. Call 247-2853
after 4p.m.

DRESSERS, desk.
lamps, rug, sewing
machine, lawn mower,
bicycles and car top
carrier. Call 753-7683.
FOR all your grill parts
call Texgas, Railroad
Ave. 753-1823.
LAWN MOWER battery,
12 volt, $24.99 Exchange
Wallen Hardware Court
Square, Paris To.
battery, 85
00
a
year MARINE
Amp. $39.99 Exchange.
105 Amp. $49.95 Excommission.
change. Wallin Hard.Call
ware, Court Square.
Paris To.
1-800-826-4875
MOWERS, mowers,
or
mowers. Rear mounted
1976 Iltasca,
pt. P.T.O. lawn
1-800-826-4826. 3mowers27
ft., class A,
Woods brand.
Also, used riding
one owner.
mowers. Stokes
SERVICE station for
1976 Midassale with new addition Tractor- Industrial
Road.
Mini 20 ft.,
36x30. 1Cbc11 addition in
rear, make excellent REED more storage
34,000 miles,
convenient store, cen- space? Special Buy!
one
owner.
Chests
of
Drawers
from
tral air, gas heat, 21000
gal. gas tanks. Land $44.95. Pine-Oak- Maple
1977
200x200 canopy & 4 finish. Purdom's Inc,
Broughm Mini,
pumps, $70,000. Located 202 S 5th, 753-4872.
121 Bypass, Murray, NEW 40 channel CB &
23 ft., 29,000
antenna, Sony answer
753-3557.
miles.
phone, Zenith 12" black
Instruction
11
& white T.V. $45 each.
1978 Grand
BEGINNER Folk Art 753-5901.
Slam,
23 ft.,
classes start Monday NEW shipment 02
28,000 miles,
21st 9a.m. at the Tole shingles, 817.95/
square. 02-1/2" CD Gate Call now 759-1042.
one owner.
$6.75; 03-1/2" CD- $5.95.
1979
Mid -South Wholesale,
Mini15. Articles for Sale
342 E. Washington.
Winnie,
23%
ft.
Il FORMTCA• .80 Paris, To.,
901-642-2552.
cents/foot- in assorted OAK
New,
never
& hickory firewood
sizes. Mid -South $25
a rick delivered. Call
slept in.
Wholesale, 342 E
Meta 435-2778.
Washington, Paris, Tn.,
Chinook
hospital
OITE
bed
and
901-642-2552.
mattress. Excellent
Class A, 25 -ft.
NEW shipment used condition.
Call 753-4465
One of a kind,
doors, $3.00 and up!
after 4:15p.m.
Mid -South Wholesale.
super
nice.
342 E. Washington. InNEER Stereo, turntable,
cassette,
speakers
Paris, Tn., 901-642-2552.
in glass case. $250 Call
WHIRLPOOL heavy 436-2289 after 5pm.
duty washer with 4
cycles Only $6.00 per PROM dress, yellow,
size 11/12, only worn
week
Rudolph
once. Call 759-9428, 753w
Goo
niii ear,
5 756 -0595.
4454.
•
cu
RAILROAD ties, S
refrigerator with texMOBILE home on 1
V&
Call
grades,
$7,
$12,
tured steel door. Only
lots. Also 2 acres with
752905 or 436-4343.
$8 00 per week. Rudolph
ntAR engine 1985 garage, well and _septic
Goodyear 753-0505. ,
model. Wheel Horse tank, suitable fo-r
mowers from 8 H.P up- mobile home Call 753
priced from $998 up See 3520.
Keith at Stokes Tractor,
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Industrial Road
REBUTLT tiller, good RICE 2 BR mobile
condition, Can be see at home. Small, clean,
Tina's Market or call quiet court. 195 per
between 8am-5:30pm. month. Call 753-8216
437-4779
after 5p.m.

MOTOR
HOMES
SUPER
SALE
$9885.00 to
$15,500

DINKINS
RV SALES
Hwy. 79 E
Paris, TN.

FOR SALE
Slabs &
Sawdust
435-4131

•

28 Mobile Homes tor Rent

SEASONED firewood - 12x65 TRAILER for sale
oak, hickory, mixed or rent. See Brandon
hardwoods $30/rick Dill. Dills Trailer Court.
delivered. Min. order 2
NICE trailers, 2 BR.
ricks. Call John Boyer fully furnished, natural
753-0338.
gas 8r ac See at Shady
STRING Trimmers. Big Oaks.
trimmers- little 2 OR 3 B. furnished,
trimmers- cheap AC/natural gas Shady
trimmers- expensive Oaks 753-5209
trimmers- tap & go
trimmers. See at Stokes
Tractor, Industrial 30 Business Rentals
Road.
TILLERS, tillers,
Mini
tillers. Rear Tine tillers
and 3 pt. P.T.O. Woods
Warehouse
brand tillers. For small
Storage
Space
to medium H.P. tractors! Stokes Tractor,
For Rent
Industrial Road.
753-1492
WEDDING dress for
sale, size 11, excellent
condition, still in dress
BAY shop with 5 hp
bag. Call 753-8700 after compressor & drain
Call 759-1151 after 6p m
WEDDING dress size
Want to Rent
7-8, bicycle built for 31
two. Call 753-1376.
RELIABLE people
WHIRLPOOL want to rent both sides
microwave oven with of duplex Call 753-2200.
700 watts cooking
power, Only $4.50 week. 32. Apts for Rent
Rudolph Goodyear. 753- 1 & 2 BR apt. near
0595.
downtown Murray.
WOOD constructed, Adults only. Call 753barn style, storage 4109, 762-6650, or 436buildings, 8'x8' & 2844.
10.x10'--- 2'x4' four bulb 2 BR, 1 1/2 bath, large
flourescent lights $35 duplex with refrigeraea., including bulbs. tor, dishwasher,
Phone 753-4873 after microwave, carport,
3p.m.
central vacuum, carpet
in Northwood. $325 per
month, no pets. Call
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
759-4406.
BR upstairs furnished
apt. by Hortons Lock
Shop. Available April
25. Water furnished,
$160 per month. Not
Assume balance of
suitable for small chilloan with small down
dren. Call 753-5980 or
753-1203.
payment on 1978
BR duplex, den,
Redman, 14x70 3 3kitchen,
living room,
BR Mobile Home. washer-dryer hookup.
Call 753-9240.
$1050
down
DUPLEX apt. 1 block
$144.67 per month. from
M.S.U. campus,
This home is already
$165 per month. Call
753-2649 or 753-1914
setup
in
Fox
leURNISHED
apt., 1 or
Meadows Mobile 2 BR.
Also, sleeping
Home Park. Contact
rooms. Unfurnished 2
BR apt. available 23
Glenn Starks, Starks
April. Zimmerman
Mobile Bros. Mobile
Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
Homes, Benton, Ky. IsaCE 1 BR apt. See af
100 S. 13th St.
753-2922.
ONE or two bedroom
apt. Call 753-3530 after
10x46 FT. mobile home 4p.m.
AKING applications
with 12x27 added room.
1005(275' lot at .Cyprus for Section 8. Rent
Cove in Ky. close to Ky. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Lake. Needs some BR. Apply Hilldale
work. Sale or trade for Apts., Hardin, Ky.
car, boat, truck etc. Equal Housing
Opportunity
901-642-8119.
33

Rooms for

Rent

ROOMS for girls or
boys near university.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
34. Houses for

Rent

2 BR house, $200 plus
deposit, adult. Call 7536156.
BR brick house- walk
to Post Office, shops,
campus. Unfunishedhas washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator,
carpet. P.O. Box 1040-N
Murray, Ky.
FEMALE wanted to
share 3 BR completely
furnished house near
campus. Nice & cute
place. Call 753-4101.
LARGE 3 BR house
near University Adults
only. 753-4109, 762-6650
or 436-2844.
LARGE house on Main
Street, completely furnished, July 8-August 9.
Rent negotiable, deposit
and references required. 753-4161.
NICE small 3 BR brick
house, 306 Broach St.
across from MSU.
Furnished or unfurnished, washer &
dryer included. Suitable
for 3 girls or small
family. Available May
13. 8300 per month, $300
deposit. Call 753-5980 or
753-1203.
36. For Rent or Lease
NEW building for lease,
36)(30, central air 81 gas
heat, good for any retail
business. Ky. 1 2 1
Bypass, $350 month.
753-3557.
37. Livestock-Supplies
AQHA yearling colt &
filly, both halter prospects, Dock Bar & Leo
bloodlines, CS Leach
Quarter horses. Phone
901-642-3174.
38. Pets-Supplies
AFRICAN Grey parrott
with cage, 1 yr. old. Call
436-2318.
ARC registered Basset
puppies. 8 weeks old.
$75. Call 435-4238 after
REGISTERE
rm.
D show
quality Tortie
Himalayan, female, 2
1/2 yrs. old. Call
753-5365.
SIAMESE kitten, blue
point. Call 753-8723
41

41

Public Sales

41

9 Party
Yard Sale

Public Sales

YARD SALE
1314 Poplar Si,
Fri. & Sat.
7 am.-?
Antiques,
glassware, furniture, Connely
water ski, clothes,
shoes, and lots
more goodies priced to sell

Sat. April 20
7 am.-?
Apple Tree School
1 503 Stadium
View Dr,
Rain or Shine
Small brcycles curlews lamps
lawn edger fabric desk & chew
adult 8. children s clothing
household items & much rnore

3 PARTY
CARPORT
SALE

MOVING SALE

Fri. & Sat.
1610 Parklane

April 19-21
9-?

Furniture, clothes,
drapes, bedspread,
so forth.

Take 94E from
Murray, 10 miles
to 497. Turn right
on
Anderson
Shore Road, follow
signs.
Bedroom and living room furniture,
recliner, wood stove,
video center, 2
Broyhill dining room
suites, lawn mower
tiller, much more
Call 436-5482 or
474 2317

YARD AND
BAKE SALE
Fri. 19th
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 20th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Bel Air Shopping Ctr
Homemade
quilt,
children's clothes &
toys, records, lots of
misc. items

YARD
SALE
April 20th
8-2

NORTH 641
CRAFT 8. FLEA
MARKET

MSU Home
Economic Club
Home Management
House 14th St.
Lots of misc.

Open Friday, Saturday
9 to 6, Sunday 10 to 5,
in former Wiggins Fur.
niture Building 2 miles
north of Murray on
641. For information
call 753-4566. Come
brouse around or rent
a space. •Outside
spaces now available!

HUGE SALE
Tools, clothes, radio,
hi-fl, furniture, camping and fishing gear
motorcycle,
houseboat.
Thur., Fri., Sat
121 South To
Mt Carmel Church
Follow Signs
East on Kline Rd

Yard
Sale
Saturday
8-3
April 20
1403 Cardinal
Drive

YARD
SALE
Saturday 8-3
Take 16th St. North
to Dead End, turn left
2nd house on right
Roto-tiller,
prom
dresses, furniture, air
compresSor, camping
books,
supplies,
clothing.

Sat. 9-4
Beautiful round oak
clawfoot table, solid
oak dry sink & wash
stand, primitive pine
kitchen cabinet and
much more
Country Notions
1 2 1 By Pare

43

Real Estate

One of the better
homes in Calloway
County. 3000 sq. ft.
living area on 3
acres.
Small farm with
extra nice brick
home
with
basement.
Ideal 2 bedroom
nice St clean home
in
good
neighborhood.
Build your own
or put mobile home
on this 183x480 ft.
lot.
6.rOoms, 2 baths,
full
basement,
upstairs
partly
finished in city.
This home in
country you need to
see. Brick, central
heat & air, den.
patio.
Outside
storage on 1 acre.
This lake property is ideal for young
or old family. 2
bedroom, 1 bath,
good
finish
basement.
Just listed large
1 00x40-4
door
garage could be used for many types
of business.
We now have
FmHA homes and
farms contact:
WILSON REALTY
at 302 N. 12th
Phone 753-3283
or Home 753-5086

6 Family
Sat., April 20
9 till 7
Mur Cal Apts

Northwood Drive
Toys,
children
clothes
&
adult
clothes, all sizes
Atari, baby items.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver

Closed
Yesterday 329 00
Opened
327,90
Today
Down
110

Closed
Yesterday

6 52

Opened
Today

6 45

Down

Compliments of:
GOLD EL SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
7 511 7113
W

buy (.7.ne.1

Approx.
garage (
home ha
living rc
storage
heater, s
set up fo
T.V. ante
Pan
g
refrigerc
roofing
Dieted Coll 7

PROPERTIES
FOR SALE
MAKE AN
OFFER

Public Sales

YARD
SALE

45. Far
35.5 ACE
fenced,
mi. fro'
paved
fish pori
building
2280.

Antiques &

Sat.
7-4

Friday &
Saturday
509 Chestnut
Coffee
table,
clothes. Lots of
odds & ends.

44. Lot
2 LOTS
area jut
RobertE
water 8z
753-3119.
SEVER,
acres tri
from lak
road n
Priced
8,000. 0
available

Collectibles

Fri. &

Yard
Sale

like new
shop, 5h
approxin
$21,300.
753-1222.
APPRO1
acres ju
between
and Tr'
Also, E
area, ex
trailer, 7
Hwy. 293
$1 9.200
Paduca
Paducah
'SANK of
H.A. re]
perties.
MurrayRealty, :
753-8146
753-9894.
leOR sa
vacant lc
perty
Murray
Poplar. C

Front
Porch Sale

YARD SALE
2nd house before
school in old
Almo.
Lots
of
nice
childrens clothes,
toys, misc. items.
Most items less than
$ 1.00. Everything is
clean.

43.R e

7577191

AUCTION sale
scheduled Saturday,
April 27. at 10a.m. at the
home of the late Ola
Burkeen in Almo. Some
antiques included.
House located west of
Almo Postoffice.

the
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
41. Public Sales
ABSOLUTE Auction.
Subject to existing loan
SaturdayApril 20,
lla.m. Commercial
Building & lot, formerly
a used car retail facility, located at 823 S. 6th
St. Paducah, Ky. For
more information call
Tommy Todd & Assoc.
Inc Auctioneers & Realtors, Nashville, TN.
37210. Ky. Firm Lie. No.
4773 TN. Firm Lic. No.
1605. 615-255-9559.

1•11
,

MEM..

46

Homes for

9

Mi•11.

-

11111•••

=1•11.

46

Sale

BR. 1 bath, stone
house Full basement,
completely remodeled
inside & out. Located at
109 S 10th. Call 753-S119
S BEDROOM frame
house in Almo, 11/2
stories, large kitchen
with large amount of
built-in cabinets, large
bath with built-in
cabinets, storm windows, good well, on
large lot with garden
spot. Only $10,000. Call
753-7488 or 753-4947 after
43
Real Estate
6p.m.
70'x14'2BR mobile home, S BR brick house,
full
like new, 3-bay clean-up basement with
1 BR
shop, 5hp, compressor, upstairs apt. & 2 BR
approximately 1 acre, garage apt. Located
$21,300. Kopperud Realty 11/2 block from hospi753-1292.
tal, 713 Elm. Call
APPROXIMATELY 14 502-395-4756,
acres just off Hwy. 94 1 BR home in Hardin,
between Lynn Grove acres, central air dr
and Tri City, $15,000. heat, full basement.
Also, Barkley Lake Only serious inquiries
area, extra large, nice 437-4713.
trailer, 7 lots, located on
Hwy. 293 near the lake
$19,200. Call Chief BY owner, 3 bedroom
Paducah Realty in brick, 2 baths, 2 oar
garage, central heat &
Paducah 443-7303.
BANK of Murray dr Fm air, newly built, $45,000,
H.A. repossessed pro- partially fenced yard.
perties. Other listings, 1813 Wiswell Road. Call
Murray-Calloway Co. 753-9964.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. BY owner, 3 BR brick
753-8146 or Ron Talent on large corner lot in
Plainview Estates. Re753-9884.
FOR sale, by owner. asonably priced. Call
vacant lot & rental pro- 753-2696 after 5p.m.
perty across from IP( owner; 3 BR brick, A
Murray Fire Dept. on miles north of Murray. 2
baths, large great room
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
on 3 acres land. Call
44. Lots for Sale
753-8582 or 753-2208 or
2 LOTS in restricted 753-2695.
area just off Johnnie ENJOY country living
Robertson Rd. City with city conveniences.
water & sewage. Call 3 BR ranch style brick,
753-3119.
1400 sq. ft.. 1 & 1/2
SEVERAL wooded S baths, carport,
acres tracts only 1 mile fireplace insert, other
from lake on black top extras. Located on 1
road near Hamlin. acre in Lynn Grove.
Priced from 5,000 to 840,000. 762-6330 (work)
8,000. Owner financing or 753-9295 (home).
FOR- sale by owner, 2
available. Call 753 7531.
BR house, washer.
45. Farms for Sale
dryer hook -Up. City
35.5 ACRES completely water on approx. 21/2
fenced, good pasture, 6 acre lot. Immediate
mi. from Murray on possession, $18,500. Call
paved road. Stocked 753-1952. Located north
fish ponds & beautiful 4th extended.
building sites. Call 753- !OUSE for sale, move
to your lot. Call 753-3696.
2280

- Mm

-• •

arm for Sale

Approx. 5 acres721
/
2 lendable), 6 stall burn, 3 bay
garage (nice shop), outbuildings, fully carpeted older
home has large room upstairs. Main floor: 2 bedroom,
living room, kitchen, bath, utility, large den, plus
storage basement, central gas furnace, gas water
heater, storm doors & windows, washer/dryer hookup,
set up for wood stove. Includes 2 air conditioner units,
T.V. antenna with rotary, curtains ° shades, 36- Tapgas range, Norge side
pan
side
by
refrigerator/freezer, Riding mower. Needs roofing,
roofing supplies included. Title check & survey completed - Possession within 30 days of deed.
Call 753-5725

olLtep.
12th &

Sycamore

753-1651

I SAW WHISKEY IN ACTION
Author Unknown
I saw a baby...its tender white skin bruised and bloody, its golden curls matted with
dirt and blood...one tiny jaw crushed to
pulp. A wee hand hanging limp...just a
mass of flesh with broken bones protruding
against a pair of pink rompers.,soiled with
great splotches of muddy blood.
White-robed hospital attendants picked
up the little mangled form and gently placed in on a stretcher. It quivered and low
moans of anguish came from those baby
lips once perfectly shaped and now bruised and disfigured.
Again they lifted a form from the
ground...a sort of huddled shapeless bundle. It was the baby's mother, broken,
mangled, crumbled, no sign of life here.
The card on the bosom read, "Morgue."
Many feet away lay the father, still alive
and screaming with pain. His face all cut
by windshield glass, one eye completely out
of the socket and hanging by a string. His
legs were a shapeless mass, and blood was
gushing from his mouth. He stopped
screaming and called out in agony, "My
wife!" "My children!" Then he fell back
into merciful unconsciousness. In the
crowd of people, held back by kindly hands,
a small boy sobbed, and cried, "Daddy!"
"Momma!"
Two state policeman held between them
a wobbly, drunken wretch, reeking with
fumes. "Whas happen?", he blubbered,
"Only had a couple of drinks." Sirens
screamed and the crowd made way to the
hospital and morgue. Policeman placed the
four-year-old, hysterical boy in a car and
drove off while a huge crane began
preparation for removal of two badly
smashed automobiles. On the pavement
lay bits of scattered glass, a broken
whiskey bottle and lottery tickets - here
and there a pool of blood.
A child was an- orphan. Three graves
would be dug. A drunken driver would
receive A. light line;Aquor stores would
continue to sell their
AeK1-,
voters would continue to vote to license the
business that is staining the highways with
innocent blood - blood Shed by fiendish,
drunken drivers.

The Locust Grove Nazarene Church
Pastor, Fred l Carter
(Since we are In the County and Mal vote)
Vote No April 23

Homes for

Sale

3 BR house on 2 acres.
12x14 storage building,
38x50 pole barn, good
well. Call 435-4352.
ROUSE, lot and extra
lot. 3 BR, dining room,
kitchen, living room
and utility foam. 2
storage buildings, garden, grape vines and
berries vines. Price
$20,000. Phone 492-8492.
will co-sign for anybody to buy a house.
Call 753-8508.
LOVELY 3 BR brick
ranch. Fireplace, deck
patio, attached garage,
fenced yard, lakeview
in Panorama. 753-1292
or 438-2802.
NEW Concord, 2 BR.
wood heat, 2.5 acres,
16x24 shed, 12,000 or
OBO. Call 1-545-7021
after 5p.m.
SECLIIDED. 2 BR,
A-frame, central heat &
air on 4 acres.
Lakeview, approx. 12
miles out of Murray.
Must sell. $30,000 or best
offer. Call 436-2245.

3 bedroom frame
house on 4 acres.
Stock barn & out
buildings. Large
garden spot with
extra wooded lot.
Located on Lynn
Grove Hwy.
Call 435-4503
or 753-9645
47.Motorcycles

49

Used Cars

50

Used

Trucks

1976 CHEVY pickup
Call days 753-1953,
nights 489-2854.
1976 FIREBIRD, excel- 109 CHEVY Luv, 4
lent condition. 1978 wheel drive with topper,
Yamaha 100 motorcy- $2,900. Call 435-4566 or
435-4238 after 5p.m.
cle. Call 436-5370.
1977 PLYMOUTTI 1981 FORD 1 Ion truck.
Volare 4 dr. Sedan. Call excellent condition. Call
753-8264.
753-6215.
1981 JEEP-CJ-7, black,
1978 CUTLASS station
wagon original owner. Laredo package,
56,000 miles, new tires, am/fm cassette, power
steering, 4 speed, exfull power, air, cruise
cellent condition, 35.000
Call 753-4856
miles, $5000. 753-9262.
1979 280ZX, silver, great
'80 SILVERADO short
condition Call 753-5385
wheel base, loaded up.
1979 TORONADO, $4,800.
Call 345-2138 or
really nice, priced re- 759-9776.
asonably, $5900. Also,
84 CHEVROLET
large white refrigerator
pickup Silvered°,
$150, automatic baby
loaded with extras, 1
swing $20. Call 753-5292
owner. Excellent con1986 AMC Spirit, 4.
dition, sharp, 14,000
speed, 4 cylinder, ps,
miles. Call 492-8352 or
air, good condition. Call
901-247-3945.
753-0164,
84 NISSAN King Cab
1980 CAMARO Z28, 4-wheel
dr. Line-a-bed.
$4300. Call 782-4582.
Call 492-8605.
1980 CUTLASS, black on
black, bucket seats, tilt, 51 . Campers
cruise, new tires, etc.
1977 PACE Arrow moCall 753-6996.
tor home. 25 ft., gen.
1980 LTD Ford wagon, and air,
45,000 miles,
ac, ps pb, cb, new tires, good condition.
Phone
many other extras. 75498744.
Excellent condition.
1979 JAYCO mini motor
Must sell. Way below
home, 23 ft., sleeps 6,
book. $2600 or best offer.
many extras, 1 owner,
Call 753-0083.
19,000 miles. 753-5447
1080 MAZDA station after 5p.m.
wagon, low mileage, 1
1979 NOMAD travel
owner, local, air, 5trailer, 22 ft., many
speed, $3,450. Call 753extras with equalizer
8096.
hitch. Call 498-8294.
1981 MERCURY Zepher
27 FT. Monitor Travel
4 dr., ps, pb, air, wire
trailer, roof air, roll out
wheels, am-fm cassette
stereo, excellent condi- awning, large refrigerator, bath with
tion, $3,100. Call 753-9683
tub & shower, rear
after 6p.m.
bedroom with full size
1983 TT 175, good condibed. Excellent condition, asking $650. Call tion.
Call 492-8425.
753-5433,
1984 PONTIAC Fiero,
black. Will consider
trade or take best offer. 52 Boats-Motors
759-4641, after 5p.m.
759-4151 ask for Mark.
1984 T-BIRD, 11,806
18 Ft. Shasta
miles, like new. Call
Camper Trailer
753-8124.
71 CHEVROLET 4 dr.
*Outstanding
Bel Air, 66,000 _mi., 6
condition
cyl., automatic, ps, pb.
*Gas & electric
Call 753-7523.
'73 PLY. Fury, 4 dr.
*New air conditioner
Body in good condition,
Shown by appointengine needs tune up.
ment only. Call betCall 759-4739.
1969 VW, real sharp.
$850 Call 759-1683 after
5p.m

1084 HONDA ATC 125-M
3 wheeler, electric
stagt, hi & lo range, like
new. Call 492-8485 or
492-8425.
1974 HONDA 750, good
condition. Call 753-3037,
after 5p.m-. 759-1848.
1975 750-4 HONDA, 17006
miles. Phone 489-2707
after 5p.m.
1979 YAMAHA 656
special, 12,000 miles,
$775. Call 753-3535.
1982 WINEEiginTY
Honda 500 Interstate
Sllverwing, bought new
in 1984, 2,655 actual
miles. Call after 6p.m.
74 CHEVY Malibu
753-2327,
station wagon $500. '77
1983 HONDA 750 Dodge Maxi Van $1200.
Shadow, black end Can be seen at 1107
chrome, $1950. Call Mulberry.
753-8801 after 5p.m.
'74 MGB GT, 58,006
1984 HONDA V-83 actual miles. 753-0405
Magna, VF-1100, 2600 days, 436-2132 after
miles, priced to sell. 6p.m.
Serious inquiries only.
'76 DATSUN 8-210 hat
Call 753-5899 after 6p.m.
chback. Call 474-2325.
1985 YAMAHA 3
wheeler 200-E, shaft '76 FORD Torino station
drive & reverse, good wagon, $700 or best
condition, $1450. Call offer. Call 7 59-1 4 29
9a.m.-5p.m., 436-5463
354-6605.
after 6p.m.
'84 KAWASAKI 250
776 SAABZ- new painf
3-wheeler. Call 492-8605.
job, excellent condiflen,
42-nr-A-TrA
-Trir3.
wheeler, '82 model, 28 mpg. Also, two power
mint condition. Call mowers. See at 1625
Hamilton Ave.
527-9834 after 3p.m.
77 HONDA wagon
48. Auto Services
CVCC. Call 474-2325.
GOOD reconditioned '79 CHEVETTE 2 dr.,
auto batteries. Guaran- automatic with air,
teed! $15 exchange. Call 54,000 miles, $2500. '79
Thunderbird, 60,000
;
3
rAlT1t.,
Auto
vage. miles, nice car, $2,800.
New & used parts for Call 3-45-2136 or 759-9776.
most imported cars '79 OLDS Cutlass
Open 8-5p.m. Mon-Sat, Su reme Brougham
ecellent condition ps
474-2325.
pb, air and tilt. 753-9785
4 9 . Used Cars
after 4p.m. or work
1963 CHEVY Impalla, 753-1688 ask for Mike.
motor good, needs front '80 MONTE Carlo Lan
dau, good condition, ps,
cap, $175. Call 436-2289.
pb, ac, pw, am -fm
1945 FORD Fairlane
Station Wagon. Call stereo, dark blue, $4200.
435-4293 after 6p.m.
753-6065 during the day.
1968 CHRYSLER con- 1979 HONDA Accord.
vertable, ready to re- $2000 or best offer. Call
store. The body work. 753-5332.
MUST sacrifice. Sharp
paint & new top has
Datsun 210 Sport. Debeen done, $2800. 753pendable, economical,
3488.
1969 FORD Galaxy 500, 4-speed. $1200 or best
excellent mechanical offer. See at 700
Meadow Lane.
condition. Call 753-4638
after 5p.m.
NICE '74 VW, clean,
1972 DODGE Dart. sharp, new tires, runs
slant-6, 2 dr., hard top. great. Must sell. $995.
automatic, pb, ps, air, Call 753-6242 or 762-4794.
$550. Call 753-9181 or
50. Used Trucks
753-8124.
1972 VW, rebuilt engine, 1963 C1-1E1. Y pickup,
price $550. Call 762-2449.
short bed, 283 std. shift,
1974 CHEVY Malibu. good condition. Call
753-9181 or 753-8124.
ps. pb, a/c, fair condition, $800 or best offer. 11708 CHEVY
ip, 327
Call 759-1210.
automatic, pb, ps, good
1975 VEGA Cosworth- condition, $1250. Call
collectors car, new, 753-9181 or 753-8124.
never titled. 59 miles
1968 INTERNATIONAL
only $5,800 firm. Call
truck, excellent condiHopkinsville 885-4361
tion. Call 753-4838 after
days. 885-5416 nights.
5p.m.

ween 8 p m.-9 a m

759-4619

Want country living
but close to town?
Then this 2 bedroom
frame house located
on 41/2 acres could be
just for you. House
needs minor repair
with a loving touch.

Phone 753-3435
After 6:00 p.m.

53. Services Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges
microwaves, dls
hwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6966 or 7535341.
ASPHALT TREATMENT pavement sealing. Also, prepare &
application parking
lots, walkways, cart
paths etc. Phone 1-502753-9440 Ronnie Woods

Forever
Green
Lawn
Maintenonce

'rogation-Residential
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie, To
Call Collect
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Free Estimates

BYARS Brothers &
Sons. Siding, gutters,
roofs, replacement
windows. 30 yrs. experience . Free estimates. 15021362-4895.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. Refer•nces.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 7534073,
nIghts 474-2276.
RING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING
Estimates
759-1983

Free

HAVE you noticed thaf
Spring is here? If not,
have us do your windows. Residential
commercial. Dave's
Cleaning Service 4362845 or 436-5836 between
9a.m.-10p.m. Free estimates. References.

15 FT. Tri-Hull 1974 Sea
Sprite with Johnson 70
hp motor, trailer, trolling motor, 2 batteries,
skies, cover, life
For T.V. & antenna
jackets, anchor, 2 gas
repair on all brands
tanks, battery charger
of TV's 26 years
and bass seat, $3,000.
Call 762-6101 after 5p.m.
experience. Com16 FT. Cherokee boat
petitive prices. Same
with steering, carpet, 3
service.
day
bass seats, drive on
Call
trailer. Excellent
shape. 753-9382 after
4p.m.
1083 BASS Tracker Tournament TX, 1983
753-1586
8Ohp Mercury with
power trim, Minkota
212 Main Street
foot control trolling
Murray, Ky.
motor, silent sixty
depth finder, Ph mordanchormate, cover, INSULATION blown in
live well, dual batteries by Sears. TVA apand gas tanks, trailer. proved. Save on those
Used only six times, high heating and cool$6500. After 6p.m. 753- ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
6353.
1983 SOMERSET estimate.
Tree Ser
houseboats; 14'x44'; JOINER
fully equipped (fur- ..y.ice. 30 years ex
nishings; depth finder; -Iberience. Also bucket
radio; etc.), 140 HP truck for hire. Call
Mercruiser engines 753-0366.
(inboard/outboard); LAWN Mower and
may be seen at Town & Tiller Repair, Wayne or
Country Resort, Ben- Kim Wilson, 3 miles
ton, KY, phone: (502)- South on 121. Call
354-6587; or call (502)- 753-5086.
247-5303. Price: $42,500
(without generators);
DON WILKERSON
$ 45 , 000 (with
generators).
ROOFING
1) FOOT Lightening
16 Yrs Experience
sailboat, main, jib,
Call (502)489-2580
spinnaker, kick -up
Of
rudder, motor & trailer.
Excellent condition.
1502)345-2602
901-686-0888 or 901-6868843.
27' CABIN cruiser, twiti
screw, needs restoration, has large trailer.
Reasonably priced. Call
436-5806.
78 ARROWGLASS
walk through, 115
Evinrude. Call 492-8606.
JON boat, 9.5 hp motor
Sir trailer. Call after
5;30p m. 437-4846.

Murray
Appliance

•

Mowing
Fertilization
Lawn Weed
Control
Reseeding
Shrub Pruning
Landscape Design
Landscape
Installation
Residential and
Commercial.
P.O. Box 307
Murray, Ky.
753-3362
Doug and Vicky
Crofton

LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Wedding

•
•

Photography

•
753 8298
• CARTER STUDIO
• 300 MAIN SI SUM B
• 1 North 3rd Entrance

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

SEWING machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. tnclustrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SPRING is here Bring
your mowers (riding &
push), tillers, chain
saws, small engines and
welding to Moody's
Repair for their tune up
and overhaul. Cherry
Corner Road, 753-5668
Free pickup & delivery
Work Guaranteed.

Ron Ramey's
X -Pert
Lawn Service
Shrubbery
Planting,
Call 436-2210
WE buy, sett I. repair
used air conditioners.
Call 753-9104.
DILL Electric Is now
rewinding electric
motors. Call 753-9104.

Boat Dock &
Pier Construction and repair
service.
436-2660

Reliable Landscaping
Shrubs Planted.
Everything your lawn
needs. we do it.
Call me now
436-2210
STUMPS removed No
damage to surrounding
lawn. Lots cleared. Cali
753-0211.
THWEATT'S Alferna
tor Generator & Starter
Service (rebuilt & re
paired). Route 91 Alma,
Ky. 42020, shop (502)
753-8742.
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also, yard
work. Experienced.
Free estimates Call
436-2690.
P&D LAWN
MOWING SERVICE
Free estimate, no

Shore Line
Dredging &
Pier Inc.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753-6763.
YOU want it hauled, we
haul it. We're ready for
that Spring cleaning.
Clean basements,
garages, brush piles
removed
Horse manure for sale. Haul
garbage in county Give
us a call 4374.420.

NEED work on your
yard too large or
trees? Topping, prunto small. 4/
ing, shaping, complete
753-6796
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro- TREE work. Complete
fessional tree care. removal, topping, trimming & stumps re753-0338.
moved. Insured. Call
ODD job specialist,
753-0211
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You WET BASEMENT? We
name it, I do it. You make wet basements
buy, I install. You dry. Work completely
break, I fix. Call 436 guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan ,Con2868.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026

FARM
LUMBER

*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099

PAINTING
Interior 8. exterior,
quality work. COTp•titive prices. Insured. Over 16 years
experience. Call Ralph
Worley 759.1050.

9, C

arpei

<mite J

(teantny
•Carpets

'Upholstery
•Free Estimates
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Call...
753-5827
5 6 . Free Column
ONE Labrador and one
mixed setter free to
good home, good with
children. Only re•
sponsible, animal loving people need inquire.
Call 759-9788.

Oriutys
CUSTOM KliCHiN CABIN E TS
8, CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•

OVER
Al YEARS
EXPERIENCE

SOLID WOOD CABINETS IL •
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Birch • OM • Wetnut • Cherry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
0
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PetICES Drop Sy IL Sew Our Otspley
•

PHILLIP Bogard
•
General Hauling- dirt, •
1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
gravel & black top. Call
•
•
•••
•
•it••
•
••••6_0 go ••&
753-8451 or 489-2775.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding, Additions,
JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC,.
Painting, General Carpentry. P.A. Molony Co
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
753 - 8 628 . Free
Estimates.
& Circle A Fencing)
GENERAL maintenNOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
ance, roofing, painting
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
etc. 20 yrs. experience
Soffit & Trim Work,
Free estimates. Cal)
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
474-2330
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
FENCING
Chain-Link•Split Rail"Farm•Privacy
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
a.
•Residential
WALLPAPERING

11

PAINTING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES•

•Commercial
•Parking Lot Markine
•Industrial Facilities
Free Estimates
753-6244

T

Keith Black
Painting & Decorating

For Sale

Small
Local Restaurant

53. Services Offered
WEST KY.
ALUMINUM

House
For Sale

53. Services Offered

Put on end to costly pain
Sing
problems with
aluminum or vinyl siding
and trim work. Sill Speed
436 3608

ALL type masonry
work, block, brick.
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks, patios. house
foundations. 25 years
experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 22 years
experience. Parts and
service Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. Oth St.
Business 76314872, 4385148 (home)
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and trim. Also
alutetnum patio awnings and Carports.

Jack Glover
753-1873

Complete with
Equipment and Fixtures
Lease on Building Assumable
Call 435-4194
or 435-4406

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Proscriptions In City Limits

HERE IN TIME
FOR SPRING
Landscape Timbers
Reject Cross Ties
Hardwood Mulch
Hardwood Chips
at

Bailey Farm
Lumber Supply
Murray, KY.
759-1099

J-Jeans Lounge
H.,. 121 South
Line
Live Girl Band
Peggy& Joyce
K).-Tenn. State

Sat.: April 20th 7 p.m.

$2.00 CoNer Charge

4.

a
Corner of
Chestnut &
Industrial
Road

••••'..65
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Pre-Nuptial Skirmish Could
Become Major Wedding Battle
DEAR ABBY:I'm getting married
next month to a man who's in the
Navy. Three months ago "Charlie"
sent me a letter he had received from
his mother in which she bad-mouthed
my mother something terrible! Our
families are worlds apart, and I
think Charlie's mother feels inferior
and insecure, and has a chip on her
shoulder.
I was so shaken when I read that
awful letter downgrading my
mother, Lived it to my parents. Now
my mothet says that she will not
attenitmy wedding unless Charlie's
mother apologizes to her. Charlie's
mother says no apology is necessary
because she didn't say anything to
my mother's face.
I got along fine with Charlie's
mother before-this happened. Whose
fault was it? And what should I do?
IN THE MIDDLE
•
DEAR IN: If you're looking
for someone else to blame,start
with Charlie's mother who wrote

the letter downgrading your
mother. Then blame Charlie for
his poor judgment in sending
that letter to you. Next blame
yourself for reading it to your
parents. What should you do?
Try to get this family feud
resolved 80 that at the sound of,
the (church) bell, everybody
doesn't come out swinging.
•••

off her full figure because I think a irritating. He's , too strong and
little jiggle and bounce under her undisciplined for me, to take for
clotheilooks nice.
walks. My new friend dislikes dogs.
Tell me the ,truth, do you think a . It's almost impossitile to find a
woman who wears no bra-is loose— home for Attila—no one wants such
or is it just my family?
a big animal. Having him put to
PROUD OF MY WIFE sleep would make me feel guilty;
DEAR PROUD: A "loose" he's a very sweet-tempered animal.
What on earth should I do? Shall I
woman is one who is lacking in
moral restraint.One who flaunts just wait until my son returns on
her full figure is merely lacking leave, and let him remove the dog as
he sees fit? If I keep him, it will bein judgment.
You obviously care what your the end of mV rojnance,
family thinks or you wouldn't
WORRIED SICK
have written, so to minimize
IN SUBURBIA
family criticism, minimize the
DEAR WORRIED:Cheek with
"jiggle and bounce" in the
your vet about obedience classes
presence of family.
for Attila(he's old enough). And
•••
try to persuade your friend to go
along.Observing how`he handles 4
DEAR ABBY: Some years ago I frustration could give you valuwas very much in love with a man able insight intb what kind of
who didn't like my youngest son, so husband he'll be.
I stopped seeing him._ Now I have
* ••
met another man I like very muth.
He is good to my child, and we have
a lot in common.
(Getting married? Send for Abby's
My problem now is that my older new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
son joined the Navy and left me to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
and address clearly printed with
with Attila, his Great Dane. I live in aname
check or money order for $2.50(this
a small apartment with no fenced includes 1ostage) to: Dear Abby,
yard. Since this Great Dane is little Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
more than a puppy, he can be quite Hollywood, Calif. 900384

DEAR ABBY: My wife is a finelooking woman with an outstanding
figure. She has never owned a bra
and probably never will. She says
bras are uncomfortable, she's proud
of her figure, and she has nothing to
hide. In fact, she wears as little as
possible.
Federal-State Market Pa* Senice April IS.
I am proud of the way she looks, 1965
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report
but my family is not. They 'have Includes
S Buying Stations. Receipts: Act. 832 Est.
called her a "loose" Woman. Well, 550 Barrows
& GUIs .50 higher Sows under 500 lb...
she is not loose. I like ifie way she mostly steady oser 500 lb.. 1.00-3.00 lower
$41.50-42.1111
dresses and have personally bought is 1.2 210-240 lb.. •
IS 1-2300-210 lb..
1411.50-41-541
her blouses and sweaters that show IS
2.3 210-2541 lb..
$41.011.41.50

Hog market
US 2.4 2.50-270
505
IS 1-2 270-301 lb...
IN 1-3300-1.514 lb...
IS 1.3 450-500 lb,.
S 1.3 oser 5151 lb..
1 S I 3 over 6011 lb.,.
1 5 2.3 300.500 lb...
Boars 127.5031.511 .

140.00-11.041
134.50 36.00
534.00 38.00
537.00-41.00
141.00-44.50
up to 146.00
133.00-34.00

to= Begley Drugs
has the

LOWEST
Prescription
Prices

If you pay less for your prescription
than
what you paid for it at Begley's, we will
refund the difference.*
Central Center S/C 753-4025
• 30 days trOm date of purchase at Begley s on Murray only
. higend drugs only, same rhanulacturer
drug streng:h and sae Receopt regutred Eje bye
date March 25 1985

Your Second and LAST
Chance to Save!

4,

ARTCARVED
•KEEPSAKE
KREMENTZ
•SEIKO
•BLACK
11ILLS GOLD
• ETC.

3 MILLION DOLLAR "FINE JEWELRY INVENTORY"
SACRIFICED "FOR 12 HOURS ONLY"!
CHECK • CASH • BANKCARD • 90 DAY CHARGE

:•;

